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é Issue 37 

hew. Just as we were 
sending this game- 
packed February issue ~ 
to the printers, Rare — + 

out of the blue, mind — emailed — 
us the first ever shots of es 
Banjo-Tooie, their massively 
anticipated, but little seen, ‘ 
follow-up to the phenomenally) 
good Banjo-Kazooie. And, | 
jeesh, is it ever looking good. 
Just have a gander at page 8's i 
Future Look to see why. 

And that was merely the 
icing on a pretty tasty cake. 
Before those ‘no comment’ 
specialists up at Twycross had 
even arrived on the scene, we dt 
already pieced together the ' : 
most comprehensive guide to ¥ 
Zelda Gaiden the world has ev: 
seen, as well as a staggering 22) 
pages of tips, including the 
second part of our stonkingly 
huge DK64 banana guide. 

Add to that hefty reviews o' A 
the fabulous South Park Rally 
and — most surprising of all - 
the tre-flippin'-mendous Top 
Gear Rally 2 and you'd be well 
within your rights not to expect te 
things to get any better. 

But you'd be wrong. Almost | : 
too good to be true is our f 
Shigsy Miyamoto interview on j 
page 48, where Nintendo's ee 
master games genius exclusively ~ 
answers your questions about : 
Dolphin, Metroid and Mario 2. 
It simply doesn't get better... & 

Have a great month! 

Tim Weaver 
Editor 

Monday 21st February 
To find out why it’s going 
to be fantastic jump to P 
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More Dolphin 
news and 
Pokémon 
real-life 
stories. 

Kenny, Cartman 
and co take on 
Mario Kart 64... 

14 COMING SOON 
Kirby 64, Daikatana, Renegade 
Racers, Battlezone and more! 

Kemco's brilliant rally-fest rated! 

DIRECTORY 

43 Every N64 game ever — at a glance! 64 Fe 

SUBSCRIPTIONS PGA GOL 
mA Le SIUC ee PAL Top-hole putting action! 
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What's in the jam-packed next issue. Pg. ASTEROIDS 
Jes remembers the wondrous Wipeout! . 

Z Golden oldie update from Crave! 

SA LIVE 2000 
Shoot ‘hoops’ with EA's latest. 

Jo CASTLEVARIA 2 

69 

Dragon Warrior Monsters 
and the Pokémon sequels! 

Look out for this little chap on N64’s covers every month to know that ane Drac's back! Get the ‘skinny’ here. 
PRR Cee MTOR UE yd ee lee oe f 
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RACER 64 
More new pics of this 

BANJO-TOOIE 
Tee AAS eee ACK 
bear-bird super-sequel! 
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The Best Games Designer 
In The World™ 

answers all your 
questions. 

IM\THE|BEST, 
(skill club’ 

NEW! j wie CIS SlSlSIEG|to Ca. 

Bee Uae 
past of 
Nintendo's best- 
loved 
characters... 

a 
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Looks nice, eh? Yoooou bet it does. NST have 
spent months perfecting the visual detail. 

If we have one complaint, ya 
Your first look at the BIG | it would be that the cars 

new N64 games! 
Ceo) (tw ere eel met a 

player game and you can 
access cars in multiplayer. 

The two- 
JE) (gamete 

mode is a 
whole lot PEE Sh 
a0 ee me) 

One of the sections that wasn't 
Ela iX1/ oe Ma ALC eLe 

Avé Gives you a warm feeling, eh? 
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New ae Pr info! 

Ridge Racer was the first game 
to include a rear-view mirror. 

Waterfalls. 
Nice touch, F Sis 
arr S (aay re 
Plenty to Tred \ a 
Rye sara 

saiiniete i ee i 
Check out the Coming Soon section ae 
of Planet 64 on page 14! 



There are six > = Pm dae 
ol oM 

opponents to 

race against in 
RR64‘s two- 

player game. 

LIFESPAN 

Ue El 

serious mone multiplayer 
; rattles along, 

ania th it. ee er a Oe GA Q (race) Bolt 

.- The best way 
to play Ridge 
ite eet 
person. Fast «-:6-7en 

Paral Relea eto Pee 

ie 7 | Can RR64's four-player compete 
it a eee with TGR 2 and Roadsters? Can it? 

ra aca ene i 5 z Soy 
ries “ _ This was a top track in the first Ridge =, 

= inelteaeeeapeaibnticnemsetptheadineatplnacemee pa V Racer game. It’s even better now. : 
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There's a great feeling of speed, but 
can the handling do the business? 

eee) 
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and you can view them all in the 
game's garage system. 

There’s plenty of opportunity to > 
shunt your opponents. Mmm. 

TO BE CONTINUED... 

February 2000 
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FIRST EVER SHOTS OF RARE’S SEQUEL TO BANJO-KAZOOIE! 
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. P| a handcart race, against 's 
an oe ll what appears to be a E 

avd } - huge golden bird. 

7 e ma a oe Just check out those = 
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ion ; V looks amazing. 

Sei 
ust as we were finishing the magazine this month — You'll be seeing eight, all-new, graphically stunning 
approximately 24 hours before deadline, in fact - we worlds, each loaded with superb lighting effects and textures — 
were sent the very first, never-before-seen shots of from these shots it looks as if they could even be a step up 
Banjo-Tooie. Needless to say, we were all very from Donkey Kong 64's. There'll also be mini-games to play — 

excited indeed, and managed — just about! - to squeeze them _according to Rare “at least one per world”; some all-new 
RO Rare 

3 SIZE: 128Mbit | into this issue. Because this, the sequel to 1998's storming characters to interact with, along with all the old favourites; a 
HOW MANY PLAYERS: 7-4 | Banjo-Kazooie, has long been talked about but never seen. _clutch of truly massive boss characters (just check out that 

| CONTROLLER PAK: No | Until now, that is. huge golden statue and the Pterodactyl!), and even the 
_ Just from these few screenshots 7 = 

ae Lo - ob . it's clear to see that Banjo-Tooie is a You'll be seeing eight, all- 
= vs big advancement on its predecessor, - = 

which itself was a stunning slice of new, graphically stunning 

WHEN'S IT OUT? 3D adventuring. Most interestingly, 7 
LE ES @ Banjo and bird-pal Kazooie can now worlds, each loaded with superb 

ZS lighting effects and textures. = pmuiiend split up and act independently — 
aca RATING you'll still need to use them both 

linked together to learn a whole host of new moves, but the chance to play as Mumbo Jumbo, who now makes an 
elelee@| two characters can separate and learn tonnes of extra abilities, | appearance as a controllable character. Banjo will be able to 

7 opening up vast, previously inaccessible areas. transform into some never-before seen characters too. In these 
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DNL 
been turned into a 
RYT le Le 
And look at the size 
oy mulls a sia A 

Me 
around you can 
even play as Mumbo 
Jumbo. Aces! 

Look! Here Banjo’s 
tole eee ee) 
giant T-Rex! And it all 
looks very like 
Jurassic Park. 

A huge lava-dwelling end-of-level 
boss. Looking ‘armless’ here - hah! 

rd Can this huge Pterodactyl be a boss? 
Let’s hope not. It’s blimmin’ huge. 

; This massive golden giant 
Fs : j uards the ziggurat in this 

shots he appears as, bizarrely, a submarine, «ii = | ei fren ratte ey 
and could that be the T-Rex Mumbo talked 

g +9 ia? - E: a 
about in Banjo-Kazooie? = wi al Wt00 LB 

The green water doesn’t look 

Don't forget that you'll also be able to é ~~ 
access the secret areas that cropped up in 
Banjo-Kazooie, such as the ice key room in 
Wozza's Cave — we imagine it'll work via 
some kind of top-secret password. There's 
also going to be several four-player 
multiplayer modes. 

So, plenty to get excited about, then, 
and another brilliant game to add to this year's stunning roster 
of N64 titles. In fact, the only worry we've got is that we've 
been so spoilt by Donkey Kong 64; Rare are certainly going to 
have their work cut out making this game sufficiently different 
from their latest blockbusting platformer. But still — we just 
know this is going to be blinding and we can hardly wait for 
the typically vague ‘mid-2000' release date. Stay tuned for iniememasin 
more details. Booyakka! Nom MAT Ncy more eet olan r eee ello 

SMa atta Oa 
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hilst we've yet to see 
anything concrete of 
Dolphin - the earliest 
we can hope to see 

the games will be at August's 
Spaceworld, or maybe, fingers 
crossed, at May's E3 show - those in 
the know are waxing lyrical over its 
abilities. 

And one of those people who 
definitely knows about Dolphin is Jim 
Merrick, Nintendo's Software 
Engineering Manager. Talking to N64: 
Magazine's sister website, IGN64, 

Merrick spoke about Dolphin and the 
N64, and what the future holds for 
both of them. 

‘We have a number of 
developers - first, second and third- 
party — currently working on 
Dolphin,’ explained Merrick, when 
asked whether developers had even 
received specs for Dolphin. ‘They've 
received materials from us,’ he 
confirmed, ‘and one of the things 
that Nintendo is really focusing on is 
ease of development. We want the 

Wo issue 38 

Nintendo s 

Dolphin! olphin! 
Development kits are already out 
there according to America... 

? Dolphin system to be easy to write 
: for.’ This echoes perfectly Shigeru 
? Miyamoto's own hopes for Dolphin 
: (see page 48 for the full interview). 
: ‘You've seen announcements about 
: the tools that we're using,’ says 
: Merrick. ‘We're using some of the 
? same stuff on N64 today. We're a lot 
more serious about supporting 

: developers, getting the tools out 
: there and keeping them at a 
? reasonable cost.’ 

It seems that Dolphin software 
: development is actually far more 
: advanced than was previously 
? thought, which can only be good 
: news as far as last month's 
: announcement from Hiroshi 
: Yamauchi, Chairman of Nintendo, 
? that Dolphin would make a 
: Christmas 2000 release. ‘Our official 
schedule — internally and externally — 

: is holiday 2000,’ commented Merrick. 
: ‘| don't really have any other date to 
? work from." 
: Merrick also had some interesting 
: thoughts as to how Dolphin would 

: compare to 
: PlayStation 2. ‘I 
: expect Dolphin 
: to exceed PS2's 
: performance in 
: every measure,’ 
i he trumpeted 
: confidently. ‘We 
i can argue 
? polygons and 
: textures and all 
: that sort of 
: stuff, (but) it 
: doesn't really 
i matter. PS2 is a very powerful system 
: and | am.sure, as | know a lot of 
: developers that are working on it, 
: that there are going to be some great 
: games for it. (But) | think that the 
: Dolphin system will have areas that 
: are noticeably stronger and there are 
: going to be areas where the two 
i systems are virtually interchangeable. 
: It comes down to the games.’ 

As for the immediate future, 
: Merrick hinted at several, as-yet- 
? undisclosed N64 games scheduled for 

peak 

: release in 2000: ‘There are some big 
: titles for 2000 that you're aware of, 
: and there are some other things in 
: the hopper as well.’ We'd bet on a 
: secret Rare game (those rumours 

: keep persisting about Killer Instinct 
? 3, remember) and maybe — just 
: maybe — that Metroid update. ‘The 
: N64 is a very elegant design,’ says 
: Merrick. ‘It allows for so much 
: flexibility, and we haven't 
: reached the maximum potential 
: of the machine yet.’ 

Nintendo’s Japanese HQ in 
ae CoD 51 Cee) A 



POKESEARCH 

/; More people tap in ‘Pokémon’ as 

_ their search word now than 

; previous favourites ‘Britney Spears : 

: naked’, ‘Pamela 
i Anderson naked’, 
: ‘Gillian Anderson 
i naked’, ‘Spice wf 
i Girls naked’, > 
: ‘MP3’, and 

“wed : Jennifer Lopez ~—e ¥ 
: naked’. aby 

NAZIMON 

i After buying a $6 Japan-only ‘ 
? special edition trading card set, an : 
? eleven-year-old in America was i 
? horrified to find that Red and 
Blue characters Golbat and Ditto 

: were brandishing swastikas. In 

i fact, they were displaying the 
: Japanese ‘manji’ sign, identical to 
i the Nazi emblem, and a symbol of : 
: good fortune in the Far East for 

) $ centuries. Nintendo of America 
decided to pull the cards from the 
shelves, anyway. 

RICHACHU! 

: Cunning Yanks have snapped up 
? the free Pokémon toy and trading 
: card that comes with a Kid's Meal, 
? or paid $1.99 for a ‘23-carat’ gold- : 

i $500,000 worth of fake 
? Pokémon cards were | 
i being manufactured. 
: They arrested 13 people 
? in the process. 

plated limited edition trading card, 
then sold all 57 Pokémon toys to 

i trading website eBay for as much 
: as $1700! Sooooo, that’s $1700 - 
} 57 Kid's Meals = $1586.57 profit! 

UNDER THE 
COUNTER 

The FBI raided three 

warehouses where 

PPT imu iit 
rate 

Will Dolphin also be able to 
play DVD movies? 

ma ewe Liel ed 
definitely coming as 
a DVD 
player/console 

combo, some hefty pressure seems 
to be mounting on Nintendo to do 
likewise with Dolphin. But, Ninty 
are standing their ground, stating 
LUE UAL 
to see 
Tal g a 
people really 7 
LEU amu 
idea of a 
PAu 
priced piece 
Olay 
home 

ec 
over a cheaper standalone consol 

Nintendo confirmed that.they, 
and development partner 
Matsushita, would still launch a 
Mem EM m ps elo >) lai a 
Japan, but they'd also launch a 

: games-only version alongside it — 
and it'll be this version of Dolphin 
that America, Britain and the rest of 
the world also gets. 

DOLPHIN SPEAK! The second in our monthly guide to 
overly complicated Dolphin jargon... 

No.2: DVD 
With around seven times the amount of storage space as a normal CD, 
Digital Versatile Discs, or DVDs, are the format Nintendo have opted for 
with Dolphin, instead of their long-favoured cartridge system. 
Understandable, perhaps, when you consider that DVD offers 25 times as 
much space as a cart, and costs about a tenth of the price to 
manufacture. The decision to go with DVD, then, will 
appeal much more to third-party developers who saw 
cartridge as high-risk, and it will also give the likes of 

_ Nintendo and Rare stacks of extra space to dabble 
with. There will be slight load times, but the 

" possibilities on DVD are endless, especially as a 
~ special edition Dolphin will allow players to watch 
DVD movies on the machine as well. 

‘(We're) going to do it in Japan 
first and see what happens,’ 
confirmed Jim Merrick, Nintendo's 
Software Engineering Manager, 

when asked whether 
the rest of the 
Novae MN ZeLe (6) 
get the 
movie- 

playing 
Dolphin. ‘We 
don't know 

what the 
aU col Cele 

that type of hybrid 
device, so we'll wait and see. We're 

going to get the system out there, 
we're going to get a big market 
share.as a videogame console and, 
you knoWyif we can do something 
Chace eect 

A) 
oa 

> 
Ze 
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GRAND THEFT 
MON-O 

2, A couple walked into the station 
© 

= 

? after parking their car, and while 
: the crafty woman kept the clerk 
i talking, her bloke shovelled two 
? hundred dollars worth (that’s 

: about £300) of Pokémon trading 
: cards into his coat. The perfect 
i crime? Unfortunately, no. It was 

re the station’s CCTV ES Roll on up for 
a fifty quid's 

el adi medi 
questions... 

ith a few fumbled sums __ from the pet shop for £13, and a set 
this month, we found of Pokémon figures. That’s spending. 
out what £50 could And, wouldn't you know it, you 

Mark Green glances back ate another - : buy: a Shania Twain can do exactly the same as N64's 
am - : CD and poster set for £15, a copy of bumper quiz rolls into town again, 

5 e rom ye gone NY =a= : The Matrix for £10, a guinea ao with 50 smackers waiting to be won 
GAUNTLET ———-—_- “The-main reason for the bulging’ ~ 
arcade 1985; fea ‘eae — : cist of tne. Gauntiet machine a : 1 Which game, this month, is being developed by NST? 

voice-from-the-areade-cabinet's- = The “deluxe*-cabinet-came-with-four 9) What does the Emaciator do to you in Turok: Rage Wars? 
primitive speaker, and-a legend was sets of joysticks*and-fire buttons, - 

ee acre res a ere sas 3 What won't Mario be doing when he arrives on Dolphin? 

together. t led-to-some.beauttiful.co-- [ 4 Name three of the masks in Zelda Gaiden 
Operative- moments, with-Warriors : 

= ee Le f) = How many characters are there in South Park Rally? 

apart ll re op players joing ores 3 6 ‘Wonderful farming RPG.’ Which game would that be, then? 

- . destroy monster-hatching = —— — : " 
INSERT COIN “generators. Touching. : = 7 How many bananas does our DK64 guide show you how to get this month? 

708 lea Ta Naturally,-there were-arguments, — 
3 Pima — £00. With-each-player's health slowly — 8 4 Lotta Bottle. Where? 
~ geeky-pursuit of Dungeons'& ~. ticking away, stumbling-upon plates ~ = 

= Dragons into-an action-packed, four-_ _. of meat or flagons of ale-led-to a —- : | 9 What console was Hotel Mario on? 
player -maze-game,-and-proved-one -- greedy. race for-the goods —making it ais 
of the biggest coin-gobblers since ss all the more:satisfying ‘when aselfish>— : | QJ) Psygnosis. Name their only N64 game. 

—Pac-Marr- ae 
After giving-up your 10p, 

=~ player-unwittingly quaffed a - 5 

your - poisoned-drink. Similarly, the = & Li T ENTER It's simpler than Kittsy as he shambles into the 
_-stereotypical-role-playing character-——-appearance of Death—who'd-sprint~ i office in the morning. Send the form to: 
(Warrior, Wizard, Elfor female > towards players pointing his evit : Good Golly Quiz Folly: Feb of Intrigue, N64 Magazine 
Valkyriey was dumped into a maze- ~~ “health-sucking finger = created a: 5 Meanie St, Bath, aa 2BW 5 : 
stuffed with ghosts, goblins, fireball- —<plenty-of “No, you first, 1 insist, : - or 

~ spitting demons and worryingly. small= > moments... — : rane os gatarnanert ne pel UE ese 
ae arte mm : 1. ry. 4. The Editor's decision will be final, and also 

elves: It was easy to become ey : Midway's recent N64 update of m3 2. Employees of Futty Publications can't ante acarroanke by ‘ ‘amusing’ quip. 
swamped — : Opening a door would the gamé, Gauntlet Legends, te- : 3. The winning entry will be the first plucked from _5. ‘Jack, you're my number one guy. And I...’ 
usually unleash a tidal wave of- created the frantic.co-operative . = = | 
Spooks but-Mr-Bass was always-on —-battles.of Atari's Ziiginal SoRpristnaly i | th’ r id ase was always: an ——- battles BEALAR' criginalbORprsIngly EO UCU 

=hand-to-warn-you of -your See welf-and-it-marked a-triumphant: 
health. "Wizard is about to die,” ~_< réturn for ‘the voice’: Room=—. UO AEs 

sshudidetingli Seid fur fun. 

Wein Pen 
- 1 

"Five classic arcade ‘games ~ “including. Pac Man— l ] 
__and.Galaga-—wrapped up-in one-cart.- I 2 7. | 

ihe Saccessful PC interpretation ofthe ald-skool. g 3. 8. 
wireframe tank battler, brought to the N64. ] 4 9 ] 

~ Leftfield-developed dirt track rater; as-seen-on-— |~ I 5 10 | 
~— the NES alf those years ago: ‘ 

, . eh I Good, no? Oh, and you'll probably be wanting this too... ] 
~ “Ataris seminal rock-blaster dragged into 3D,— ~~ 

_ “courtesy of Robotron 64 developers, Crave. : | Name Address (| 

A brand new 3D game to tie in ] 1 

BNET sa 

with 1 he a Pac Man’s 20th 
Postcode. ess | N64/38 | 

ae 
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Much as we love monkeys, we really don't want hordes 
of them cluttering up our office, swinging from the 
ceiling fans and drinking all the PG Tips. So, by 
answering one oh-so-simple question, you could own one 
of these splendid DK64 action figures. And here's the 
question in question: 

Who starred in the classic monkey-based 
movie, Planet of the Apes? 

Answers on the back of a postcard to: 
Couldn't Give A Monkey's Competition 
N64 Magazine, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, BA1 2BW rT) 
To reach us no later than 25th February. Yay! 



pdating you on the N64 games of the future 
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ET 
So Kirby can 

@ ison’ abilities, 

can he? 
Yep. All the enemies in the 
game have their own 

particular skill — Kirby can 
‘steal’ them all, and you can 

then create ‘combos’ of 
abilities, a bit like the 5-gun 
weapon selection system in 
Turok: Rage Wars. 

A happy, puffed-up pink to the past! 
And what use does 

this have? : 
Well, certain mixes of ; h, Kirby. It's good to have With Kirby's ability to suck in enemies 
abilities will allow you to i him back, even if he is — and absorb their powers, the possibilities 
access new levels, so there's} apparently — only eight are staggering: you can mix n' match 
a vast tactical element to : inches tall. Since the non- stolen abilities to your heart's content - 
Kirby's Dreamland 64. You'll : appearance of the ill-fated Kirby’s Air and certain combinations of abilities will 
need to think a lot about : Ride, we've only seen the pink ball of help you make it through the game. You 
which abilities you equip : puffiness - N64-wise - in Smash Bros can also use opponents’ weapons, of eo 
yourself with. : (where he's distinguished himself as the which there are over 20! e> 

: expert's choice of character). Plenty to do, then. And we'll 
Gosh. Anything else? : But he's bounced back in a big way, be seeing it all in the summer, : ; 
Well, there's no news} as shown by the upcoming Kirby's when the game's released in Japan. Q Remember i aie) Pee Peery, 

: : ; 3 is that you can absorb other abilities. 
as yet of any multiplayer : Dreamland 64. Primarily a 2D platformer 
modes, but the game will : in the style of Yoshi's Story, KD64, } < 
support the expansion pak, : — strangely, also has beautiful 3D : a r \ eae 
and is currently running ina: backgrounds that spread waaaaaay into we a 3 ki Peer 
silky smooth hi-res mode. ? the background, but the main thrust of coe ee ‘ a i . ee iat 

i the game remains essentially the same as are iat wins ak Stee hele) 4 
its SNES predecessors. f Be j oe Leg 

Kirby plays 
, Po — + Pv yaice 

The odd 2D-in-3D levels pe - : 2 one - = & CYA Eye 
V make for interesting viewing. 4 3 ttl 

Definitely could have done without 
the hefty health bar at the bottom. 

It doesn’t look amazing 
for a lot of the time - 
then it does this. Mmm. 

® 

AAA A Ad ole 

WIENS I our? 

=—_ SK e 
Summer Spring 
Ce Ls 

eelele| 
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NOW YOUR SKILL 

DITALITY HAD 

MOUNT 

Other members of your party 
will be around to help you out. 

There’s not stacks of blood, but [> 
ieee aC aT CeO Jf. 

guns and enemies. Bee-yow! 

Dal 

OF 

INCREASED! 
ee 

1 2 

Look - no fogging. A lesson 
to all Turok games, there. 

s 

New shots of Kemco’s Quake-beater! 
he PC version of Daikatana has 
been in development for several 
years now, and should - finally - 
be in the shops by the time you 

read this. Having been developed by 
John Romero - one of the brains behind 
Doom and Quake - it's looking pretty 
darn sweet. And the good news is that 
the N64 version isn't far behind — and is 
looking very promising indeed. 

Essentially a first-person shooter in 
the mould of Turok, Daikatana looks set 
to offer a whole lot more than simple 
switch-pulling and gunplay. There's 
echoes of an RPG in here — certain 
attributes can be built up - and there are 

With over 80 types of baddie, there ea 
are certainly going to be plenty of 

people to fill full of lead. And magic. 

The RPG elements don’t overcrowd 
the killing bit, but the extra emphasis 

V on skills and parties makes it unusual. 

three different characters to choose from 
(one of whom — Hiro Miyamoto — is 
named after everyone's favourite game 
design genius). 

The plot of the game is fairly unique 
too, seeing you travel through four 
different time zones, via the titular 
Daikatana (an ancient sword with 
mysterious powers), in order to track 
down a renegade scientist. Each time 
zone has weaponry specific to that era, 
and there's also an astonishing 80 — yes, 

80 — types of enemy to slaughter. 
Daikatana is currently on course for 

an Easter release, so expect a review 

in the next couple of months. g 

NLL 
downside could 
be its lack of a 
multiplayer. 

The weapons 
ate t(e(aley 
strange-looking 
Cole eeTe [2 
launcher. Yum. 

Aaaaaaah! Jason and the Argonauts- 
RTS oe ee LM Rot 

ee 

Md ar ed) 
earls hy 
things up just 
nicely. Look at 

V ame tI B 

Tell me more about 
the RPG elements. 

Well, each character can build 
i their strength, speed, agility 
i and so on by killing enemies 
} and acquiring items and 
i weapons. You can choose to 

: spend experience points on 
: whichever abilities you like, 

thus making yourself more 

: powerful in the areas you 
i fancy being stronger in. 

Nice. And what about 

: the weapons? 
: Well, there are over 25 all 
i told, including the various 
: time zone-specific weapons 

i (such as ancient greek swords 
} and more mystical 
i technology). 

How many time 
i & zones are there? 

Four: 25th Century Japan, 
: Ancient Greece, Viking 
: Norway and.21st Century San 

: Francisco. You'll also find 
: different climates and weather 

} conditions, which change as 
: you play, from snow and rain 

: to full-on thunderstorms. 

Anything else? 
Well, there’s no news as 

: yet of any multiplayer modes, 
: but the game will support the 
; expansion pak, and is 

currently running in a sweet 

i hi-res mode. Lovely. 

elite 
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It looks a bit, well, i |; ; 130 re PlayStation-ey muck on the floor, 
PlayStation-ey? : NE oo ae there, but the textures haven't been 

Yep. You can put that down ) 4 mvs smoothed out properly, yet. Phew. 

to the fact that it's in the 

middle of being converted 
from the slightly more 

advanced PlayStation 

version, so those trademark 
N64 textures haven't yet 

been applied. Rest assured 
though, the final version 
should look about a hundred i : } n aN Bright, cartoony 

times better. : = ode + ead edt ool 
UNS aS : nde Race wa 

hundred, eh? action in Renegade 
Eee aol om (ad = 

Well, ten. Perr nent ty RU RE Nd oe 

ey 

Snowboard Kids, this. 

So, what are the 

tracks like? 
Not massively inventive 

visually — icy, jungle, town, 

that sort of thing - but the = Y SS 
ability to take to a variety of Soe ) | al 

surfaces means there's the cso ee 
opportunity for track 
branching and multiple 

routes. It also means 

| . _ Slack DKR take-off or eae | + 
@ New Wht are the Rare-smasher? Find out here first... Naa 

weapons adapt to whichever 

surface you're racing on. 

characters like? : TUE a ek 8A 
Um, you know, okay. There 
are 12 in all and they hark} ut of the blue this month world travelling to compete against surprisingly fine entertainment, with 
from different parts of the i comes this quirky DKR-style billionaire, erm, Buck Billionaire because smooth handling, good-looking courses, 
world. There's an American, racer from catchily-named ‘they're renegades in their chosen funky character design and some 
a Brit, a Russian, a Jamaican developer Promethean Design _ professions’ (whatever the hell that inventive weaponry. 
and a Transylvanian (reckon : (previously responsible for, er... oh, means), Renegade Racers is basically a Like DKR, Renegade Racers doesn't 
he could be a vampire?). : nothing). A cross between Mazza Kart's _ solid rip-off of Nintendo and Rare’s just restrict you to concrete, with your 
They're all human, but : cleverly structured power-up racing and efforts. Most probably it won't come multi-faceted vehicles capable of crossing 
they're stylised and cartoony. : Rare's multi-animaled adventure thing, within a hundred miles of either but, as a variety of terrains including water and 

Renegade Racers is scheduled for a an alternative, the game offers some angled slopes (in this way it's slightly 
Springtime release — and it's looking similar to the otherwise duff Penny 
pretty sweet. Racers). This makes for an interesting 

After some instantly forgettable multiplayer option, as does the eight- 
hogwash about racers from around the player round robin tournament specifically 

created for the game, where, with a 
switch of joypads, you can hammer up to 

Ture tip : 
3 seven friends. 

OU O04 It's still a little way from completion, 
but Renegade Racers is already looking 

like fun. Could 
; this be the 

Raine Ue al: i Snowboard 
WHEN'S IT OUT? A\ The weapons in RR still ee Ca Kids-like 

SLA TT Xo Tele a . surprise of 

<{ Looks scabby? That'll soon : 2000? We'll 

PR hd change, mark our words. ‘ : have a full 

Ue Ree eR CLL) =e a 
be aol oe 

soon... 
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‘Dynamic 

landscape’, eh? 

Yep. In theory it sounds 
fantastic, and it certainly 

seems to work well enough 

in the latest version. But, 

slightly worryingly, Zed Two 

summed up their own game 
by saying, ‘the gameplay is 
novel, if not quite unique’. 
So maybe it's not as 

revolutionary as we'd like. 

fter witnessing a decidedly 
dodgy early version at 
London's ECTS games show 
in September, Taz Express 

: = seems to be 

Teta ae finally 
showing some 
promise. You 
could argue 
that it 
probably 

Are there other 
Looney Tunes 

characters? 
A whole bunch. During a 
brief spell, we saw Wile E. 

Coyote, Yosemite Sam and 

Marvin the Martian, plus 
She-Devil, who forces Taz 

into becoming a delivery 
boy in the first place. 

MGs 

How many levels are 
there? 

A staggering 42, spread 

across seven distinct worlds. 

ext from Paradigm — the 
people behind the absolutely 
brilliant Pilotwings, F1 WGP 
and Beetle Adventure 

is this, the second of 
= Infogrames’ 

fe Looney Tunes 
licences. 

In the 
same vein as 

Jeepers. 

Yep. And the character 

traits things means there'll 

be a new set of problems 

each time you play. 

Racing - 

INFO BURST ¢ 

clever. 

Certainly does. We're not 

sure that, in practice, it 
makes Duck Dodgers any 
different from your normal 

3D adventure, but we'll 

hold judgement until the 
final version arrives. 

© Sounds pretty 

Mus 

A crispy-edged devil of a game... 

Dodging martians in the 24th century 

Duck - Daffy’s alter-ego — explores 
Marvin the Martian’s space pad. 

— =xp 
should after a hefty 19 months in 
development, but Wetrix developer Zed 
Two believe their 3D Looney Tunes 
adventure offers a little more than your 
average Mario clone. 

Viewed from an unusual top down 
perspective, Taz Express sees the ker-razy 
devil from Down Under taking up a job as 
a courier boy, with the task of safely 
delivering a series of ACME packages 
across the game's 30-odd levels. Sounds 

Developers Zed Two have really 
geome Rm Ue ee 

fairly standard, admittedly, but Zed Two's 
intriguing ‘Dynamic Landscape’ engine 
means Taz Express is slightly different 
from your run-of-the-mill platformer. In 
fact, in a welcome breath of fresh air, the 
engine actually allows you to pick up, 
carry, move or climb absolutely anything 
you want in the game, opening up the 
way for a flexible, clever and downright 
massive playing environment. 

We'll have a review in the next 
couple of months... 

: 
D oases 

<{ The level select. 
ace M6 Kel] 
can get to every 

single level. 

° 

Taz Express, Duck Dodgers is a fairly 
standard 3D adventure with one standout 
feature: while Taz has its ‘Dynamic 
Landscape’ engine, Duck Dodgers has 
‘specific character traits’. This gameplay 
addition means Duck will react differently 
depending on what situation he's in. As a 
player, you won't ever be able to predict 
what might happen next which results in 
an ambitious, unpredictable, colossal 

space-set 
adventure. 

Question is, 
can it play 
anything other 
than second string 
to the likes of 
Donkey Kong, 

Banjo and Mario? 
Probably not, but 

Paradigm 
LYM lel-} a 
it look top, 
ETA 

it should be 
~ entertaining and 

technically 
sweet, g 
anyway. 
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UL 
UL 
CR amelie AN te 

WW Capcom producer Kouji Oda 
Meehan oid moan: 

‘secret project’ for the N64, described 
as “a sequel to a very popular 
Capcom franchise on the N64”. 
PNT aael rem amelie tye AL 
Zero’ haven't been mentioned, we'd 
bet our bottom dollar that the 
rumoured prequel to the series is 
exactly what's coming to the N64. 
Unless, of course, Mr Oda is talking 
abut Street Fighter — we won't be 
losing out either way. 

More details on the blockbuster- 
TORUS Ld may 1-10 (eo) Wee 
apparently, the sequel will have a 
more ‘biblical’ emphasis this time 
around, which is intriguing. And 
Mike LeRoi is undergoing an image 
le Ure Le Mod clam 
and heavier set, whereas Shadowman 
himself is going to be a thinner, 
spookier, more emaciated and 
PTCA ie) Com a Uo 
Sounds good... 

Remember that Titus had nabbed 
themselves the Robocop licence? 
MOT RR Tce ecu SaN i ele dF aed tie} 
Robocop game for Dolphin. It's 
reputedly looking ‘stunning’, and as 
well as indulging in all sorts of 
ultraviolence, there'll be an element 
of the game that relates to policeman 
NT acme Na MICE 
MUM mec A irate CT 
game is shrouded in secrecy, but 
NMSA CRe ae 
you wait and see. 

Eternal Darkness, of which 
nothing has been seen since E3, is 
apparently “progressing very well”, 
according to Dennis Dyak, producer 
at Silicon Knights, the developers 
behind the game. N64 contacted 
them this month in the hope that 
we'd get to see the game, but 
unfortunately no screenshots were 
forthcoming. Still, this medieval 
Resident Evil-style game is going to 
aR ee aot La el ce oe 

A\ The distinctly unshabby Eternal 
Darkness. This is going to be great. 

NEW PICS NEW PICS NEW PICS NEW PICS NEW PICS 

ya 
Sounds nice. Any 
more details? 

Yup. There'll be six different 
planets to fight over, alien 
technology to discover and 

use for your own ends and 30 
different vehicles, which can 

all be piloted... 

Blimey. Good on the 
PC then, was it? 

Yes, very good. And although 

the N64 version will be 
significantly altered (some of 

the more fiddly strategic bits 

of the game have been 
jettisoned in favour of more 

straightforward blasting), it's 
looking very promising. 

But the strategy is 
still in there? 

Yes. Not as much as there was 

but still plenty, mind. For 
instance, one mission sees 

you stealing an enemy tank, 

falling into line and 
accompanying an enemy 
battalion into their base. But 
then how do you escape 

again without arousing enemy 

suspicion? 

WHEN’S IT OUT? 
Se 
AAS 

Feb Feb TBA 

PU 

eelele| 

<j HQ keeps 
you up-to- 
date with 
em om ella 
ship. Handy. 

lee) 
tincy bit of 
fogging, but 

V ewe leh 

The action in Battlezone 
Ceo MU aI a 

RCV leer et 

Reminds us of Shadows of 
the Empire. Y‘know, a bit. 

Rise of the Black Dogs 
First-person future tank battles! 

evelopers Climax are currently 
toiling away day and night in 
order to get Battlezone 
finished in time for its February 

release date. And the good news is that 
their hard work is paying off; Battlezone 
is shaping up to be very sweet indeed. 

A port of the critically-acclaimed PC 
game, Battlezone is a fruity cross between 
a first-person shooter and a strategy 
game. Although the strategy elements 
have been toned down a little for the N64 
version, and the action quotient increased, 
Battlezone's main claim to fame is that 
you're able to run around on foot, leap 
into available vehicles and also give orders 
to supporting units. A bit like Rainbow 
Six, but in huge tanks. Not bad, eh? 

The plot, such as it is, concerns you 
fighting the Soviets on the moon (and, 
later, other planets) for valuable resources. 
So, you'll be mining precious metals and 

using 
them to 

Ce 4 Bek) 
ae plenty 

of 
lal 
Tala) 19 
to blast 
apart. 

The scanner in the bottom left lets 
you pick out your enemies from afar. 

construct weaponry and vehicles as you 
infiltrate an enemy base and call in the 
reinforcements. Leaving the safety of your 
vehicles is risky, but amongst the 15 
available weapons is a superb sniper rifle, 
which you can actually use to put a bullet 
through the windshield of an enemy tank, 
taking out the pilot. Very nice indeed. 

The game also runs in high-resolution, 
courtesy of the expansion pak, but at the 
moment this is a little jerky. Hopefully 
Climax will have time to sort this out, as 
the game - including a four-player 
mode -— has the potential to be 
tremendous fun. 
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iN fet ye 
UTM eT 
Boy 

73 
had a 
(ofA 

Co emo Ce 
the past few 
months — far 
em U 
could possibly show you in these 
pages — but the real quality titles still 
manage to stand out from the crowd. 

BU eae mM keg 
releases is undoubtedly Dragon 
Warrior Monsters, the only game 
amongst a horde of Pokémon 
imitators to come close to matching 
Nintendo's juggernaut. Others are 
set to follow on just about every 
OEM UCM Cem Timo Mela \ amet) 
PROM yaaa me mL) 
Japanese success over here. 

Elsewhere, the concept of 
Cem UMNO NES 
seems to be spreading to a wider 
number of GBC games, thanks to the 
infrared port. Ubi Soft's GBC range 
already includes the ‘Ubi Key’, a 
TTT eMC Lael 
you to unlock hidden features by 
zapping different Ubi Soft games. 
This month the first of Rare’s Disney 
games nipped into the shops under 
cover of darkness, complete with a 
PM ici MEU estate 
UCM ei m 

Nintendo's competitors can’t 
compete. As the only console with 
wireless networking as standard, 
COT g Re] LOM Ui MeL MAM MSU) 1 
link-up feature coded at no extra 
cost. Plus there's the potential to 
wreak remote control havoc on 
li Tee- lar mea eed Cod 
Impossible's organiser section or 
Datel's Smart Com. Not that we'd 
Coole Col aCe elem ULF -Amo Lm elo 

Martin Kitts, Editor 

planet ®» 
GAME BOY 

Planet Game Boy, N64 Magazine, 
30 Monmouth Street, Bath, 

BA1 2BW. 
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nyone remember the classic 
beat-'em-up /nternational 
Karate? It was an 8-bit 

fighting masterpiece, and its Amiga 
sequel, the awesome /K+, was 

Location . ania 
a ee eS 

eae 

issue 13 

unequalled until Capcom 
came up with Street 
Fighter 2. 

Now Studio 3 are 
resurrecting the old-timer 
for one more crack at that 
fighting game crown, and i VY, 

xf? va with the Game Boy beat- 
‘em-up market looking 

fairly thin on the ground at the 
moment, we wouldn't bet against 
them scoring a hit with this one. 
Unlike traditional fighting games, 
rounds are won on a three-point 
system. A clean hit scores one point 
and a glancing blow scores half. 
After each point the combatants 
return to their starting positions. 

This version has different fighters 
to choose from (the original only 
had one) and plenty of pretty 
background locations to battle in 
front of. We played an incomplete 
preview cart and we can confirm 
that it's showing a lot of promise. 
International Karate is due out 
in February, so we should have Q 
a full review next month. 

U2 3k073.93 
stI7 at 

ITUITAS, 
1 



Five Star Scorin 
A simply fantastic 

game, and an 
CUNY ote 

Las 
fo 

te 

aving waited years to get our 
i hands on Pokémon, it's a 

welcome surprise to see the 
next biggest thing imported from 
Japan with such speed. Dragon 

Watabou 

Let’s go 

aor pry try try Lark 

QUESTING 
When you unlock a 
Traveller's Gate — a spinning 
portal usually found behind a 
locked door — you'll begin a 
quest in the Mystic World. 
Quests involve finding a 
missing person or capturing a 
super-powerful monster. 

Well worth a look, 

this is an excellent 

MONSTER MASH 

Some problems, 
but almost 

ea VAC mis 

wr 

the crowd. 

Want to take 

Anteateré_into 
LA 

CATCHING 
You can only catch the last 
surviving monster from any 
group you encounter. You'll 
still have to knock it out, but 
if you fed it during the fight, 
there's a chance that it will 
spring to its feet and decide 
to join your party. 

Blindingly flawed 
and not worth 
bothering with. 

af 

Dragon Wa 
Vionsters 

Warrior Monsters is the Rolling 
Stones to Pokémon's Beatles, a 
different sort of experience but 
worth just as much of your spare 
time if you want to stand out from 

You play Terry, an ordinary lad on 
a quest to rescue his sister, Milayou. 
She has been spirited away to the 
mystical kingdom of Great Tree, the 
entrance to which can be found, 
oddly enough, in Terry's chest of 

drawers. Once inside 
the tree, the path to 
Milayou's prison can be 
opened gradually by 
performing feats of 
monster-taming to 

The resulting baby should be 

Se a 
Ufa al a 

lamentable. Avoid 
like the plague. 

of 

please the King. Collect enough of 
the little devils to earn the right to be 
called a Master and you might just be 
able to take Milayou back home. 

You can take three monsters with 
you at any time and they trail around 
after you in a sweet and endearing 
sort of way. When you meet 
wandering beasts, you engage in 
three-on-three combat that's far 
more complicated than Pokémon. 
You can set your monsters to attack 
according to preset aggression plans 
or you can activate their abilities 
using a menu system — and if you've 
been nice to your opponents during 
the battle, they might decide to join 
your party. 

Instead of teaching extra abilities 
by using special items, monsters learn 
new tricks by mating. If you put a 
couple of creatures together then, 

It's a huge game but it rarely gets confusing. This is how it 
works, broken down into five basic sections. 

BREEDING HATCHING 
Pick a monster you like the 
look of and cross it with a 
monster that has useful skills. 

a combination of the two. 
Both parents are then 
released back into the wild, 
to frolic in total freedom. 

February 2000 

Pay the princely sum of 10G 
to the nice man from the 
monster dating agency, and 
he'll take your egg to a nice 
secluded thicket where it will 
hatch. Watching your new 
baby monster emerge from 
its shell is a joyous moment. 

Naas 

assuming they're both over the legal 
breeding age, they'll produce an egg 
that can be hatched into a 
combination of one parent's looks 
and the other's talent. Both parents 
then depart, making this a game 
where you can't become quite as 
attached to your monsters as in 
Pokémon if you want to make 
progress. You can also breed 
monsters with a friend, via a link 

cable, or gamble some of your 
creatures in two-player tournaments. 

Dragon Warrior Monsters is every 
bit as involving as Pikachu's 
adventures, even if it isn't quite as 
cute, and is an essential purchase for 
anyone who can't wait 
another 15 months until 
we finally see the 
Pokémon sequels. Buy it 
before it sells out. 

SCRAPPING 
As you breed bigger and 
tougher monsters you'll want 
to test them against the best. 
The arena is the place to go 
for a good scrap. Pay the 
entry fee for the appropriate 
class and challenge the 
world. Prizes are secret areas. 

25 



neaking onto the shelves 
iG without a word of warning is a 

trick often used for games that 
the publishers are slightly ashamed 
of. Quite why this first Disney title 
from the less-than-prolific Rare has 
been afforded such a dubious 

ith the spectacularly dull 
W Deer Hunter doing big 

Game Boy business in the 
States, it was only a matter of time 
before someone came up with a 
spoof hunting sim. 

26 Ney PIED ie 

honour is a mystery, because it isn't 
every day that we're treated to a 
Rare game, and this one is really 
rather good. 

Mickey's Racing Adventure takes 
the exploration elements from Diddy 
Kong Racing and marries them to the 
racing style of RC Pro Am on the 
NES. You find the entrances to the 
tracks by collecting tokens and 
completing a simple sliding block 
puzzle game. Each of the five famous 
characters can access three tracks 
plus a boss, with a final showdown if 

you manage to get 
to the end of the 
whole thing. There's 
also a set of bonus 
games based on the 

Billy Bob is all 
about a fat 
hillbilly's quest to 

impress the beautiful Daisy with his 
huntin' and fishin’ prowess. Daisy will 
request a certain type of animal, such 
as a racoon or a bass, and you have 
to catch it for her by 
entering a series of 
mini-games. For 
example, to go 
hunting you need to 
shoot targets to win 

Issue 13 

4/515 Mickey's 
Racing Adventure ! 

as much on mistakes from the 
computer opponents as it does on 
skill. Once you've purchased an 
improved car and a few upgrades, 
things get much better but the sheer 
size of the game means that it'll be a 
while before you get that far. A two- 
player mode would have 
ensured a five-star rating, 
but even as it stands 
there's plenty here to 
keep you entertained 
for a long time. 

ancient Boulderdash and a large hub 
area in which you can buy tips, 
upgrades and spells. 

It's an impressively huge game, 
and the graphics are fantastic. The 
racing can be a bit hit-and-miss 
though, because victory tends to rely 

Billy Bob's Huntin’ ’n’ Fishin’ 
ammo, hit the correct type of animal 
to get a licence and wash in the river 
so that your scent doesn’t frighten 
your prey. The games are as simple 
as the most basic ones in Game & 
Watch Gallery. 

When you're ready you can go 
into the wild. The actual hunting 
section is disappointing, being little 
more than an extended version of 
the hunting licence sub-game. 
Fishing is better though, with a 
completely different set of extra 

games. In all, it's good value 
for G&W afficionados with a 
warped sense of humour, 
and probably worth 
playing to see 
what happens 
when Billy Bob 
finally wins 
Daisy's hand. 



Men on the Game Boy and the 
PlayStation version is quite 

remarkable. The missions have the 
same structure and many of the 
areas are recognisable. That still 
doesn’t mean that it's a classic 

T he similarity between Army 

DO ADAG, 

ichael Buffer, the man who 
Mi made a fortune out of a 

trademark catchphrase and 
an industrial strength pair of lungs, 
lends his voice to the latest 
conversion of Midway's hit Ready 2 
Rumble Boxing. 

Army Men“ 
game, but it's an indication of the 
programmers’ technical prowess. 

Just like in its 32-bit cousin (the 
N64 version has different missions), 

the object is to complete a series of 
increasingly difficult missions by 
killing lots of little plastic soldiers. 
There are loads of weapons to find, a 
basic training mode to 
try them out in, and 3 & 
some jeeps and tanks & 2 
to drive when 
slogging across the 15 
large levels gets too 
tiring. Sadly it's 
spoiled somewhat by 
a nasty rotational 

It's a remarkably authentic replica 
of the 3D original, largely thanks to 
some very slick presentation. The 
boxers are depicted by short 
rendered intros and there's a lot of 
speech from the Buffster. He even 
speaks on the options screen, which 

goes to show just how much of the 
cart is taken up by sparkle and polish. 

The actual game plays a lot like it 
does on the N64, except with even 
fewer moves. It's still basically just a 
case of standing toe-to-toe with your 
opponent and hammering the 

buttons until 
one of you falls 
over. If you 

es 

olanet 

control system which is left over from 
the game's 3D days. There's 
absolutely no need for it in a game 
like this, and it turns moving and 
aiming into a pointlessly difficult task. 

But if you can live with the 
controls it can be great fun, with 
mission objectives such as rescuing 
prisoners and infiltrating enemy bases 
to puzzle over. In a way it’s a little bit 
like Mission: Impossible, with better 
graphics and more variety but no 

secret agent organiser 
mode. It also boasts the 
best speech we've ever 
heard coming out 
of a Game Boy. 
Shame about 
those nasty 
controls, 
though. 

Pe a ee 
Sd 
G2 leur a 

§ MEISGET 
Ltt 

land enough clean hits, the rumble 
meter lights up and gives you a few 
seconds of super combo power. 
Three knockdowns in one round 
secures victory. And that's all there is 
to it. It looks very nice but 
it's way too limited as a 
fighting game. Once 
you've won a few 
bouts, there's nothing 
more to see. 
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SEE So eR 

hese two carts 
T sold out almost 

as soon as they hit 
the streets in Japan, but we 
managed to spirit away a pair 
of them before the few shops that 
had any stock left doubled the price. 
Being largely incomprehensible, it's 

we 
Une best haw Pokemon stu trom 
Japan to your local game sop. 

i a 

==) POKEMON GOLD = 
pee p 
Ro. is pes PY 

unlikely that many 
western gamers will 
appreciate the finer 

| points of these 
Pokémon sequels 

but we've managed to 
dig out a few 

snippets of 

ee The back 
of the packaging 

i teatures Pichu, a 
i heart-meltingly cute new 

“character who is actually the 
pre-evolved version of Pikachu. 

There's also an in-game shot of 
Mariru (the blue water mouse who 
will be known as Marill in the English 
translation) battling little Pichu. We 

AND SILVER 

information. 

haven't managed to capture either 
of them yet, but it looks like Pichu 
and Mariru will be joining Pikachu as 
the official mascots of Pokémon. 

There are more new features 
than we could possibly list. The most 
obvious is the addition of a real-time 
clock which you have to set when 
you start the game for the first time. 
As you wander around the 
completely new map, darkness closes 
in and yellow lights shine out of the 
houses. It looks fantastic and it's still 
compatible with any kind of Game 
Boy. The hero carries a mobile phone 
with him at all times to stay in touch 
with important people. As you add 
more names to your contact book, 
you can call them up to get hints for 
different sections. 

So is it worth importing? If you're 
an avid Pokémon fan and import 
game collector, you'll probably have a 

von eee copy 
al already. You'll find a 

very good walkthrough on EAGB 
(http://gameboy.s-one.net.sg) which 
will guide you through the game in 
English, so it's not exactly unplayable. 
However, we'd recommend waiting 
until September, which is when 
you'll be able to get US and 
Australian copies. You can play any 
GB game from anywhere in the world 
on your European machine. It's 
due on the shelves here around 
Easter 2001. 



PASSWORDS 

Evel Knievel. 

LASTSTAGE 

g €6LEVELS 
B @ Normal levels: 

RESET 

j Choose @ Level 2 - DDMMNN 
your @ Level 3 - NNRRGG 
starting @ Level 4 — CCLLRS 
level in @ Level 5 — JJMPPR 
this @ Level 6 - SWWTCH 
squirrel- @ Unknown - NNSTTR 
based 

Ree ae rae Was platform 

Mtorteraerereecacaere: adventure 

980 O HR: SSREPS with 
these 

handy codes. We have no idea what 
the ‘unknown’ code is for, but it 
doesn't give the usual ‘password not 
valid’ message. Interesting. 

Use this password to 
unlock the lot if you 
can't be bothered to 
play all the way 
through this dodgy 
motor carnage game. 

version though. 

0Z6SZD(skull)V 

Here's a selection of useful passwords for 
Take 2's maddeningly 
difficult bike game, 

@ Snake River Canyon: 

{ @ Grand Finale mode: 

TEP eet eh | 

It's better than the N64 

planet 
GUIDE _ 

At last we've got a new record holder 
in the Mario Deluxe challenge. So 
1.3 million is possible! How about 
1.4? Or even 1.5? You can do it! 

MARIO DELUXE 
Challenge 
1,303,650 James Holt, Halifax 
PX a Toler tia en ALC ARAL U 
1,184,900 lan Shaw, email 
TTT T-Tae ET g 
456,150 Phil Wakely, Exeter 
406,000 Peter Tweedie, Woking 
321,550 James Holt, Halifax 

Pa 
Red 
297,545,300 David Teixeira, NZ 

129,750,500 Mark Atkins, Bury 

117,100,600 Dover MacLean, USA 

Blue 
1,275,170,500 James Faulkner, 

Deena 
1,254,200,300 David Teixeira, NZ 
124,340,400 Tom Watts, 

Huddersfield 

cy 
‘e0000200) 
eee) 

rears 

Here's a quick tip to help 
you get back a bit of 
energy when you're almost 
out of health and you can't 
find any more items. 
Simply save your game 
and reload it straight away. 
You'll have a bit more 
energy to play with. 

TRA 
40 Lines (level 0) 
1:31 Richard Ford, London 
1:32 Nick Bec, Salisbury 
1:34 Nick Hiom, Thetford 

START_- Ultra (level 0) 
21,488 Richard Ford, London 
20,392 Nick Hiom, Thetford 
20,389 Chris McCabe, Banbridge 
Marathon (level 0) 
4,101,580 Nick Hiom, Thetford 

2,559,613 Richard Ford, London 
a: YM CN Io als rommeSY- US OL] 0 
Marathon (level 9) 
6,120,591 Paul Curtis, Hull 

3,322,821 Richard Ford, London 
2,320,662 Anita Gillberg, Sweden 

GAME & WATCH GALLERY 
Donkey Kong 
9999 Jonathan Denne, Stansted 
2626 Ryan Medlock, Cobham 
1830 Nayden Koon, New Zealand 
eure x2) 
cht: VE omen claar- | 
1241 Christopher Smith, Cleveland 
1203 Tommi Aarela, Finland 
Chef 
1803 “Marc”, via email 
1496 Christopher Smith, Cleveland 
1473 Audun Knudsen, Norway 

gS_PRESS 
ie 

pO Brice HOUOOHe 

i) a 

aa ; Te Cl 
Send your high scores to: 
Planet Game Boy (high scores), 

Cr he) 

BAA seh eG 
Prre rts Lec 

ELUM eee ms ice 
Bath, BA1 2BW : 

Email us at n64@futurenet.co.uk 

Osea . 
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It reminded us of an alien 
standing in front of a motorbike 
headlamp. It's anybody's guess. 
That could be absolutely . 
anything. Only Andy Sheuber ’ 
from Stevenage knows for sure. , 

Kayleigh Money 
from Long Eaton is | 

dreaming of Pokémon. 
Must be all that 
advertising. 

a Luke Adams > 
Allen, an sent us this 

Essex boy, pic of his sister 
sent in this pic looking bemused. 

of himself. 

Darren 

Agnew from 
Kilmarnock is the 
man responsible 
for putting this 
beast behind 

Mt ata 
avery ROUS..“d 
za 3 ey 

= Preston's 
Help! Scary sons @ 
stuff from Bailey. He’s an 

Annalisa Vacher easy lover. 
of Waterlooville. He'll take your 

heart but you 
won't feel it. 

character 
exchange between 
two Pokémon from 
the legendary 
Bobby Snow. Yup. 

, aN 7s 

Core eR 
eee 

And 
another It’s a rassler > 

pic from Mr of some 
Larsen. Top description. 

stuff, Ruben. Whoever he is, 
We're he’s anonymous 

impressed. and annoyed. 

Oh my word. 
Lordy, lordy. 

Ellwyn Male 
snapped this lovely 
lady and printed her 
out just for you. 

It's @) . 
Ellwyn z A talking egg? © 

Male’s GB & A spoon? ™ 
Camera @& Surely not... a toilet 

bowl! It’s from Paul 
Stevenson. 

It’s Sam 
Roberts from 

_ Kent, complete 
with radioactive 
grin. 

This one 
looks like 

some kind of 
alien encounter. 
It's from Sam 
Bircher of Surrey. 

Norway's 
master GB 

Camera artist, 
Ruben Larsen, is 
the man behind 
this troll-like face. 

An alien demon, 
spotted in the 

London area by none 
other than David 
Jones. Brrrrr. 

EVERY MONTH — ONLY WITHIN THE PAGES OF 

Muties too tight to 
mention. 

ice work, 
people. We're 
pleased to be 

able to present 
another quality line 
up of kerr-azy pics and 
happy snaps taken with 

the miracle of miniature 
technology that is the Game Boy Camera. 

As ever there are some interesting 
techniques on display here and some great 
special effects. If you'd like to share a few (but 
not all) of your secrets with the rest of the world, 
we'd love to hear from you for our Art Class 
section, as featured in last month's issue. When 
we've got enough cool tips and tricks (assuming 
the nation's top GB Camera alchemists are 
willing to spill the beans), we'll print the best ~ 
and reward the senders with an exclusive N64 
pin badge. Those things are as rare as rare 
could be, y'know. Write to Art Class, Planet Game 
Boy at the address below. 

Get snapping and send 
us your favourite 
printouts. Weird 
or otherwise, 

we like 
nothing better 
than checking 
out your Game 
Boy Camera creations. 
In fact, we like it so much 
that we feel compelled to 
tell our pals at Gamester to 
send a mighty handy Game 
Boy Powerpack and Wallet to 
the creator of our favourite pic 
each month. Perfect for protecting 
your machine from scratches and 
saving on batteries. Don't forget to 
tell us what kind of GB you own. 
Send your pictures to: 

In association with 

Gr. 
GAMESTER. 

Game Boy Gallery, 
Planet Game Boy, N64 Magazine, 
30 Monmouth St, Bath, BA1 2BW. 
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NOBODY DOES IT BETTER 
NOW YOU TOO CAN BE A MEMBER OF THE ELITE SECRET SERVICE WITH THE JAMES BOND FUNFAX 

CLASSIFIED inFonns “anon 

MIS AGENTS 
DOUBLE.O SraTus, 

ey 

Includes: MIs: HER taasesrrs 

e Classified issue file (personal 
details, preferences, 
FeSO AOheeIAlONe NITE RSShsy 

e Mission and urgent 
ERS eLA tiles 

e Fantastic fold-out Bond history 
(featuring all the films) 

as UTE AY 

Ash e Contacts file (address book) 

e Spy quizzes and games 

NTA ai JAMES BOND FUNFAX IS PACKED FULL OF INFORMATION. [BK 

ARE YOU UP TO THE CHALLENGE? 
www.dk.com 



Official UK 
N64 chart n od 

7) ed a 

7 ee. we 
J sj a ~~ Sar Donke 

Kong 
LEU SST T Lo) Released: 12/99 Released 11/99 

eS ; 
Sot pa | 

i NO sue 36 22% (ll 
See eee a 

es WWF ; Jet Force 
Wrestlemania Sa | Gemini 
THQ Released: 12/99 Released: 11/99 Rare 

= © Non-mover NI Issue 36 90% rd a @ Last month’s chart position - 3 INA Issue 34 93% 

“(3 Smash Bros ! 8 GoldenEye 
aa pes Ss Nintendo/HAL Released: 12/99 — ~ oO Nintendo Released: 12/97 
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Donkey Kong eS Resident 
ACT Ni SVissue 36 © 93% 4 Capcom * ACI 

Pokémon Snap 
TC NVUissue 37 ° 80% ae THQ * FGT Issue 36° 90% [pees oo a 

N6 A. Pe 3 Weta Pee 
played Ela ee) wanted 

Evil 2 

Cee 

aN carey | chart updates @ release list most wanted @® most played 

ACT Presa od 

UK: April NYS ul 
US. rid 

Zelda Gaiden 
plas TTT [od Pema hell} Ota] 

Top Gear Rally 2 | Banjo-Tooie 

i CAs Ra THQ ACT Rare ACT 

USA: Summer 

Smash Bros | ‘he World is 
Not Enough 

User} CLS Se ak Ess Acclaim ACT Nintendo a 

NGM issue 36 + 90% UK: Summer NA « Summe! 
USA: Summer 

; Pokémon Stadium 
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Easy to spot UK release dates. Just look for the titles in a dark blue bar! 

« Nintendo 64 

Seen ; DethKarz C Talent Studio (64DD) 

Custom Robo Doshin the Giant (64DD) 

Eternal Darkness 

Viewpoint 2064 

February Flights of the UN Ultimate War (64DD) 
Battlezone : F-Zero Expansion Kit (64DD) Velocity 

Z 
7 
0 
A 

5 
= 
0 
y 
“ 

: 
0 
Zz 

Hercules: Legendary Journeys 

Jeff Gordon Racing 

Jikkyou Golf Tournament ‘98 

Jungle Bots 
Jungle Emperor Leo 

Ken Griffey Jr Baseball 2 

Kirby's Dreamland 64 

Magic Flute 

Hydro Thunder 

Montezuma's Return 

Mother 3 

Need for Speed 64 

Top Gear Hyperbike 
X-Men L Blac 

Zelda Gaiden endo NomenQuest 

April 

Onegai Monsters 

Paint Studio (64DD) 

Polygon Studio (64DD) 

Powerslide 

*working title only 
2000/TBA 

E : ry Riga C 

1080° Snowboarding 2 Shadowgate Rising NCO ACT ACTION RPG ROLE PLAYING GAME 
Animaniacs Ten Pin Alley SC G Sim City 64 (64DD) 
Art of Fighting Twin 2 . 1 ; FGT FIGHTING GAME SPT SPORT 

Attack! ) | 1 TCM Tels : STG STRATEGY TAB BOARD GAME 

eTLaae : Ls SHOOT-'EM-UP BT) SIMULATION 

00 30 5 RAC RACING ian MISCELLANEOUS 

Fj 

i Waar PST ORMAT IONI 

station 
seal five deeds FE e Me Lele aN} ile wanted games are: 

And as if you needed any more 
encouragement, each month we'll be 

putting all the Information Station 
voting slips into a big hat and 

awarding a 
spanking new oe sats A tRNA ie hate edetae ces 

N64 game to 
setae the first one 

mT A e COUT R Pa Tas] RO | shisha siete saad stats tea dues enbcctssi est ; 
ol ie tra) which game 

OD you'd like on 
GS i Eat 



N/ CHOOSE YOUR OWN CHEAT S// mm) iA 
DVENTURE / MGS / TR I, 2, 3 & 4 / BROKEN SWORD'S MORE 

ADVENTURE / RES EVIL I & I/ STAR WARS I/FF7/TR4 
PLAYSTATION / EVERY CHEAT WE HAVE Pete 
PN ESA 

ecccce. 

ecccce 

0906-8318-411 ......PLAYSTATION / MEGAE 
0906-8318-416......PLAYSTATION / THC 
0906-8318-417......SEGA SATURN / THE 

VOICE MAILBOX NOW AVAILABLE TO ALL USERS. 

PRIVATE & PUBLIC MESSAGES AND MAILBOXES. 

/ YOUR OWN PERSONAL VOICEMAIL BOX TO BUY AND SELL GAMES. 

.P sAMES AND HARDWARE / CHEATS / GOSSIP WITH OTHER USERS. 

PRESS No. 1 For PLAYSTATION C 
PRESS No. 2 For NINTENDO 64 C 
PRESS No. ‘ 
PRESS No. 
PRESS No. 

By WE PAY THE COST FOR THE FAXBACK 
ae roo EC eit phone ¢ owner before using this service. Calls cost 60p per minute at all times. 

— Fault line 0181-581-0000. 



HOw,TO™: 
go bananas in 

ih 
ING Tle 

a\/ 

ug 
_ Every banana 
tracked down in 
Gloomy Galleon, Ci 
Forest and Crystal Caverns, 

» three bosses beaten 
PLUS the locations of every 
iry, blueprint and K. Rool 
na in the game! 

m» Only open 
our od 
section if 
ou're 

een 
stumped! 

iro oTaie ta ast) 



e thought Zelda and Jet Force Gemini _Last month, we told you how to find 50 bananas in 
Ot oleae UROL] UU Ye) oe lO) a goo Ug Tl CeO (AT Me fo) lg) 
quest to finish Donkey Kong 64. how to grab every single banana in the next three 
Rare’s monkey-'em-up is colossal, worlds, and reveal the locations of every fairy, 

which means we've had to spread our banana- blueprint and K. Rool Arena in the game. Aren't we 
busting guide over an unprecedented three issues. good to you? 

To get into the lighthouse, slam 
the Donkey switch on the central 

platform. There’sa at the top 
of the tower inside, and a lever which 
brings K. Rool’s ship steaming into 
harbour. 

Entrance: swim underneath K. Rool Island 

Golden bananas needed: 8 

Chunky can slam his 
bum down on the 

trapdoor on the ship’s deck. 
Scamper past the cannons 
below and punch the 
rotating barrels for a banana 
- then turn your pad around 
to combat seasickness. 

Leap over to the floating 
barge and Simian Slam 

the Diddy switch. You'll 
need a trip in the 
Rocketbarrels to reach the 
banana that materialises 
atop the lighthouse. 

Change into Engarde by moving Lanky 
into the Animal Barrel underwater, then 

use his saw-like conk.to smash the chest 
you find at the very bottom of the lake, 
revealing a E 

e Sunken Wreck area? 
1 Lo ge There’s a switch for Lanky’s 

elasticated arms, too, leading to 
2a in the same house — you'll 

need to use Engarde to smash the 
chests inside. 

a 

'for Tiny. It opens‘a 
Water house to the 
<remling Kosh 

Litre t-} 

Found Funky’s. shop? 
It's to the right of this 

area’s entrance. In the 
watery depths below, Tiny 
can use the barrel to enter 
the curvy pipe and win-a 
banana from a Big Bug 
Bash ga 

ane 

Back in the tunnels, take Diddy down 
the unexplored passage and peanut 

away at the switches. You’ve found the 
Sunken Wreck area. 

We'll-come.back here in a bit. Meanwhile, 
play the Barrel Blast game on the a 

lighthouse platform to fr a native 



Sunken 
Wreck area, the 
rescued seal is 
flapping away 
on a platform 
near Candy's 
shop. He'll give 
you his ‘seal’ of 
approval - a 
banana. 

As Donkey, go back and 
visit the seal again, 

leaping into the tunnel 
behind him. Now you'll get 
the chance to wina 9) 
if you manage to beat the 
honking mad mammal in a 
wave race. 

The lovely Candy will be ever so 
pleased to see you, handing you an 

upgrade for your instruments and an extra 
health melon. Juicy. 

x —ee, 
As Lanky, find 
the Animal Bi 

- it’s just above | 
sunken wreck — 
swim inside. Pe ee 
three crowd- 
pleasing leaps 
through the DK 
and you'll open 
door to the Trej 
Room. 

. 
* 

Use Chunky’s pineappley 
weapon on the two switches 

near the level entrance. In the 
room beyond, haul the big ball 
to the cannon and take out three 
switches for your banana. 

Have Diddy rocketbarrel up to 
the top of the lighthouse and 

strum his guitar. Race back and 
swim into the freed fish's gob 
(use Warp 5), then thwack the 
panels on his heart for a banana. 

Opened the Treasure Room? 

Sitting pretty nestled at the 
top of the rightmost stack of 

gold coins is a Stealthy Snoop 
minigame. Use Diddy’s Simian 
Spring to get up to it and grab 
yourself a banana. 

There's a 
Searchlight 

Seek minigame 
atop the opposite 
pile of coins - use 
Lanky’s Baboon 
Balloon tiles to 
reach it, and its 
ba 2 

The giant 
treasure chest is accessed via the lock - 

use the nearby Tiny barrel to shrink yourself 
small enough to fit inside. Collect the five 
pearls within and then swap them for a 

na with the mermaid at the bottom of 
the lighthouse. 

Lowered the water level? 
At-the-edge of the 
lighthouse area is a 

lone Music Pad. Have 
Chunky tap his triangle on 
it, then race over to the 
Sunken Ship. A Batty Barrel 
Bandit game, and a banana, 
are within. 

P4 

As Tiny, 
swim 

across to the 
cactus-esque 
thingy near 
Funky’s shop, 
play your saxophone on the pad there, then 
swim into the ship to grab a b 

In Lanky's 
section of 

the submerged 
boat, the 

af 

lounging on a 
four-poster bed. 
The lazy fruit! 

A Splish Splash Salvage 
to Diddy's banana — grab 

submerged coins to bring do 
leads to the eighth. 

Bananas needed: 250 ro 

It’s Lanky, in a speedboat, 
battling a bloated pufferfish! 
Race anti-clockwise and zip 
through the rings, using A to 
leap when the spiky fish burps a 
Reel. a1 OME TEL A 
last ring is in the same position i 
as the second-to-last. Four lots of a Vee 
five rings and it’s all over. be 

Avoid the fireballs and this 
boss should be a walkover. 

na. Follow 
cond time to net 

February 2000 

oat Poi 
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Cee ae tte tal 

ches on the wall creates 
5 feading to the very top 

Ytornabbingthe — 
ty Kong’s stomped the 

Without Cranky’s 
Super Simian Slam 

potion, you'll have 
trouble with the blue 
switches littering this 
area. Run through the 
red tunnel to find the 
old ape’s abode. 

Switch to Chunky 
and use your brand 

new Slam on the well 
in the corner of the 
clock area. Survive the 
minecart ride and a 
enehe is yours. 

Back in Cranky’s area, locate the 
door to the monstrously tall 

mushroom. We’re going in... 

he Giant Mushroom? 
Slam the Tiny switch on the 
ground.floor-and-sprint-to the 

newly-created barrel for a banana. 
Making use of Tiny’s Pony Tail Swirl 
is the only way to reach some of the 
coins in the Speedy Swing Sortie 
Minigame. 

Halfway 
up the 

mushroom, a 
door leads back 
outside to a 
Barrel Blast 
game. Play for 
a-banana 

Just down the 
road from the two 

Lanky doors is a 
switch for Chunky. It 
opens up another 
door, giving the fat 
ape the chance to 
earn a banana — 
rearrange the tiles 
with pineapples to 
complete it and win 
the fruit. 

In Room No. 2, the 
order you need to 

Slam the coloured 
toadstools in is yellow, 
red, pink, green and 
blue. That done, 
you're only a Krazy 
Kong Klamour 
minigame away from 
having yourself a 
banana. 

A Diddy Barrel is spinning 
away on the ground outside, 

which will help you to reach the 
banana that’s hidden in the 
minigame barrel.at the giddying 
mushroom peak. 

Wave a final goodbye to the giant 
mushroom, because we're off to 

what we fondly call the ‘Autumn Area’. 
Use Lanky to climb the small fungi near 
the iron gate, then shoot the grape 
switch to reach it. 



Lanky can wake the rabbit 
with a trombone blast. 

He'll hand you a banana after 
two races - the third-to-last 
fence is the crucial overtaking 
point in the second race. 

Leap into the Tiny barrel, 
then play the sax on the 

Music Pad to access the tree 
stump’s interior. Then just 
grenade the crocodiles to 

sin Man 
Carty it to the patch of 
bare ground to the left 
and an odd-looking vine 
will grow — use the 
nearby barrel to reach 
its b 

Back where the giant clock ticks 
away, use Tiny’s feather gun and 

Chunky’s pineapple cannon to unlock 
the path to the vegetable patch. 

Found the mill? 
Inside the mill, the ‘?’ box can be wrenched 
apart by Chunky, leaving Donkey free to slam 

the switch underneath. Behind the newly-opened 
gate, pull the levers in this order: 2,1,1,3,2. 

shop. Now run through the 
tunnel in the clock room to 
the mill. 

The.Chunky barrel 
next to Funky’s 

shop is ideal for 
crushing worm- 
bothering tomatoes. 
After, take the mutant 
apple to the patch of 
dirt in the clock room 
for a banana. 

Hop into the barrel in the ¢ 
and shoot the moon switc 

it’s all gone dark. 

grab your - make 
sure to pocket the seed, too. 

Now that it’s night-time, you can 
reach that. 9°" in the cage 

outside the mill. 

When Chunky 
crushed the ‘?’ 

box, he opened a 
teensy door 
outside the mill - 
perfect for young 
Tiny. Head through and climb the 
crates to find an oversized spider, 
who'll give up her banana after you've 
feathered her in the pupil. 

Using 
the 

Lanky pad 
just outside 
the mill, 
bloat the 
gangly ape 
up and 
float into 

the hole in the roof. Give the bats 
what for and a banana is yours. 

Also on the roof 
is a small door 

for Diddy - climb 
the winch rope up 
to it. Shoot the ‘ON’ 
switch inside, then 
charge the ‘up’ 
button to make a 
music pad appear 
outside. Play it to 
reveal a banans. 

Back 
outside, 

there’s 
another 
way to get 
into the mill 
= through a 
rickety door that Chunky can punch through. 
Destroy both ‘?’ boxes inside, then tap your 
triangle on the music pad. You can now secure 
yourself a banana by plonking three of the 
barrels on the conveyor belt. 

To open the 
vine-covered 

hedge house, slam 
the switch out back 
after hopping into 
the barrel for 
invincibility. Inside, a 
switch beneath a ‘?’ 
box creates a vine 
path, leading to a 
> barrel. 

Look 
for the 

banana- 
concealing hut 
in the corner — 
use the Simian 
Spring to get 
inside. It’s 
pitch-black in 
there, so play 
your guitar to 
summon your 
torch-carrying 
birdy buddy. 

Bananas needed: 300 

The not-so-friendly Firefly 
returns. This time, a fingertip 
clinch on the edge of the 
Peel ecole me Mite (em Comoe T=) 
sweeping wall of fire, and you'll 
find the Chunky 
Orem exe e 
ballooning in size 
and bopping the 
pesky insect on 
the bonce with B. 
With just four 
punches, she'll 

ia a * 

(aT) 9 k3 a 
power- 
punches are 
ole el Wa 
— just tap B. = 

eas PL 



‘to track 
the river 

Chunky’s power-punching 
will make short work of the 

wall of ice near the level 
entrance. Once you're through, 
use Chunky’s new invisibility 
move to grab the hidden banana. 

Funky'’s Shop? 
Near Funky’s abode is a Tiny Barrel sitting on 
a lonesome ledge. Pony Tail Swirl across the 

gap, then Swirl back and find the Tiny Pad 
through the small door — this will lead you on to 
a be 5 

a 

The other Lanky switch here flips 
open the castle's. turret,-allowing 

the bendy ape to float in using the 
Lanky pads close by. The beetle race 
inside will win you a banana. 

ugh to lift 
ovuse him to 

that 

But where’s the banana you've just 
revealed? Jump from Cranky’s platform and 

swim forward to find it, rotating happily in.the 
Igloo Area. 

There's another punchable ice sheet 
past the Donkey Tile and to the 

right. Behind it, a barrel and a small door 
for Tiny lead to a. Krazy Kong Klamour 
minigame and a 

5 Head 
back 

+ ’ Ee to where 
¥ you last 

crossed the river, but this time 
around turn left and clamber up the 
piles of rocks. You find Funky 
waiting at the top, and he'll sell 
you Ammo Belt 2. 

Tap Z on the 
Barrel Blast 

tile just across 
from Cranky’s 
shop. Ao ne8ne 
is your reward. 

Found the igloo area? 
LY ae First things first - stop-that irritating 

4 1g, 2 viking bringing rocks down on your 
" head by using the Tiny pad next to the big 

igloo. Play the saxophone to kill the 
helmetted one and create blissful quiet. 

Use the Diddy barrel next to 
Cranky’s shop to fly through the 

ring above the main 
igloo. Five music pads 
magically appear, 
allowing.access to the 
icy mound. 

In Donkey’s area of the 
igloo, walk through the 

spinning ice maze to procure 
the banana. 

To win Diddy’s banana, grab and throw the barrels in 
order from 1 to 6. 

7 a 

requires her to 
kill the viking with a 
saxophone tune, 
then stomp on the 
moving switch 
four times. 

In Lanky’s section, see off the 
meanies wandering the floor, 

then Baboon Balloon to the top 
of the room for your banana. 

Grab another banana from a Mad Maze 
Maul minigame by hopping into a Diddy 

barrel and flying up through the waterfall 
near Funky. 

Lastly, you can earn a banana 
for Chunky by heroically 

smashing your fist into the 
rabbit-endangerihg fireballs. 



= Piistroinent and melon upgrades 
from her. 

Over at the tall house, 
hammer your triangle on 

Chunky’s pad and traipse 
inside. Perform a Simian Slam 
on the red-and-white pads, 
then press Z on the Chunky pad 
for a banana. 

3 

There’s a pad & ss 

here for Donkey : ie ’ _ 
to play his bongos ,3e , 

on, too, which will oe me ~~ 
open up a room Tiny's ~~ 1 >, 

filled with pesky Saxophone pad is 

bees. A is upstairs. Use orange 

yours once you've grenades to get rid of 

dispatched them all the crocodiles in her 

to: bee heaven. room and earn yourself 
a banana, 

Next door to Tiny's 
door is a pad for 

Diddy. You'll get a 
banana for killing 
everything inside — which 
is easily done if you first 
rocketbarrel onto a 
corner platform and then 
grenade the barrel 
Kremlings. 

Another pad for 
Diddy is hiding even 

higher up the house. 
Smack the vikings 
inside, Simian Spring on 
the pad, then light the 
candles with your fiery 
rocketbarrel. It’s 
another banana. 

Bananas needed: 350 

The armadillo returns, and this time he’s got the odd wall of 

Find the L-shaped.hut across the bridge from the 
main house. The Lanky pad around the corner and 

the Trombone pad outside the door will open it up — 
inside, kill the vikings (wait until they lift their clubs) fire and a batch of homing missiles to lob at you. Use a high 
and use both barrels to reach the b “* jump to avoid the firewall, and run for your life in a 

meandering way when the missiles strike. Wait until the 
armadillo giggles before 
lal t4.¢1l¢ RM -1ek AL) 
he'll be gone after four 
hits, leaving you free to 
open the door through 
to Creepy Castle. 

Another hut nearby reveals its wares 
when Donkey pummels his bongos. 

Have a few practice runs on the tiles inside a 

and write down where the pictures are, = es 
then match all the tiles to grab a 05) 90 re 

A MeeVee em etieM 4 
learnt many new attacks =~ 

a ee wi et a 421s Pe 
the missile’s a tricky ‘un. 
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¢ Use Chunky to smash the 
box in Factory entrance. 
¢ Shoot Tiny’s switch in 
ceiling of forest entrance. 
¢ Past Tiny’s second warp 
re 

* On lone island with palm tree near Fairy Island. 

¢ Swing across vines halfway up K. Rool Island. 
¢ Shoot mushroom in ceiling of forest entrance 
with correct colour Kong, revealing Chunky pad. 

Shoot switch on wall in Helm entrance. 
ART (e(-e @ekY CCM eta ee 
Chunky punches ice in Caverns entrance. 

UR ATUL. S ARYELLE Le em ele OB AED eee 
Inside Galleon entrance. 

Came 
to Donkey’s 
‘numbers’ game. 
Cela e(Ma 11 aa) 
CyiTe) on 

= 
Ce U1 Amr a 
Tiny’s Scalextric room off R&D room. 

Past rollers at top of machine room. 
Machine room floor. 

Near Kong Arena in R&D room. 
1INY: Beneath the pole leading to Donkey Kong 
Arcade. 

Floor of Toy Room. 

¢ Diddy's second 
house room. 

Tiny's igloo 
room. 

¢ In Donkey’s tile- 
matching hut. 

TONGS Eee MRM etl Ue 
Use Warp 4 to access Tiny's area. 3 

ee OLS lp eM cee ML eee) 
near Funky. 
Rema ei Leet marcato be 

Top of main igloo. 

¢ Inside Funky's bee-shooting room. 
SelM MLM eee Mee (ele) A 

¢ Near Tiny's barrel 
in camel temple. 
CRO ee eek 1g 
tiny door in big Ss 
temple. : 

Outside Funky’s shop. 

Inside tunnel next to Tiny's hive room. 
Inside tunnel near Lanky’s bee-shooting ¢ Appears after Lanky 

room. shoots banana- 
ee) (0)° 2374 carrying eagle. 

ar Cem yee Ts 
"ie j nee Nem Shoot the switches and use the barrel 
bots next to Tiny’s hive ieee 

room. Use the barrel to reach the top of temple 
ear 

underground cave 
eyed ee Td 
giant rock. 

near Candy. 
Use Warp 2 in camel temple. 

CURRANT Co OTM: MS Aco LT kee 
Inside giant temple. 

¢ Aim through bars : 3 * Collect Diddy’s banana in the darkened hut. 
in Tiny's section of a] 4 Slam second ‘?' box in vine-covered hedge hut. 
ET kaa 
¢ Use Chunky’s 
Punch on treasure 
agli aaa 

* Fall through hole on top platform outside giant 
mushroom (must be night). 

Behind vine-covered hedge hut at 
¢ Use Chunky’s 
Punch in the room 
beneath Cranky. 

night. 
Lowest vine floor 

within giant mushroom. 
Beneath Autumn 

PVC Ree em 
TINY: Top platform 
MAM LL kL 

Swing across 
TSW EEI Le MURR eelLL 
at night. 

Treasure Room — use Warp 4. 

Cavern at edge of lighthouse area. 
— Chunky’s cannonball room. 
TiN: Use barrel near entrance to walk planks. 

Find them on top of the ‘cactus’ next to 
Candy’‘s shop. 

¢ Behind Rareware/Nintendo coin door. 
¢ In Donkey’s 
Mele E . ¢ Use Diddy’s barrel to reach tip-top of machine. 
¢ Use Tiny to , 
Ele ma) 
ler celoy iis 

¢ Use Lanky to 
collect banana 
in greenhouse. 

Inside the tree. 
Just inside door in very bottom of area. 
Just before Warp 2 on long path. 

IN. Follow bottom path all the way around. 
Outside lakeside door. 

| In N64/39 we guide you + WY, 
through Creepy Castle, Hideout gym» ya P 

= Helm and the final boss battle, * ea x 
and uncover the bananas left in } 7 . 

wee ee ee _ the first four worlds, giving you all 
200 golden bananas. Don't miss it!. 
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INVESTIGATION 

_l 

ary smidgen of infa.we've got 
reatest Game Ever™, on the seq 

Due Aaa Colcol 
be fair to say, has a lot 
to live up to. It's the 
sequel to what is 

arguably the finest piece of 
software ever created but, from 
UE amon Ca Ty 
emphasis on mask-wearing and an 
Armageddon-style plot, it doesn’t 
look like it'll disappoint. 

We simply can't wait. And, 
although the PAL version of the 
game isn't due for release until 
December 2000 (and what a 
GN iimaarem oon mm treo Rm Ugo 
Japanese version is still — fingers pulled together everything we know 

poet ssc Jollee crossed — expected to make an about the game, giving you the most 
appearance in March. And so, to tide in-depth and informative look at Zelda : 
you through the anxious wait, we've Gaiden yet seen. Enjoy! one 

GING, .... 



We've seen the introductory cut scene to Zelda Gaiden - it 
gives you the gist of the plot and sets you up for the whole 

@ @ @ adventure. Let's take a closer look... 

Suddenly, this mysterious 5 The wily fiend 
character — named Stalkid — knocks Link to 

‘ r 
appears. His real identity is a the ground, leaps 
mystery... onto Epona, and 

rides through a 
mysterious 
gateway... 

Link, minding his own 
business, is riding though the 

forest on Epona, his trusty steed. 

Our hero 
is quite 

unaware that 
he’s being Link and 
watched, 4 Epona — but 
though. The 7 F Fa Link is 
two fairies, ef immediately 
Bell and wary of this 
Mondo, are odd stranger 

quietly ey and his 
observing = funny mask. 
things... 

He stops 

...to an alternate version of 
Hyrule. Link learns the moon 

is crashing towards the Kingdom, 
and he must stop it if he’s to get 
home. This clocktower quietly 
counts down the days until 
apocalypse... 

Zelda Gaiden places a huge emphasis on donning masks — far more so than 
Tm fee eel me mea A UM Cee 
actually transform Link into a different character. There are over 20 masks to 
collect, the effects of which, though, are yet to be seen... 

Wearing the Deku Scrub mask turns Link, unsurprisingly 
into an ugly little Deku Scrub. The main benefit (although 
there are more — see ‘Sub Quest Adventures!’ is that the 
mask enables Link 
to fire Deku Nuts 
from his new 
snout. Euurch. 

As a Goron, the friendly rock- 
eating race from Ocarina of Time, 

Link can curl up into a ball to 
protect himself with his new 
hardened shell. 

After transforming into a member 
Co) MUA Lca Vane ATTN cro Ig 
Ocarina of Time, Zora Link can 

swim at devastatingly fast speeds.. 

¢ 

Deku Link also has 
another ability — he can 
Ve] ae mel A 

Not only is it protective, it 
enables Link to move quickly. 

Tapping A allows you to swim 
at lightning fast speeds. 

ANates anole) il 
Pe Tk Ce 

ia com Velma 
simultaneou ide 
ical oli Dy iB 
Vi sieslatcame elt] 6) NV Z 
Funeral tac) < 
Ocarina of Time had a re 
near-as-dammit vy 
worldwide release, with ae 
a gap of only a couple * au 
ee Mem Ul a 

NTSC and PAL versions 
of the game. Indeed, > 
with the Japanese | 
release still slated for a 
March, it'll be another fe) 
nine months before the 
English language y A 
version is completed. 
Mbit tacer lolol an aoe U 
as the gap we saw 
lM ately io 
Ele MO Gira la- ames 
Smash Bros! Not good. 

MERI xe 
though. We'll bring you 
the biggest and best 
import review of 
Gaiden as soon as we 
can get our hands on a 
copy, hopefully in a 
couple of months time. 

EXPANDED! 

Zelda Gaiden — or, as 
it's going to be called in 
the west, Ze/da: The 
Continuing Saga - will 
feature full expansion 
pak support. However, 
unlike games such as 
Turok 2 and Rogue 
Squadron, Gaiden will 
offer far more than 
simply a high-resolution 
mode. Although the 
graphics will be crisped- 
up, the extra memory 
will be used to put 
more action on-screen 
and increase the size of 
the game-world; hence, 
you'll be fighting six 
Se Uice eect en rae Ua | 
you'll find huge forests 
full of individual trees. 
Blinding. 

a, 

a 1a 
om | BEN et Ps) 
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SUB-QUEST ADVENTURE! 
Much like the myriad of sub-quests in Ocarina of Time (the most Many of these revolve around wearing masks to take on extra abilities and 
memorable of which being the gigantic search for all the Skulltulas), Zelda all of the sub-quests will help you in your larger quest to stop the moon 
Gaiden offers plenty of mini-games and activities for you to indulge in. falling from the sky. 

Mask Man 
Look! It's the proprietor 
of the Happy Mask shop 
from Ocarina of Time. 

INVESTIGATION 
Beaver Race Goron Race 
Much like with the Gorons, to appeal to the The Gorons are still Link's friends in the alternative 
parallel-universe version of the Zora, Link must Hyrule, but in order to garner help and 
don the agile} anae and become one of the fish- information from them, Link has to heel 

© He's had some masks “ < people. Some himself with the 
~ stolen by the WE : ; j B friends of the Goron Mask and 

mischievous Stalkid and : oe ae § Zora, a family of | win a race. When 
it's up to you to retrieve them. Your reward? Extra = : ¢ beavers, are in he's transformed 
time to complete your mission, and extra masks to : : : trouble. Link must | into a Goron, Link 
help you succeed. a ea help them collect | can curl into a ball 

- < - Sen She DL the wood for and roll at high 
. their dam in 

! che © return fora 3 ERE 
2 eagle his =. helpful artifact. 2 a A The start of the 

backpack? A The beaver, there, is = > — % DEE pees race. You've got 
kere’s a lot fetchingly wrapped in a : E P to be quick to 

dayglo rubber ring. yh RS i , ae ; win... 

+ You'll be pulling 
You're in the lead, [> PA Oise ce . Bie off some huge 

here, but it’s going to fe as: ay ~ ‘ nS jumps in the 
bea close-run thing. PO UAT a 2 Goron race. 

Deku Scrub Action 
The Deku Scrubs are a cowardly lot so you'll get no help from fellow Scrubs once you've donned the Deku 

mask. However, the Deku mask bestows Link with special powers, not least of which is flight. This 
can be used in conjunction with special plants that allow Link to glide from platform to platform. 
Essential for negotiating your way to secret areas. 

GuD Deku Water Deku Jump Pads 
Walking 11) ewmmpem Rather like 

Tremendously, Deku Link can also Reread the Shock 
walk on Pe oa Spring 
water which, of * ee pads in 

: again, is ee are Banjo- 
dead handy : g meee erase) Kazooie, 
for reaching = 8 AS Pe a» certain 
more of x leafy pads 
those huge will allow Deku Link to jump 
secret areas. incredibly high, as you can see here. 

Much as it did in Ocarina of Time, music also plays 
EMF my em Cree eMC Cel cel ie 
donning the various masks gives you access to even 
more instruments, which can be used to warp to 
EM eee a elec Cee 

Zora Guitar 
This twangy instrument, created 
from fish bones, is yours once 
you've collected the wood for the 
beavers’ dam. 

Te ry 
These huge bongo-style drums can 
be used to persuade the Goron race 
to help you in your quest. 

Deku Horns 
After being transformed into a Deku 
Scrub, Link can play these huge 
horns, which bear a remarkable 

as SOE ULe Con UTS AULA ATAU 
in Ocarina of Time. 



Kokiri Forest 
This strange, teapot-style 
building stands in a 
twisted version of Kokiri 
Forest, complete with 
waterfall. Who it is that 
lives in the house, 
though, is anyone's 
guess... the alternate 
Saria, perhaps? 

Dungeon 
This entrance to a new 
dungeon is a vast and 
imposing affair. Where can 
it be situated? 

A The highly impressive 
exterior to this new 
dungeon. Expect hours of 
puzzling in here... 

eee ee es 

LOCATIONS 
The Lost 
Woods 
The Lost Woods is now a 
vast forest, complete 
with individual trees. 
Here, five Stalfos guard a 
deserted hut. What 
secrets does it hold? 

Time 

right up to it. 

Temple of 

The alternate Hyrule also 
hasan alternate Temple 
of Time. Although no 
shots have yet been 
released of the exterior, 
this chequered road leads 

Whilst Zelda Gaiden sports a huge number of fresh, new areas, it 
also contains some reworked — and almost unrecognisable — 
locations from Ocarina of Time. 

Kakariko 
Village 

harsh blizzard, Impa's 
beloved Kakariko Village 
is now a snowbound 
wonderland. 

A little way into the dungeon, you'll come across this multi-platformed area, 
which is reminiscent of the Water Temple from Ocarina of Time... 

ae? 

platform action here. 
down... 

Dungeon Boss 

A Hmm. Plenty of tricky /\ Link has to work outa /\ But it’s not going to 
way to get safely be an easy task at all. 

This character is a mini-boss much like the two 
whirling dervish-style characters in the Fire 
Temple in Ocarina of Time. You'll come across 
him part-way into the dungeon — see how his 
face is eerily familiar to the carving around the 
entrance... 

150 tie hi a 5 

Zelda Gaiden is actually set before 
ole Tair Me) MUL ce- eC Lol || 
remember, Link goes back to his 
Nm am mle elm Uae 
So, Big Link is nowhere to be found. 
Or so it seems... 

Look! There's a mask for Big Link! 
We're not sure if this will actually 
transform Link into his older self (and, 
of course, there's no time travel 
involved in Gaiden) but you can be 
sure that it will be used to get certain 
characters to speak to you. 

TaN Cig =H a eed AAMC A Ake LT Sir U0) 
featured in Gaiden. It's a kind of 
‘sundial’, but it shows you how long 
you have left before the moon hits the 
Tats @ lal tal oe-dn ne ores a le 
hand side of the dial, it's goodnight 
ec 

TO BE CONTINUED... 

Gripped in the midst of a 

The young 
farmhand is 
seen here in 
older form, 
living in the 
middle of the 
woods. She 
doesn't appear to work on a ranch any 
more — but if you look closely, you can 
see her father, Talon, in the background. 
What's his profession this time around? 

Seeing as 
Gaiden takes 
place before 
Ocarina of Time, 
it's impossible 
for Link to still 

: " have Navi as his 
fairy companion. But Link does appear 
to have a fairy friend on some 
occasions. And it has been confirmed 
that there's a dark and evil version of 
Navi in the game... 

NOLLVDLLSIANI 

These two new characters are fairies 
that aren't owned by anyone, and as 
such, don't take 
orders from Kokiri 
adventurers. They 
will offer Link 
advice at times, 
though. 

Blimey. One 
of the witch 
bosses fought 
in the Spirit 

m Temple 
returns — but 
this time, 

running a 
potion shop! Extra ‘time’ - should you 
need it - can be bought from the old 
crone. 

This new character is currently 
unknown. However, he does live in the 

all-new, : 

utterly vast : 
forest that 
you'll find in 
the parallel 
Hyrule, and 
he's the 
source of 
some potentially useful — but 
annoyingly vague — advice... 

February 2000 ( 
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yadat 

i yw 
Q. I Re ea 
3D world, and revolutionised gaming in an 
instant. Since games can’t possibly become 4D, 
what do you think is the next step? 
fa Tere ey tec meer 

| think everybody's concentrating on what future 
technology will be capable of doing, and on what 
Ligtea=e-lga (cgay b ofa Coa] 0F a0 | ts] 6 LU BEN eMC T LV 
need is a new ‘invention’. We're currently in the 
stages of putting down the foundations for a new 
gaming experience, a new game ‘invention’, and 

A The still exceptional Mario 64 — ie first proper 
3D world. The next step for Shigsy and Nintendo 
is ‘a new game invention’. Veeeeery interesting. 

the technology is only a part of it. | think we are 
already at a stage where we have the necessary 
technology, but we also need to be creative with it. 
What we really want is to create something new 
and unique, and that's an area which | feel is a 
strong responsibility of mine: With Dolphin the 
creative possibilities are even more significant than 
with Nintendo 64. 

ee 

iS 

Q. You've always been associated with very strong 
characters like Mario and Link, but do you think it 
will ever get to a stage, perhaps with Dolphin, 
where players can be in the game?. 
Paul Adams, Newcastle 

Mmm, maybe. Technologically speaking, it has 
already come to the stage where that kind of thing 
can actually happen. Those who are thinking of 
developing in this way have this sort of technology 
already. At Nintendo, we've already done this sort 
of thing in a game called Talent Studio, but | don't 
know whether Talent Studio can be called a game 
or not. Maybe it's not a game, but you can 
incorporate your image or your friend's image with 
the Game Boy Camera, and then that face can be 
changed in a variety of ways. That in itself is 

ue ee 

r 
intriguing, but you can then 

transport these images into an animation package. 
It's just like making the 3D games we already do; 
it's the same sort of process. It’s certainly an 
interesting idea. 

Q. What do you think about online gaming? 
Would you like to get involved? 
Jon Tottendale, London 

I'm very interestedin online gaming, and | fully 
understand why people are so enthusiastic about it 
— it's something everybody's always talking about. 
But, yOusKnow, what Nintendo is about, and has 
always been about, is not doing the samesas every 
other company. So, if it ever came:to.the stage 
wheré we were talking about online gaming, it 
would be because we had a new Way tO approach 
the idea. It wouldn't just be because everybody 
else is doing it. 

Q, What ideas have'you.got'for onlifie gaming? 
Russell Marks, Bristol 

What's needed is simple entertainment. | consider 
Nintendo to be an entertainment company, 
appreciated by a wide variety of people, so, if we 
get involved in online. gaming, it must be easy to 
handle and, of course, reasonably priced. And, 
having thought about this very many times, | don't 
think that online gaming has yet come to a stage 
where a mass audience can enjoy it — unlike 
videogames, which have proved entertaining for 

ele 
If it ever came to the stage where we 
were talking about online gaming, it 
would be because we had a new way to 
approach the idea. It wouldn't just be 
because everybody else was doing it. 

The concept behind Dolphin is going to 
be a kind of take-it-easy attitude: you 
can do this if you like, but you don’t 
have to do it if you don’t. That’s how we 
want Dolphin to be. 

Nea A) 
The 64DD offers a form of online gaming and, 
indeed, can be ordered online via Randnet. 

DOLPHIN tf 
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millions of people because of their simplicity. When 
| look at the infrastructure of online gaming around 
the world, the cost for networking in each country 
Mecca Waar Umm Kolo 4oc1a Vom AUTO) LiLo g 

problem is that, if millions of people tried to go 
online at the same time, the host computer would 
go down immediately. So, what I'm saying is, yes, 
Nintendo are interested in online gaming, but | 
don't think we'll get involved with it immediately. 

We are, however, carrying out some 
experiments: for example, Nintendo have already 
announced that we'll sell the 64DD in Japan 
through a membership-only service over the 
Internet, and we've also announced a system to 
connect the Game Boy to cellphones. When we 
talk about Game Boy's and cellphones we're talking 
about realtime online gaming. 

L\ The 64DD options screen. From here ee 
enter Nintendo’s first online-ish experience. Neat. 

Q. Why eer sie gap between Zelda 
Gaiden's Japanese and UK release dates? 
Neil Callaghan, Leicester 

Actually, that's exactly the question | asked 
Nintendo of Europe! No, we are developing the GO! is 
game with a targeted Japanese launch in the spring GO! \ 

ae) February 2000 



“@- of next year, and by the end of the year it will 
a rR lel ARNO ee au ee ug 
J) because of the localisation. 

A Zelda Gaiden: not exactly sharpish in coming out 
eae OEM em Le ola ge 

Shigsy on... 

Ta) fe (0 (ee 

QO. With PlayStation 2, Sony believe they'll be able 
to make gamers feel emotion in games. What is 
your mission with Dolphin, and how will it 
Cole ML Ma WeSC og 
Stephen Schultz, Wigan 

Dolphin will have a Super Emotional Engine! No, 
Sif et ieeee Ua) el cexs taf ame LOT (Cola am Mom Cre OVARY) 
PlayStation 2 is that it becomes more difficult to 
make games, because you've got new tools, and 
people expect the games to have more realistic 
graphics and sounds. But, Nintendo has always 
kind of gone in the opposite direction. We've 
always made a deformation of the real thing; we've 
always taken real life and made a slightly different 
version of it. | like people to read between the 
lines. It's not good or bad; maybe there are some 
developers who think it's good, maybe there are 
some who think it's bad. | think they're both right. 
Dolphin is going to be a system where you can 
tealise both desires. The concept behind Dolphin is 
going to be a kind of take-it-easy attitude. You can 
do this if you like, but you don't have to do it if 
you don't. That's how we want Dolphin to be. 

Q. How important do you think DVDs are going to 
be to development? 
Marcus Taverstock, Glasgow 

Very important. Having said 
that, we actually wanted to 

continue using cartridge, even 
on Dolphin. But, DVD is 
something which can lower the 

»\ business risk for third- 
party developers, so | 
think it's a good idea 
for us to.look 
towards the optical 

2 media. It also has to do 
LA MATER cl <oml ecreeSVg 

ly 
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attitude again. With DVD, if some people want to 
make games with huge memory capacity they can, 
but if they don’t like using the DVD format’s huge 
memory capacity, they can disregard it. There's 
more freedom than on cartridge. 

Q. Do'you regrét the decision to Poe ec tatg eit 
instead of CD.with the N642. 
eS MeL Shae ta 

No. From a third-party developer's point of view, 
maybe cartridge meant more of a-risk for them 
because of the cost of the format, but we just 
couldn't have made such revolutionary games if 

Mee) o1 le ce ln DR 
Super Mario 64 and 
Perfor Meoye)(eMalele 
have been made 
‘on CD. | think 
because F 
EVeuneiree 

ecole) cd much in 

terms of the business it's done, people may be 
reluctant in admitting this fact. But when they see 
the success of Zelda and the uniqueness of Mario 
64, I'm pretty sure that many developers, who 
have only made software for PlayStation, were E 
IeLaaCla (cre Lol eLelec UUM UAELS ©) Ullal ia aT AC A 
could never do on CD. ite 

A Shigsy represents Ninty’s most important gaming 
mind. At the moment, he’s doing the Dolphin pad. 

Metroid on the SNES. As good a game as you [> 
could ever hope to play - and ree Te] to Shigsy, 

an N64 or Dolphin version is in the offing. 

aed on... 

ee eh ee ae 
AES Col ae eta 
bit Meroe Berhad 

? You have to know that Nintendo has no intention 
i of fighting Sony. What's important for us is what 
: Nintendo can do and should do — and that’s be 
: original and unique. So, I'm hopeful that | can 
4 make games for Dolphin in a more relaxed 
Fir Centos oslo (o oreo sel man maou el elie 

Q. There's been reports that Mario and Luigi are 
to become a little ‘older’ on Dolphin. How Feo -4 

Pee mC ae MVE ic MN MLE Ca Go 
Perec Cee Naot CuCl g 
? Simon Falschred, Cardiff 

? Well, an older Mario and Luigi may be an 
Ha coy ar ae (—r- ta on aL man ol cola 
: | can give you right now. About 20 years ago, ~ 
? when | was creating the character later to be called 
? Mario, games were actually played by adults as 

NINTENDO'S NEXT STEP 
What we really want is to Peete) something new and 

and that’s an area which I feel is a strong 
a responsibility of mine. With Dolphin the creative 

possibilities are even more significant than with N64. 

well as by younger people, 
but later Mario became, 
you know, a little more 
cute, as other designers 
joined our team. What I'm 
always trying to think is 
how to make best use of 
the same character, and 
how he might appeal to ; ‘a 
more adult audiences. 1 
CoLoYaM MN 1a) oro) | coe os 
ashamed to be Ls ae 

FCT ecm AMAL Ut Ui Com aar-Ur-Coltol mT 0) core 
intensifying the quality of the erate itself, so it can - 
start to be appreciated by adult audiences. For 
example, he won't often show the V-sign next 
time around. 

Q. Is a Metroid game coming to the N64? 
Eric Wilkins, Colchester 

?!'m not actually involved directly in the production 
“£) of Metroid, but the producer of the game has been 

informed that there's a strong desire for. the title, 
: and'that there's been many requests coming to us, 
“so that's really encouraging for him and for his 

team of people. Unfortunately, his team, and he 

aN NEW METROID 
There’s been many requests coming to 
us, so that’s really encouraging... and _ 
(Nintendo) are seriously considering an 
N64 or Dolphin version of Metroid. _ 



on... PLAYSTATION 2 
You have to know that Nintendo have 
no intention of fighting Sony. What's 
important for us is what Nintendo can 
and should be doing - and that’s being 
original and unique. 

development of new characters. But now we have 
more and more resources at our disposal. For 
example, the number of developers is increasing 
at Nintendo, so we have more power to make 
rol ta (ital ay mala AWA CRA aL am Agee [6 [cI oe 
We're also teaming up with other developers: 
we've already made an alliance with a team at 
Capcom, so they're working together with us on a 
Game Boy version of Legend of Zelda. And quite 
recently, we made the announcement that we 
were starting a new company with Konami, to 
create new software for Game Boy Advance. 

Metroid dn the Game Boy. This could be perfect 
fodder for GB Advance. Oooh, just imagine it. 

itso team oo Ciara micellar Couto) oa 
creating Game Boy games, which as you know are 
very popular right now, so they've been very busy 
~ so busy that they can’t think about making N64 
games at the moment. But, they've received so 
many requests that they're 
seriously considering an N64 or 
Dolphin version of Metroid. 

Q. Wouldn't you like to create a 
completely new character 
Tis eer ig te emirate Cette 
the likes of Mario and Link? 
Bie teal eet tae 

Bre om sr om igre Algo el ate (oc (cr Co) 
make new characters and new 
games. That's why I'm now working 
on a more systematic organisation for 
Nintendo. In other words, we were 
too busy making sequels to some of 
the original games, and didn’t have 
Saale corre Sikes) mtn 

ee, eH} 

MMe oe Ge fe Sah ; : ‘ 
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Link. Re-used for Link's Awakening on the Game 
Boy. Is Shigsy creating the next Link at the mo? 

Q. If Game Boy Advance isn’t going to be able to 
do 3D visuals, how will it be different enough 
from the existing Game Boy? is it just going to 
am ate acl eat 
etc fola eer ee Led 

Yes, that's a very good question: why do Nintendo 

NOILVDOUNIINI Iwiaseas Von 

have to introduce Game Boy Advance when we 
have the Game Boy Color? The answer may lie in 
the fact it is going to have communication 
technology inside it. Unfortunately, because those 
are ideas that can be imitated easily | can't give 
you the details. But, much closer to the launch 

GAME BOY ADVAN 
Why do Nintendo have to introduce 
(er Tila Lola Ce elle 
already have the Game Boy 
Color? The answer may 
CT sl ela ae a 
is going to have 
communication 
technology 
inside it. = - KK 

date of Advance, F : 
we're going to make 
eect leo 

) 

so you'll understands P35 
what I'm trying "say. p 
Nintendo doesn"t-believe y j 
iartants oman MTS ‘ 
hardware technology per se 
can gain its game creator more 
opportunity as far as gameplay 2) 
goes. That's why Nintendo is now 
aggressively connecting each different platform it 
has. Because that is the best way that we can 
expand the opportunities for developers to make 
unique games software for our machines. 

aN Shigsy and his favourite N64 mag during our 
recent trip to Japan to speak to him. We got to 
take home that T-Shirt too. Bee-yoo-tiful. 

Link in Zelda 64. Another brilliant [> 
character created by you know who. 2 

4 
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tell them we sent you! 
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Park 
tty! 

aow-| FOP Gear 
Rally 

x GHECK-POINT 
. It's back, and it’s 

better than ever! Find 
out why Jop Gear 
Rally 2 is the best 

driving sequel ever! 

4 PGA European 
Tour Golf 

Mario Golf-beater or dodgy 
Waialae-a-like? Find out! 

Asteroids 
Crave's age-old retro update 
arrives in town, and it’s... er, 

well, you know, okay... 

NBA Live 2000 
Basketball - again! It's up 

against Acclaim's neat Jam 

Ace deathmatch game, so is it any ae 

karting — but can it 69 
possibly be better &:. = Castlevania 2 
dae la} Mario Kart? . It's got all new levels, two 

extra characters, but is it any 
better than the first game? 



EWED, RATED... AND COMPLETED! 
Team 64 are gaming experts. They can play games and finish them, make definitive judgements and 
write it all down in a clear and entertaining way. 

Peet & 
a 

Our reviews are the lame be in: the world: But-youtl 
need to know. afew HIBSEs betore you start... 

EAS WeF ve tried to provide te most Lviv inleus FE 
but if you. reine ass you can-always jUst-use-our Verdict box! 

These-tell'you the-good-and-_bad bits-about-the game, 
breaking them-down into-easy-to-spot pluses and: minuseés. 

1F-YOU LIKE THIS... 
The Nea-has-hundreds and-hundreds of games-=some-of which 
will-be-similar-to the-game we're reviewing. So; in order for-you 
to-easily seek-out-another title-of the same type, the If you like 
this.-box-gives you an-alternative.choice. For example, if you 
liked-GoldenEye--you-might also like Turok 2 or Quake Il. 

yaa cs 
METROID 64 

THE INFO BURST 
Look-fer this in-all- our feviews 
to get-an idea-of-whether the 
game-in-question uses: N64 
peripherals like: memory-and 
expansion -paks. Also, we'll tell 
you whether. it-works with the 
new GB Pak, whenrit's out-and 
how-much-it costs. 

i Nir A Come ee 

PAK: ET 26 | 

What does the game-do with the N64's 
stunning graphical power? 

® VISUALS 

@ sOUNDs How good are the game's sound effects 
WHEN’S IT OUT? and music? 

eye 

ATS 
May Nov How well does the game make-use of the & MASTERY 

N64 and its-incredible hardware? 

Will the gamedast you for months or a 
matter of hours? 

7 LIFESPAN 
Watch out for this special symbol — and the date — as it means 
that one of our reviewers will be appearing on ITV's Gamers 
show at 12.30 ona Saturday, reviewing the game in question! 

SUM 
69% - 50% 
aM em Ue eel} 

along a game that's 
area Nelo eka 
not special in any way - 
and simply doesn't make 
good use of the N64. 

An overall opinion of just how good the 
game-actually is. Plus, of course, a score. 

VERDICT 

90° 
ery yy 
The disaster zone. There 
have been a couple and 

we've not shied away from 
giving them the firm 
Leelee XAG 

Absolute, wretched crud. 

Because N64 carts are so expensive, we won't award our Star 
(CET MM eV el Mee eee el me AM Cee 

ETS YL 
eel M Mile Me Ee lS 
ETC MEP eel eee 

hurriedly cobbled together, 
or simply weren’t a good 
idea in the first place. 

These are to be avoided. 

Only aftéPplaying a 
game right through to 
eee LL Oo 
Magazine consider 

awarding it a Star Game 
badge. 

South Park Rally grabbed us by the short and curlies this month and — wouldn't you know 
it! — it went and turned us into ker-razy South Park characters! (No, really, it did - Ed) 

If we award a game 
70%-plus you can be sure 

it’s fantastic fun, if not 
felJakca emma) 
Lda melee alee el ce) 

your collection. 

TIM WEAVER 

similar to his 
management of 
N64. Duck down, 
hide, and hope it 
all goes away. 

GAME OF THE 
MONTH 

South Park Rally 

radically improved 
hairstyle allowed 
him to wrench the 
wheel from its 

moorings. 

GAME OF THE 
MONTH 

Asteroids 

“I need one hand 
free for my big 
stick,” she said. 
Yes - Andrea’s 
Stick is back! 

GAME OF THE 
MONTH 

South Park Rally 

JUSTIN WEBB WIL OVERTON ANDREA BALL JES BICKHAM = MARTIN KITTS DARK MARK 
Tim’s racing In a Samson-like Why Andrea’s odd N64's resident Ignoring the Martin sped offat Looking confused, __ Having dealt with Besotted mums 

technique was turn, Wil'’s one-handed style? _—_ auto expert took Highway Code’s an incredible Mark immediately his nemesis, Dark told Neil to wrap 
to racing like a 
duck to water. 

“Excellent 
torque!” he cried. 
He has no friends. 

GAME OF THE 

MONTH 
Top Gear Rally 2 

‘dip, don’t dazzle’ 
advice, Jes blinded 

his foes with a 
spectacularly 

buffed-up bonce. 

GAME OF THE 
MONTH 

Top Gear Rally 2 

speed. “It was 
nothing to do 

with any bodies in 
the boot,” he later 

claimed. 

GAME OF THE 
MONTH 
EPGA Golf 

MARK GREEN 

veered into a tree. 
He blamed Dark 
Mark for glueing 
two fried eggs 
onto his eyes. 

GAME OF THE 
MONTH 

South Park Rally 

Mark laid deadly 
traps for the 

others, “I’m just 
misunderstood,” 

he offered. 

GAME OF THE 
MONTH 

Castlevania 2 

NEIL PEDOE 

up warm for the 
race. “And Dark 

Mark gave me this 
charming earring,” 
he added. Oh, my. 

GAME OF THE 
MONTH 

NBA Live 2000 
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PREVIOUSLY IN ty Look was back in N64/36. 
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After Murder On The Orient Express, 
it’s Death Next To The SP Express. 

Racing around South V 
Park Rally's tracks is 
made much more 
enjoyable by the 
innocently wandering 
animals. They can’t be 
killed, but give them the 
slightest nudge with 
your bonnet and, beach 
ball-style, they'll rocket 
into the air and rebound 
off buildings and 
scenery. Now we've 
seen a Friesan cow fly, ‘ Gy 0 f es : Vv 
we've seen just about 
everything. as % 

EF a 

CURRENT OBJECTIVE 
eat Std 

i 

us | 

ai 

SOUTER 
brand new @ Acclaim create 

ized Uta eek 
SOUTH PARK RALLY 

intendo's Mario Kart 64 
arrived early in the N64's life, 
and, unsurprisingly, hasn't 
been bettered since. Rare 

came fairly close with the stunning- 
looking Diddy Kong Racing, Atlus’ 
Snowboard Kids scored with its neat 
snowy take on the theme, but otherwise 
titles like Lego Racers and - gnnn - 
Penny Racers suggest that developers 
should leave Nintendo-style racers to 
Nintendo themselves. 

Trust Acclaim not to listen, though. 
After bringing us a South Park first- 
person shooter and a South Park quiz 
game, they're now pitting Stan, Kyle, 
Kenny and Cartman directly against 
Mario and friends in a cutesy kart racer. 
Except — get this! — they've decided that 

WHEN'S IT OUT? 
mys 
aia 

TBA 

The simple, satisfying [> 
ete LM? te el 
when you grab an object. 

Hot enough for ya? The 
Volcano is full of undulating 

Avs Re aah 

“Howdy-ho!” It’s the loveable Mr 
Hanky. Didn't get the Christmas 
Number One, though, did he? 

Judging from the map, Stan’s 
got some serious catching up to 
do. Get that car racing, boy. 

CURRENT OBJECTIVE 
ARRISON! 

Before 
Cartman 
finds Mr 

Garrison, he 
(aelsTe el eg-} ity 

on putting 
ele Roie 

(CTe-Ta} oF) 
elec) g 
the old 
people’s 
home, 
Nig 
eee) 
Ry eTole. a7) 
store. ) 

= 

Zz 

race. 

they know better than Nintendo, and 
have thrown in a whole host of untried, 
untested ideas. 

So, have Acclaim bitten off more 
than they can chew? Is it really a wise 
move to 

add your 
own spin 
toa P 
winning The alien weapon can 
Nintendo . - send a cow to the grave 

5 from twenty paces. 
formula, a eeeae Instant beef stroganoff. 

especially @.s" pe 5 

ge (eT eee eeery 
South Park we 4 everyone races for a pair 
license at . of pants. A bit like our 
stake? We house in the morning. 
shall see... 
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We ae 
After the disappointingly small 
cast list of South Park and Chef's 
Luv Shack, it's heartening to see 

South Park Rally's bulging 
inventory of characters. Each 
resident racer rides a vehicle that 
matches their personality, so Jesus ee —, St ee 
surfs on a cloud, Ike careers round 
in a pram, and the Chickenlover - goes = 
rides his van (and not, as we'd : F , 
hoped, a chicken). The animation | f e CR 

v4 He’s looking like that is superb throughout — the a , c < ; 
‘ ? ie . a because you've just 

characters lean as they turn tight / smashed into him. Erk! 
corners, peer over their shoulder ae 
when reversing, and adopt a ech 2 0M z 
suitably concussed look when their Seta) meme dien SOT ey ke a 
vehicle is flipped onto its roof by a seen Pe hee te 
waterbomb. ee bonus characters. 

Mr Hanky-again, this time [> 
circling around Starvin’ 

Marvin. He rides a bag of 
wheat. It’s funny, you see, 

13 

ha vi! 
he Tareascs rawr Pte Ds 

dar ts eed) N64 55 ] 



SECRET SMILES 
It's worth peeking your 
nose into every corner of a 
level if you've got time. 
There are invariably some 
race-winning power-ups 
stashed away in secret 
places, and the game saves 
some of its best scenery for 
the hidden areas — the 
pretty, lamp-filled tunnel in 
Big Gay Al's level being a 
particularly good example. 
If you do decide to visit 
those concealed nooks, 
expect to find a Mr Hanky 
protective shield for your 
troubles 

Each of South Park Rally's Championship races is based 
on calendar events, including Easter, New Year's Eve and 
‘Thanksgiving’ — whatever that is. There's a different 
mission for each, as we're about to demonstrate. Rally round 

The simplest mission of all, and, 
as a result, the least exciting. The 
winner of Rally Days is the first to 
race over the four checkpoints in 
order — but, with the checkpoints 
positioned in the oddest of 
places, knowledge of the map is 
essential. You also need to be a coe LN any 
bit nifty with the weapons, as a * e 
competitor who zooms off into SO aT ae . 
the distance is unlikely to slow rae 
down later to let you win. Ea 

This is much better. Everyone's 
been infected with Mad Cow 
Disease (don't tell the French), 
and the first player to hold the 

A deathmatch in all but name, the idea here is to shoot all your 
competitors with Cupid's bow and arrow. But — wouldn't you 
know it? — there's only one of the weapons between all of you, 
leading to violent battles for ownership. Aiming is near- 

antidote long enough to be impossible — 
completely cured is the winner. turn around to 
It's gripping — trying to sprint train your 
away from the others when sights and 
you've collected the cure is neck- you'll almost 
tighteningly tense, especially if you're up against human rivals immediately 
and their frighteningly comprehensive shortcut knowledge. have the bow 

cruelly 
snatched from 
your grasp by a 
pursuer. 
Excellent fun. 

Bos 
4 

Th 
ae 
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(2 ae 2 South Park Rally is packed with weapons to make your enemies respect your authoritah. 
me So, here's your four-point plan to a better life... by spoiling everyone else's. 

SEIZE! 
Mario Kart’s multi-coloured cuboidal 
power-ups have been ‘borrowed’ by 
South Park Rally, but they won't always 
offer a collectable weapon. Terrance 
and Phillip fart propellers, a protective 
can of Beefcake, or Saddam Hussein 
Special are among the rewards. 

SELECT! 
If you do grab an actual weapon, you 
can store it along with two others, and 
switch between them all with Bottom- 
C. This way, it’s easy to save a meaty 
part of your arsenal for the very end 
of the race, giving your unfortunate 
competitors something to blub about. 

SHOOT! 
Among the less traditional weapons 
are the waterbomb, which soars into 
the distance before creating a sparkly 
blue explosion, and the T&P doll, 
which supplies three fart-fuelled 
vehicle boosts. The auto-aiming alien 
weapon is handy, too. 

SIT TIGHT! 
Not all weapons have an immediate 
effect. Both Stan's Dog and the ‘Lady 
Of The Night’ only work their magic 
when they catch an opponent - at 
which point they'll slow the vehicle 
down or impair the driver's vision 
respectively. Try the pool of vomit, too. 

NEXT, D ci 

ECSU | 
CURRENT OBJE 

ani eUls 



Much the same as Rally Days 1, but the action stakes are upped 
by the need to keep hold of one of the three available pairs of 
pants (that's ‘trousers') before racing over the checkpoints. This 
frantic race is probably the best of the lot — the entire pack 

stampedes towards 
you if you're 

Grab the chickens wandering the streets and.carry them 
back to a checkpoint. Although you're permitted to nudge 
or shoot your competitors and steal their feathered friends, 
this level is a fairly lonely experience. Keep an eye out for 
the Chickenlover’s r 
van, though = rocking 5 

1 CAN SEE 
CLEARLY NOW 
There's a useful little map in 
the comer of the screen, 
showing exactly where on 
the track all the players are 
sitting, and theJocation of 
any checkpoints or 
collectibles. It can be turned 
off, though, making for 
tense dogfights — the 
equivalent of doing away - 
with the radar in a QO 
GoldenEye deathmatch. e 

BJECTIVE 

Hardly the most topical of 
calendar events — this level would 
have been much more relevant 
had South Park Rally not missed 
its original pre-Christmas launch 
date. This one’s almost identical 
to the Cow Days stage, except 
the racers are fighting over a key 
rather than a BSE cure. 
Unfortunately the CPU racers 
follow a preset route when 
they've got the key, but 
otherwise this is as violently 
fought as Cow Days. 

t's not often someone tries 
something new with racing games. 
Since the laughably primitive Pole 
Position, with its flat track and one 

piece of scenery per mile, racers have 
always featured a simple journey from A 
to B. Only the odd explosive weapon, 
futuristic building or odd-looking car 
separates them. 

So, it's refreshing to see Australian 
developers Tantalus using their South Park 
license to experiment a little. Initially, the 
exercise doesn't seem to have worked all 
that well - you'll probably dismiss South 
Park Rally as an annoying, unnecessarily 
complex version of Mario Kart after your 
first few plays — but once you've become 
familiar with the maps, weapons and styles 
of play, and then gathered some friends in 
the same room to share the experience 
with, it becomes blatantly obvious that 
Tantalus’ dabbling with the format has paid 
handsome dividends. 

it will cause some 
birds to come spilling 
out, raising some 
important questions 
about what's really 
going on inside. 

wearing the trews, 
and the slightest 
touch is all that’s 
needed to lose 
your briefs to 
another racer. 

Psy A! 

Tv 
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Admittedly, the developers haven't 
used ail their own ideas, with Nintendo's 
evergreen Mario Kart acting as the 
template for Cartman and co's racing 
adventures. The kart-like vehicles are fast 
and easy to handle, tracks are themed 
around farms, forests and snow-covered 
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IRAQ ON THE TRACK 
Of all the pick-ups in the 
game, the ‘Saddam Hussein 
Special’ is by far the most 
unsettling. It causes the 
Iraqi dictator's bearning 
mug to come zooming out 
of the screen, ruining your 
concentration and being 
downright scary to boot. 
Expect Ayatollah Khomeni, 
Ho Chi Minh and Margaret 
Thatcher for the sequel. 

Pisa th 

But South Park Rally comes with a 
mission-based style that makes it as unique 
among racers as Turok: Rage Wars is 
among shoot-'em-ups. Levels aren't so 
much tracks as sprawling, multi-routed 
maps. There are no traditional finishing 
lines, and races aren't races at all, but 

South Park Rally’s 
environments feel much, 

much more like a living South Park world 
than the original South Park game. 

towns, and deliciously destructive weapons 
litter every course. In fact, if South Park 
Rally stayed faithful to the traditional ‘Race 
To The Finish’ format, it would be just 
another shameless South Park-based rip- 
off, a la the original South Park (which was 
based heavily on Turok 2) and Chef's Luv 
Shack (i.e. Mario Party). 

multiplayer ‘deathmatch’ trials where the 
aim is to be first to shoot all your 
opponents, or race over four randomly- 
placed checkpoints, or collect scattered 
objects. Being handy on the accelerator is 
important, but success in South Park Rally 
also means polishing your map-reading 
skills, learning the quickest routes between © 
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pluses & 
Mets 4 

@ Plenty quick. 
@ Top multiplayer 
raucousness. 
@ Surprisingly varied 
for a racing game. 
@ Convincing South 
Park world. 

Ne Ce tee 

Mario Kart 64 
Nintendo 

N64/4, 91% 
StI aslo oc) MATL og 

CMM Wie 

8 vIsuALs 
Convincing 

environments and no 
pop-up make up for the 
relatively boxy scenery. 

Toe-tapping tunes and 
more voice samples than 

you can eat. 

bs Wag 
In places, Tantalus 

exploit the N64 better 
than Acclaim 
themselves. 

® LIFESPAN 
Plenty to keep you 
occupied in one- 
player, and the 

multiplayer's a hoot. 

Aad te 
An enjoyable and 

surprisingly successful 
variation on the Mario 

Kart formula. In a 
word: sweet. 

NM i ~ J When you tire of giving the CPU opponents what for, there's a wealth of multiplayer 
ul f a er options to keep you and your friends busy. 

ARCADE RACE 
Identical to the Championship races, but any 
of the game types are playable on any of 
the maps - adding life to the otherwise dull 
checkpoint-based racing. Against wily 
human foes, every race is a treat. 

areas, and using your weapons intelligently 
to scupper opponents’ chances. 

It makes for some hugely involving 
games. With up to six racers (of which four 
can be human-controlled), battles are 
incredibly intense, as everyone races to be 
first to collect roaming chickens, grab pairs 
of trousers, or deliver lemonade to 
restaurant tables. The pace is pleasingly 
quick — you can grab the cure to mad cow 
disease, only to have it snatched away 
again within seconds, or find yourself 
suddenly alone (and more than likely lost) 
as the pack suddenly speeds off to the next 
checkpoint. As a result of all this, South 
Park Rally is the first racer to come close to 
matching the frenetic, chaotic wheel-based 
thrills of Mario Kart. Quite a feat. 

Admittedly, some of the game types 
aren't as successful as others. If there's a 
single object being fought over — such as 
the BSE vaccine in the ‘Cow Days’ scenario 
— it leads to a game full of superb, 

ASS BATTLE 
This is an all-out multiplayer deathmatch, in 
the vein of Mario Kart’s battle mode, but 
with the balloons replaced with four horrible 
pairs of buttocks. Sadly, the wide arenas 
don’t lend themselves well to Ass Battles. 

get around, and further exploration is 
rewarded with numerous short-cuts, a 
plethora of cunningly-hidden secret areas, 
and power-ups hidden in the most difficult- 
to-reach nooks and crannies. The scenery, 
too, varies across each level — you'll roar 
past snow-covered houses and trees one 
minute, only to be driving past chicken- 
filled farmsteads or hopelessly tacky 
superstores the next. 

What's particularly satisfying is 
Tantalus’ attention to detail, filling each 
track with totally unnecessary, but 
impressive, details. School buses, JCBs and 
tractors meander all over the track to 
obstruct players; high-speed express trains 
rocket past as you take a shortcut through 
a tunnel; and bunnies, cows and sheep 
graze on the side of the track, flying into 
the air when they're collided with. South 
Park Rally's environments feel much, much 
more like a living South Park world than 
the original South Park game, and.there are 

With over half of South 
Park Rally’s 14 game types 

offering an enjoyable race, straight A-to- 
B racers start to look decidedly weedy. 

weapon-heavy pitched battles. But when 
the task is simply to collect objects 
scattered all over the track - see the 
mutant bunny's eggs in ‘Easter Day’ — 
you'll only catch brief glimpses of your 
foes, making each race a lonely quest with 
little idea of how the others are doing. Still, 
at least there's a choice; with well over half 
of South Park Rally's 14 game types 
offering an enjoyable race, straight A-to-B 
racers start to look decidedly weedy. 

The eight tracks are simply brilliant. 
They seem over-complex at first, taking 
place on several levels linked by ramps and 
drops, and featuring scores of small areas 
linked by roads, tunnels and bridges. After 
a few test drives, though, they're easy to 

whole load of incidental visual effects to 
make the deliberately cartoony world a bit 
more exciting. 

It's aided by the fact that Tantalus’ 
version of the Turok 2 graphics engine is 
infinitely more impressive than Acclaim's 
own. There is some pop-up, but it's way 
off in the distance, and there's not a hint of 
the crippling fog that seems to have 
become Acclaim's must unwanted 
trademark. The roads, houses, hills and 
trees aren't particularly detailed, but Jet 
Force Gemini and Donkey Kong have 
already proved that you don't need hi-res 
visuals to have fun. The most important 
thing is that South Park Rally nips by at the 
kind of speed racing games should — and 

Much the same as Ass Battle, but this 
multiplayer fight takes place on an American 
football pitch. Thanks to its smaller size, 
this makes for more enjoyable fights, and 
There are more wandering animals to run 
over. 

there are still plenty of graphically 
impressive moments; the most notable of 
these being the huge helicopters and cars 
that hang precariously from the sides of 
the Volcano level. 

Inevitably, South Park Rally is much 
more amusing when you've got some 
friends in your house. The computer 
opponents are surprisingly worthy — almost 
too worthy, in fact, as defeat after defeat 
will testify — but the races feel lonely when 
there are only CPU opponents up against 
you. There's also the problem that the 
computer players instinctively know the 
quickest route to every checkpoint or 
object - while you're confusedly sprinting 
up and down ramps to reach a target, the 
CPU will be whizzing over the fourth 
checkpoint in a row. 

In multiplayer, things are much fairer. 
Driving ability isn't a concern, as, just like 
Mario Kart, battles automatically swing this 
way and that as weapons and sneaky 
shortcuts are employed. And there’s the 
opportunity for you and your friends to 
revel in South Park's unquestionably rude 
world, laughing at the satisfying range of 
weapons — fart speed-ups, a frightening 
Saddam Hussein face, loads of character 
sound bites, and rats which ruin your 
steering and leave blood-red tyre marks 
over the road after you've squished them. 
With just about every character from the 
TV series popping up, this is far more of a 
complete package for South Park fans, and 
offers the most well-rounded collection of 
characters since Mario and friends. 

You couldn't really ask for much more 
than South Park Rally. It's patchy in places, 
but when it works, it does so brilliantly. 
South Park and Chef's Luv Shack, good 
though they were, had the feel of rushed, 
unimaginative cash-ins — South Park Rally 
has innovation, excitement, and just about 
every South Park character ever, all rolled 
into one package. 

Nintendo should watch their backs. 
MARK GREEN 
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@ Splatter mud, spray gravel and break your dump 
.. Valve. It's rallyin’ time! 
eyes 

TOP GEAR RALLY 2 

128Mbit 

WHEN'S IT OUT? 

Now 

ee 

> <i 
Feb TBA 

& 

NG We gave Top Gear Rally 2 its first test drive in 
PREVIOUS LY Ty N N64/37 and knew it was a winner from the start. 

Look! A windmill! Must be 
Holland then, right? Or 
maybe not. 

You'll find plenty of small ; : 
eure (elec Reel Tp Ps as . Remember to 

; om install the right 
Skee 
snow tracks. 

a SoD. 
ATT dm Med p be Lede) 
navigation computer helps 
ETA ke oa 

A You've left the 
opposition way 
Lele ie Ak 
So don't lose 
fra [ep 

Pq Be en TS 
camera around 
so you can see 
behind you. 
Good, that. 

op Gear Rally, then. A good in particular, set a new benchmark for The object isn't to beat the other 
game. Almost a great game, in —_ N64 racers and to better it, TGR 2 drivers, but to get the best time. 
fact. Released waaay back in would have to be something NE een Ce Mee 
November 1997, it impressed extra special. 

us with subtle, realistic handling, good So, can it compete? 
looks and a fair turn of speed. But it was _ There's only one possible way 
also a little bit bland, there weren't to find out. Gentlemen, start 
many courses to take on, and the 
pedestrian CPU opposition didn't put up 
much of a fight, simply chugging 
around the tracks like octogenarian 
sunday drivers. 

It would be fair to say, then, that 
TGR 2 has a fair bit of work to do if it 
wants to be a really, truly top-hole racer, 
especially with games such as V-Rally, 
World Driver Championship and F1 “ad 5 
World Grand Prix setting such high 7 ze se 
standards for N64 racing. World Driver, : ee 

your engines... 



PTT mettle) 
Now this is nothing short of genius. A little like Gran tests, as certain racing teams will be interested in you if you 
Turismo on the PlayStation, Top Gear Rally 2 allows you to can prove you're a good driver, even if you haven't won any 
take part in up to five different licences, each of which sets races at this point. Here’s a few examples of some of the tests 
out to test a different skill. It’s well worth completing these you'll have to pit yourself against. 

(Time limit: 42 seconds) 

Evil, this. Several nasty chicanes are 
made. evehrnastiet by. heavy: rain ~ 
avoiding the cones is almost-impossible. 

(Time. limit: 17 seconds) 

You're given ‘high performance: dry. road 
tyres =and you're driving on’wet 
tarmac. Erk. 

(Time limit: 34 seconds) 

Navigate a twisty track laden with dips 
and jumps. Hit-ten-cones:and it's:game 
over.:Man. 

speed onthe 
‘jumps, here: « 

Not edsy at pat JN: Takesthe 
all; Tdrning is tracing dine ae 
very. hard. and youd! be « 
indéed. okay: 

(Time limit: 43 seconds) 

Basically, this is a combination.of 
everything you've learnt’- but again,in 
the rains The very definition of tricky. 

(Time limit: 33 seconds) 
Cones are laid out to help you in 
overtaking manoeuvres. Once again, hit 
them and you're out. 

(Time limit: 11 seconds) 

Accelerate to full speed and stop. 
completely —in the slippy-slidey.snow — 
in the braking zone: 

Swerving CONES 0 OF 10 Youllneverss, He peer 
around the pass with 

“ne ocones requires driving like 
’ V good reflexes: V that. 

quite brakein 
time, did we? 
Nope. 

FOUR-VWH Peel a i" | ue eee ecoare er =" $ V multiplayer. Our favourite. 

aa —- Ft Brilliantly, TGR 2 contains a fully-fledged four-player 
multiplayer mode, and a two-player co-operative game, 
enabling you and a friend to go through 
the main championship together. And 
the four-player game is probably the 
best example of friend-on-friend racing 
action on the N64; it gets a little jerky at 
times, but in the main, it's fast and 
furious. And you can always ram a 
friend's car and hope to break their 
suspension or drive trains, which adds a 
certain edge to the proceedings. Well 
done, Saffire. 

<{ It’s pretty much neck-and-neck 
here, but top right has the speed. 
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slide all over 
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Rea) Te 
ETN AM BELL ed 
business, and 
potentially hurtful. 

There are no laps [> 
here - only ‘legs’ 
of a certain track. 

This race’can be found.as part of the World Cup, the penultimate cup in the whole championship. It's darn 
tricky, consisting of long stretches and some tortuous twists-and turns. Let us take you through it. 

Bad news. It’s raining, turning the 
desert sand into mud..Luckily, the 

first stretch is‘a Straight run through 
this shanty town: 

This is. the. most 

back on itself. Yoiks! 

tiger sere 

Aftera 
couple of 

light turns, 
you'll come to 
this valley 
chicane; a real 
test of your 
cornering 

least one of your tyres: 

Then it’s down 
through the 

a struts of a bridge. 
a>) Clip the fenceand 

you'll lose valuable 
-— seconds. course in first place... 

frustrating part of the 
course - an incredibly 
sharp chicane that doubles 

Watch out for the train:tracks. Hit 
them atspeed’and you'll burst at 

And then.it’s onto. the finish line 
- in last place! It's going to take a 

lot of practice to whip:through this 

want to break 
anything. 

The four-player mode is tremendous: fast, smooth, 
V and pretty entertaining. Ace stuff. 

t has to be said, after our first 
playtest of Top Gear Rally 2, at 
May's E3 show in Los Angeles, we 
weren't too impressed. Admittedly, 

the version we played there was still very 
early, but the handling was jerky, the 
courses bland, and the whole thing 
seemed to be shaping up as a below-par 
re-run of the original. But what a 
difference six months’ development 
makes, because the finished version of 
Top Gear Rally 2 is a terrific slice of off- 
road racing action. 

It was a brave move for original 
developers Boss Games (who went on to 
create the sublime World Driver 
Championship) to hand over the sequel to 
Saffire, best known at the time for a 

technically fine conversion of bloody beat- 
"em-up Bio Freaks. But Saffire — also 
behind the superb Rainbow Six and Xena 
— have done a bang-up job of listening to 
all the criticisms levelled at the first game, 
acting on them, and generally doing their 
best to ensure that TGR 2 is prety much 
everything you could wan raci 

_ game. It’s that good 
master powers 

of Top Gear Rally and the vertical learning 
curve of World Driver, TGR 2 provides a 
more accessible drive. The handling 
requires less concentration and focuses 
instead on fairly tight cornering. Of course, 
there’s plenty of powersliding, and you'll 
spend a lot of your time wrestling to stay 
on course, but TGR 2 is a lot more friendly 
to first-time drivers. The game is less of a 
simulation and more of an arcade racer, 
dumping you straight in the fast lane. 

But while the handling doesn't take 
that much getting used to, the game is not 
simply about haring around as fast as you 
can. Saffire have included what was 



You get 15 
different cars 

to drive, all of 
Aaa) 
licenced 
ice mT) 

; real thing. 
& 

so 

A ae mei eels 

lacking in Top Gear Rally — namely, 
performance-affecting damage and a host 
of car-tinkering options. Whilst the cars 
don't seem to physically take damage — 
the bodywork doesn't appear to take a 
dent — it's of paramount importance to 
look after your vehicle. 

Every part of your car, from the tyres 
and brakes to the radiator, stabilizers and 
even the dump valve (whatever that may 
be) can be ruined by careless driving, and 
you'll notice it when you're driving. Hurtle 
over a train-track and you'll burst your 
tyres; destroy your front left tyre and you'll 
list to the left until you fix it; wreck a drive 
train and you'll have trouble with inclines; 
break the suspension and you'll be in for a 
terribly rough ride. You'll have to keep an 
eye on everything while simultaneously 
driving like the wind and as carefully as 
you possibly can. 

Of course, it’s possible to get your car 
repaired, but there are penalties. Tyres are 

speed and 
you'll take to 
11 

Ue xe 8 ay 
detailed and a 
treat to look 
lam] 
smooth, too. 

and prompts 
a lot more 
thought than 
could 
reasonably 
be expected 
from a racing game. 

In fact, the game as a whole is a 
delicious mix of immediate racing thrills 
and deeper, longer term strategies. The 
more successful you are, the more 
sponsors you'll get (signified by the 
multiplaying decals on your car), and the 
more money you'll receive. This will enable 
you to upgrade components of your car, 
buy better equipment, and even purchase 
a few flash extras such as turbos and an 
on-board computer. And, of course, as you 
start to win cups, other racing teams will 
approach you with offers and give you 
access to better cars. Except it's probably 
better to work your way up by sticking 
with a lesser team, rather than constantly 

It’s fast, the tracks are well 
designed, the graphics are 

more detailed than Top Gear Rally’s and 
there's a brilliant random track generator. 

the only parts that can be fixed during a 
race, if you want to put anything right 
otherwise you'll have to unleash the 
mechanics in between legs. However, this 
takes time which then gets added to your 
time in the next race. You'll learn to strike 
a balance between fixing essential 
components and leaving less-important 
areas of your car to be repaired once a 
race is completely over. It's a great system, 

jumping ship to better-equipped teams. 
And that's not all. Top Gear Rally 2 

has a driving school, different weather 
conditions and CPU opponents who drive 
properly, making mistakes as well as being 
darn good. It's fast, the tracks are 
splendidly designed, the graphics are more 
detailed than Top Gear Rally's, and = 
almost inconceivably — there’s a brilliant 
random track generator (a la F-Zero X's 

| The emergency brake 
(Bottom-C) can cope with 

ETele eee Ogee Ee 

yO: 

so g i g a 
a 

A In wet conditions, mud will splatter all 
over your car, as seen here. 

UT Mee ele ln ee 
V decals adorn your car. Nice. 

cc ioe elt esi a lee 

et Is lslal fete tel) s ee) t teeth) 

5th cup) that's opened up when you 
complete the game. Genius. One thing, 
though — do make sure you play this with 
a steering wheel, if you can. Analogue 
control is superb, but a wheel — and the 
rattlingly good first-person view — really 
makes TGR 2 come alive. 

Overall, then, Top Gear Rally 2 is 

superb. Our only complaint is that some of 
the more demanding tracks see parts of 
your car being destroyed left, right and 
centre, which can be very frustrating, and 
there's a /ittle bit of pop-up. Plus, it's not 
quite as rewarding as World Driver 
Championship, which asks more of you 
and gives more back, but this is still a 
worthy companion piece to Boss’ game, 
simply because it's such tremendous racing 
fun. Highly recommended indeed. 

JES BICKHAM 

PTET tae 

ss 
IB @ Accessible but 

deep. 
@ Great handling. 
@ Fast. 
@ Engine tinkerage 
@ Good four-player 
mode. 
@ Training mode. 

@ Can be very 
difficult... 
@ ...and frustrating 
at times. 

if you like this... 

Tat tg 
Championship 

Midway 
N64/32, 91% 

Brilliant road-based Gran 
Turismo-alike. 

Clean, colourful and 
detailed — if sometimes 
a little samey and bland. 

All the relevant noises 
present in fine form. 

There's loads in here, 
and technically it’s top- 

notch. 

Plenty to do, plus a 
superb multiplayer 

game. 

The best rally game 
on the N64, anda 
superb racing game 

in its own right. 
Top stuff 
indeed. 



PREVIOUSLY IN N64 

PGA EUROPEAN 
TOUR GOLF 

FROM; 
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MR Ani Uae b Creo) 
sim just last month in N64/37. 

A The mysterious Golfer 1 lines 
up a mighty tee shot. 

There’s a very nice house by 
the fairway here. Great view. 

A Srass, grass and 
more grass. It’s a 
very green game. 

PC ee 
The leaderboard [> 
is only used for 

tournaments. 

ye 
prettiest game 
Ue emi 

mea clii 
Perel &y 
golfing stuff. 

Since when did Colin 
felat cele al mele 

V anything like that? 

ee) 
Ry Lee ile) 
to capture your 
golfer’s swing. 

> 
Golfer 2 looks a 

bit like Greg 
Norman (in a 

cloud of fuzz). 

Ithough Mario Golf proved 
just how playable a golf 
game could be if it was done 
well, we didn’t really expect 

to enjoy a more traditional ‘serious’ 
golfing sim all that much. After all, the 
N64's other golf games aren't exactly 
dripping with quality. 

So imagine our 
surprise when this latest 
effort from Infogrames 
turned out to be a lot 
better than most. PGA 
European Tour Golf is 
based around the 
competition that the likes 
of José Maria Olazabal 
and Colin Montgomerie 
play in, a slightly 
downmarket version of 

the one dominated by Tiger Woods and 
the rest in the States. There are four 
authentic courses (Quinta do Lago, the K 
Club, Kungsangen and Druids Glen) and 
three game variations for up to four 
players. As in every other golf game, 
there's a swing meter, a wind indicator and 
all the usual bits and pieces that go 
towards simulating the sport. What sets it 
apart from the useless Waialae Country 
Club, the only other serious N64 golf sim 
available in the UK, is the generally solid 
way it has all been put together, making it 
far more playable than Nintendo's own 
shabby effort. 

The power meter and direction arrow 
work very well, allowing some fairly precise 
control over the ball. You can curl it around 
obstacles with no trouble at all, and by 
selecting the appropriate type of shot from 



VIRTUAL SWING 
As well as the standard control system, 
there's another option which allows you 
to use the joystick as a virtual club, just 
like in Glory of St. Andrews. By moving 
the stick to one side and flicking it back 
again you can simulate a golfing swing. 

<q 
Choose the X 
or Y axis for 

; your virtual 
_ swing. It’s 

WALKING 
As if to emphasise just what a non-sport 
golf really is, you can choose to take a 
relaxing stroll around the course. It's all 
very pleasant and the graphics certainly 
look a lot better when you can't see the 
dodgy player models on the screen. 

It doesn't 
<1 look too 

bad in these 
shots, does 
it? Quite 
tolerable. 

> 
A walk 

around the 
course will 

prepare you 
for the 
hazards 
ahead. 

a menu you can make it stop dead on 
landing, skid off the fairway or blast out of 
the rough. Putting is even easier since the 
direction arrow curls around to show 
exactly where the ball will roll along the 

contours of the green. In fact, all of the 
controls are simple enough to master after 
just a few holes. 

The bad news is that it's a bit of a 
stinker as far as visual appeal goes. None 
of the golfers look like who they're 
supposed to be, even during the fleeting 
moments when you catch a glimpse of 

UM ER UU ts 
EASY CURL 
Putting curl on the ball was tricky in 
Mario Golf, but EPGA allows you to tilt 
the aiming arrow to either side so that 
you can see exactly how your shot will 
bend around any obstacles, assuming you 
don't mess up on your swing. 

You can curl 
the ball out 
of this tricky 
situation if 
you're very 
lucky. 

GIMMES 
If you select the gimme option, the 
computer will assume that you can make 
any putt within the specified distance (up 
to 36 inches) and will hole it for you. We 
suggest keeping it on, as the camera 
angle makes short putts difficult to judge. 

> 
The full 36 

inches is 
quite a long 

way for 
allowing a 

gimme. 

Get the ball 
within the 
required 
distance to 
be offered 
a gimme. 

their faces through the haze of fuzziness 
which covers the whole screen. While the 
grass on the fairways looks quite good, the 
2D trees spoil the appearance of the 
courses. When you get within a certain 

distance of one it gets replaced with a 
slightly different, larger graphic, which 
makes it look like the trees are flinging 
their branches in the air to greet you. Very 
odd, indeed. On top of that, it's rather 
jerky too, and sometimes there's pop-up 
and flickering at the far end of a 
particularly long hole — not things anybody 

A serious golfing sim? What's so serious about it? Well, 
CMD MCF MeL eo oder Lan OL ol 
find in Mario Golf. 

SHOT TYPE 
Press B to bring up a menu of shot 
techniques which might help you out of a 
sticky situation. You can choose extreme 
backspin to stop the ball dead on the 
green, punched shots to power through 
trees or several other useful effects. 

The default 
shot is just a 
straight hit. 
It’s usually 
the best. 

The shape of 
the arrow 
changes 

according to 
which type of 
shot you use. 

MULLIGANS 
If you're really bad at the game, you can 
choose to have mulligans (free shots) 
enabled. These can be activated after a 
dodgy tee shot, or you can have a certain 
number of them to play with on the 
fairways. For the duffest of players only. 

ee ad 
If you don’t 

= like the way 
Msi your tee 

shot went, 
takea 
mulligan. 

Peo 

But why are 
they called 
mulligans? 

Golfers are a 
strange 
breed. 

would expect to see in something as 
technically undemanding as a golf sim. 

But while PGA European Tour 
wouldn't last five minutes in the PC 
market, where the only thing people want 
from their golf games is photo-realism, it 
has the depth of gameplay underneath its 
ugliness to make it a viable choice on the 
N64. We had fun testing it out in the 
office (one embarrassed team member 
finishing with a shameful 19 over par after 
a disaster on the 15th at Quinta do Lago) 
which is a lot more than we can say for 
Waialae Country Club and the dismal, 
Jap-only Glory of St. Andrews. Of course 
there's no way we'd recommend it over 
Mario Golf, but if you've played that to 
death and you're looking for a playable 
alternative, it's really the only other option. 

ro) Tete 
ett] 

@ Lots of depth. 
@ Real golfers. 
@ Good controls. 

Li 

@ Below par 
graphics. 
@ Little commentary. 
@ Lacking in polish. 

CL Coe Lee 

DUET ete) 
Nintendo 

N64/34, 90% 
ee Taotel ame) NVI mS 

trials and cute 
characters. 

Decent looking grass, 
scary pop up 2D trees 
and unidentifiable 

players. 

Sparse commentary and 
one decent piece of 

A lot of thought seems 
to have gone into the 
controls and options. 

Enough holes and 
competitions to keep 
you playing for ages if 

you're into golf. 

VERDICT 
A decent golf game lurks 

beneath the rough 
exterior. If looks aren't 
important to you, EPGA 
Golf is definitely worth 

checking out. 
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Asteroids Hyper 64 features, as you'd expect, a variety 
of multiplayer modes, which are all arguably more fun 
than the uninspiring and tediously repetitive single- 

ue ig a 

ee g IC) 
@ Fun if you love asteroids 

Asteroids. regenerate player game. There's plenty of choice, including the 
@ Smart multiplayer Ee a novel Colour Clearance mode (where you have to shoot 

options. Ryo oo) 10) certain colour asteroids) and a ‘Tow-Rope’ mode, where 
@ Different asteroids 
and power-ups. 

@ Endlessly 
repetitive. 

DCU CL eee 

Lylat Wars 
Nintendo 

N64/8, 91% 
Brilliant animal-infested 
Sirellem une omic m tls 

minty Ninty. 

Some nice effects, but 
otherwise, asteroids and 

a spaceship. 

Shockingly, there's no 
music, plus beepy- 

bloopy sound effects. 

Could conceivably be 
done on the Game Boy. 

The multiplayer is the 
only reason to play for 
more than 30 minutes. 

Maas 
One for retro enthusiasts 
only - Asteroids Hyper 
64 is a tiresome and 

repetitive shoot-’em-up 
that deserves to remain 
only as a fond memory. 

68 NGy | 

@ Ultimately tedious. 

It plays pretty 
epee l a aT) 
same as it always 
has. Ho-hum. 

and exciting games, it seems 
developers the world over are taking 
steps backwards and re-hashing the 
classics of yesteryear. 

all up. 

solo erd=10) 

yo 

Retro fever strikes again... 
irst Gauntlet Legends, and now 
this. Rather than expending a little 
time and money on creating new 

Which is all well and good from a 
nostalgic point of view, but can Asteroids - 
as fun as we all remember it being — really 
cut it on the cusp of the 21st century? 

Gauntlet Legends, of course, is 

actually a fine - and heartily enjoyable — 
update. Asteroids, however, is simply a bit 

Gun mele c 

b 

BS 

akg 
be « x 
M3 

A 800m! Another pesky asteroid bites the dust. Still, 

eS this is one tedious game. Shame about that, eh? 

two of you are linked together and have to co-operate to 
succeed. Also available 
is a straight four-player 
game — where you 
have to destroy more 
asteroids than the 
others - and a two-on- 
two co-operative mode. 

tiresome. At heart, the game is the same 
as it's always been, complete with the 
rotate/thrust/fire control system, but a few 

flashy extras have been thrown on top to 
try and persuade us that it is an all-new 
and radically different experience. So, for 
your 40 quid, you get 15 different types of 
asteroid (including exploding ones, heat- 
seeking ones, Star Trek-style cloaking 
device ones and rock-hard crystal ones), a 
handful of different ships to choose 
between and a smattering of power-ups. 
The hyperspace function is still present in 
this version, and is supplemented by a life- 
saving energy shield. 

It's fun for a short while, and a mildly 
diverting blast-fest, but the flashy extras 
do little to hide that fact that Asteroids 
Hyper 64 is the very definition of retro — 
ie, repetitive and basic. Admittedly, the 
new asteroid types are intriguing and 
vaguely innovative, but we'd still rather be 
playing Jet Force Gemini. So, whilst this 
might bring back pleasant childhood 
memories of a fag-burnt Clacton-on-Sea 
arcade machine, Asteroids Hyper 64 is, in 
reality, a bit of a waste of time. 



This is our first look at EA's 
atest basketball sim. 

Getting past the defenders 
V seems virtually impossible. Ee & 

Pay 

Icon passing makes it easier to pick one of your 
V team mates for some instant ball action. 

g NY 2 387 5 ee < | : 2 @ It's got Michael 
age = a re Re Jordan in it. 

‘ Sere } @ Plenty of different 
game styles. 
@ Facial expressions. 

ee ee Le) 
challenge mode too. 

Arcade mode leaves a little trail [> , at Pay @ Not as smooth as 

hind the ball. Amazing, hmm? it should be. behind the ball. Amazing, hmm © Not a: danas 

SS . The dunk replays are pretty good, NBA Jam. 

A PD ive ts Bd albeit in a slightly jerky sort of way. . Perfect computer 

SEE eams. 

If you like this... 

NBA Courtside 
Nintendo 

N64/18, 90% 
Slick passing, smooth 
graphics. The best 

basketball game around. 

PLL mek 
Creer me 

SS Basketball isn't that 
complicated. It shouldn't 

be this jerky. 
Pes ded) 

eel eee Ree tee 
victory, but it was a fairly close one. 

Annoying hip-hop 

he NBA's lucrative licensing deals — bother with anything as trivial as a console — Courtside. The players have fairly angular soundtrack that'll have 
with just about every software game, but now that he has a few gaps in bodies, indicating a lack of polygons, but you reaching for the 
company in the world mean that his schedule thanks to his retirement, NBA the game never manages to run particularly volume control. 
even in the UK we've got more Live 2000 represents his videogame smoothly, even when there are only two of 

basketball games than our more traditional | comeback. The last time we saw him was in you on screen. It isn't impressive. 
football or tennis. But what none of them Space Jam, the game of the duff cartoon So NBA Live 2000 has only its star 
have been able to boast is the approval of — movie, and most hoop sims feature a attraction to distinguish it from the crowd At least they've tried to 
the most famous basketball player of all mysterious shadow where Chicago's of other basketball games around at the cram it with replay- 

time. Until number 23 should be. But is the inclusion moment, a fact which EA are certainly enhancing features. 
now, that is. of the man himself enough to propel this aware of. Jordan's name is all over the front 

Michael — game above the ordinary? and back of the box, he juggles the ball on 
Jordan Sadly it isn’t. Not really, anyway. There the options screen and most people who 
usually sits are plenty of motion captured moves, an buy this will probably go straight to the Like all basketball 
these things arcade mode and a one-on-one game, but __ street court to try and earn the right to play ET, pameleting:s 
out, being it's difficult to control with jerky graphics. as him. For everyone who isn't quite as iiiediion of dégaed 
far too The computer teams play a faultless game devoted to the world's richest sportsman, persistence. 
wealthy to every time rather than actually trying to there are better alternatives on offer. 
need to beat you fairly like they do in NBA MARTIN KITTS VE RD i CT 

Dedicated Michael 
Jordan fans will lap it up 
but NBA Live 2000 isn't 
the basketball game for 

the rest of us. 
If you want to play as Jordan, you have to 
unlock him by beating him in a one-on-one 
game on the mean streets of somewhere or 
other. He's ridiculously hard to score against. 
Getting past him is like trying to get past the 
boy guarding the exit to Kokiri Forest in 
Zelda. We had to settle for long range shots. 
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A The Young Sherlock Holmes-style — Seren rn 
stained-glass phantoms return. Da fc de RS A 
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LEGACY OF DA 
Proper sequel or re-packaged rehash? 

meats Tae 
LEGREY DF DARKNESS 

FROM: Konami Cornell Cee in ae errr Pa 

The two new characters, Henry and Cornell, are both privy to some 
fairly powerful attacks, which can be powered-up in the usual way. 

Cornell can throw some , b 4 Henry, rather unsportingly 
devastating energy blasts § P : Sere for a game seemingly set 
as his default B weapon », : : . hundreds of years ago, can 
and, for close combat : ; : whip out a pistol. A touch 
purposes, ie of B can eliminate 
has a ene e ' opponents 
vicious Speed Son ae) \ie | f= Shane from a vast og 
claw Seu i distance. 
swipe ae a a am Left-C yields 
bound to Ais a a F a whip 
the Left-C 3 ; t ; attack, which 
button. : i é 5 oy Se is much like 
Nicely. es were bead Sea See Reinhardt's. 



In the beginning... 
So here you are then, aboard 
ER memes mace reed 

for Dracula’s castle. Things, 
though, are never quite as 
simple as you'd hope... 

COSTUME CRAZY 
Fed up of Reinhardt's 
Fea( Una ae Ml eUeL Leg 

All the characters except Henry start off in a brand-new 
level, called ‘Foggy Lake’. Which is quite fitting, as it's 

ee ee a 

4 ree TTT | eet 
i EL 

will start to flood. 

actually quite foggy. Allow us to guide you through it... 

Make your way to the main 
room, slaughter the enemies 

you find there and then the room sinks. Use the 
floating debris 
toleapacross \ 

Tired of Carrie's fetching 
Nol Um os-CscUlar- lal core 
amen Ola aS 
Celpre Uc (elmo cel ek el) 
(orl mearelal om ele magr-Ur- (aCe 
costume. Except if you're 

The ship 
EI 

VWNIuUv YON Fr % = ‘ laying as Henry, who ' io Sat Nel Ve CRUD 
pet pe G- SESS corv= “00300 Co to the broken stone walkway... seems to be devoted to his 

1 DONE LA 3a Ove for ~ 3 ss et Ul ae le CoO 
Prous ane me slacks combo. Changing 
2 - “ ¢ Ss costumes doesn't actually 

83 4 : ¢ wn 5 ad 2 do anything, but it's a nice 
p Cron ES ea little touch. Yes. 
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shimmy along to the next. : 
STATUS GOCD Action view 

; ge ads a 5 Do the same 
reel] 3 i again and you'll . 
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way to the rear _ — — -. Deck Key. Head back Sees < a surprise awaits. It's a Pot 
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a : SY eta clutch, 

oy Bite dfs < a though, and 

= Kill him and ran: : Wow the water has aYoT) Se 
Pa raw EL eke lei) = ean eg raised the crates, F shouldn't Baa bs aes 

makes itself clamber up to the * have too 

known. Clamber. 
up it to the next 
level of the ship. Peres hata 

See 

astlevania: Legacy of Darkness 
is a difficult game to pass 
judgement on. On the one hand, 
Konami have - perhaps admirably 

- taken the time to deliver Castlevania as 
it was meant to be, complete with four 
disparate characters, each of whom takes 
their own dark route through the game. 
On the other, for those who already have 
the original Castlevania, the prospect of 
paying for the same game again, albeit 
with a few added extras and two new 
characters, is a galling and unfair one. 
And let's face it, it would be a brave soul 
indeed that would be prepared to play 
through the game once more with 
Reinhardt or Carrie — the mere thought of 
seeing the Garden Maze again sent Tim 
into a whimpering state of shock. 

Because — and let's be honest, here — 
this is basically the same game, but with 
two extra characters. The new characters — 

Bed aad 

ae 

ie = i b | 

i ~~ 

Cornell, a part-time werewolf and Henry, a 
child-saving armoured gunslinger — are 
very different from Carrie and Reinhardt, 
and each has access to new levels (indeed, 
both Reinhardt and Carrie have slightly 

ms platforms above you 
: EYRE) Ce 4m) 

i over to the exit. 

— z 
v 4 

many problems. Once he’s 
vanquished, head on to the 
mainland. 

the entrance to the castle, for instance, is 
in a better state of repair, and the slog 
through the forest encompasses a couple 
of mildly different areas. And thankfully for 
Tim's mental health, the Garden Maze is 

Technical aspects of the 
game haven't been improved, 

either. The camera is still ineffectual and, 
at times, life-losingly frustrating. 

different quests too), but — and this is a big 
but — you'll still be seeing all the same 
levels you saw in the original game. Not 
necessarily in the same order, granted, but 
you will be frequently re-visiting places. 

Events in Legacy of Darkness are set 
eight years before the original's, so some 
of the scenery is different. The stairway in 

also devoid of Chainsaw Eddie and the 
indestructible Ghostbusters dogs. But 
there's heavy repetition here, and simply 
not enough fresh stuff to warrant wading 
through the game's more tedious areas 
again. Even most of the shocks from the 
first game are present and correct — the 
same wall-scuttling vampire in the 
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entrance to the lodge attacks, despite the 
supposed eight-year gap between 
characters. Yawn. 

We're sad to say that the technical 
aspects of the game haven't improved, 
either. The camera is still ineffectual and, 
at times, life-losingly frustrating. In fact, it 
now seems downright atrocious, in light 
of Shadowman's sterling effort. The lock- 
on, whilst still helping you to target 
enemies in your immediate view, is 

hopeless if you're not facing them, and the 
general rubbishness of the camera — 
especially in the boss battles — makes 
accuracy a nightmare. 

The graphics, too, remain much the 
same: drab, browny-grey in colour and 
very foggy. Look closely and everything is 
actually quite nicely detailed — it's just all 
lost in the smothering relentlessness of the 
dreary colour scheme. Some of the 
animation, mind, is quite impressive, and 

the bosses are as startling as ever — 
especially the hideous Medusa and the 
dive-bombing Harpie. 

But there's also still plenty of the 
horrendous pixel-perfect jumping that 

traight out of Clash of 
the Titans, she is. Watch 
for the snakes on the 

Bosses. We love ‘em. So here's a couple of the best ones that we've found 
in Castlevania: Legacy of Darkness. 

A bit like 
Jason and the 

Argonauts, this. 
Use of the lock-on 
ee ee 
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Harpie likes to fly 
high above you. 
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Skeleton. Yup, you 
have to fight him 
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marred the first Castlevania; another 
element of the game which the camera 
once again conspires to make as difficult 
as humanly possible. It just decides to lock 
in the most unhelpful position possible, so 
that you can't even manually get the most 
helpful view. Nasty. 

ee 
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impressive. In the meantime we've had 
Shadowman and Resident Evil 2 on 
release, both games that simply do their 
own respective things far better than this 
does. Ultimately, as a 3D adventure, 
Castlevania: Legacy of Darkness is looking 
a little dog-eared. 

Look closely and everything 
is quite nicely detailed - it’s 

just lost in the smothering relentlessness 
of the dreary colour scheme. 

It may sound like we're being overly 
harsh on Castlevania: Legacy of Darkness, 
but it simply seems incredibly dated now, 
and, if truth be known, we're very 
disappointed. It's still a solid game - 
despite its faults - and can be heartily 
enjoyable at times, but this ‘special edition’ 
should really have included more to 
warrant the £40 price tag. A year ago, 
when the first 64-bit version of 
Castlevania was released, the market was 
very different and so this was a mite more 

So, we'll wager, unless you really, 
really enjoyed Castlevania, you'll be 
passing this one by. However, if you 
missed out the first time around, this could 
be your chance to own the proper, 
completely finished, definitive version of 
this fun but undeniably flawed game. And 
as for us? We'll just keep our fingers 
crossed and wait for the Dolphin version 
to be announced. Now that should be 
something... 

JES BICKHAM 
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‘Personnel’ 
| could have sent this in to Correction 

DVD PLAYER Corner, but it's probably a bit long, 
= TaaiLaH DOLPHIN CONSOLE and it's more for the purposes of your 

is detatchable | all-round education than The actual console: an general a 7 
DVD player allows 128-bit monster with anything else. First off, in N64/35's 
you to watch films, ; . : ; 

DVD and that Gekko. Rainbow Six review, you said Tom on the bus. ; : 
1 ' processor. Clancy's novel was ‘over 1000 pages 

long’ when, in fact, it's only 897. 
Then, you 

; & - remarked that | ( ie 

My ideas BONTROLUERPORTS = athousrene | [Hf 
EARPHONES games 

Here's my ideas for what # — Triangular instead of called ~ 
Dolphin might be able to? These will be sound- round, there’s four Rainbow Six, | (A) 
do, and what it might specific - allowing default ports, and the you can only | 
look like. you to hear option for a multitap. get to use Nyy 

Matt Nguyen, Poole individual sound four team . 
effects and music, members at 

Top quality. The DVD a time. 
player that slots out from i That's because the Six in 
the N64 is absolutely f= CONTROLLER Rainbow Six is leader John Clark's 
fantastic (if slightly LCD DISPLAY *:; - =, codename. It's got nothing to do with 
pricey to make, we'd SE ae Slightly tweaked how many soldiers are under your 

Shows you what a vou version of the 
imagine), but the design se von command! eases in wee con Nintendo 64 
is swish and compact. FlaVicc aod how iiiion Stuart Holden, Aberdeen 
Nintendo take note. Ed far through you afe. Bt 

“a Thanks for clearing that up. Our 
on general all-round education has been 

Correction corner 
—~ much improved. Ed 

So who have we got to tar and feather this month? BL) ‘Pressure’ 
. } I'm a massive Nintendo fan, and 

: __ it hurts me when people say 
In the Game On section of N64/35 N64/35, said that Pinsir is only Whilst looking ei \ that the N64 hasn't got any 
on page 102, there was achallenge _ available in the Pokémon Blue through a I good fighting games. It has. 
for Pilotwings 64 called Mecca Wels olM mW Aol ne-CM A216 Ven MLA ea el g N64/36, | had .. Mortal Kombat 4 and Smash 
Hawk Mayhem. So, right mind knows, you can actually to stop and @ Sm. Bros are both excellent. The 
why oh why on catch him in the Red version. gasp at the : . \ Noa just hasn't really got a 

. 
earth did you Daniel Sutton, Bedford sight of an | beat-'em-up /ike Tekken. But, 
decide to put a { aM AKG if there's one company that 
picture of Falco Martin's just making a note of your screenshot at could really create a Tekken- 
Lombardi next address. Ed the top of the - beater, it would be Rare - 
to the Rogue Squadron fo 
screenshots? In the top five ‘Good to be Bad’ I'm The Best LEK ah URL Ll 
DEA Te OLE Colom Cla chart sent in by Simon Clark which league table on ES 

7 . you put in the Club 64 Directory of — page 106. 
Because we like j : N64/35, you put Super Mario's afore qrayeal 
him. Ed ¢ Gani baddy Bowser in at number four Ree Tip 

’ and then had a picture of him in Wolverhampton 
Could ex Mario Kart! 
someone tell Y : Ciaran Leyne, London Shocking, 
me who the : indeed. We'll 
twerp was who, 4 Guess that must be because he get executing 
on page 31 of 4 appears in both then. Ed right now. Ed 
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and Nintendo must realise this. So, 
why aren't they putting more 
pressure on Rare to create Killer 
Instinct 3? It could be the game that 
finally lays to rest those claims that 
the N64 hasn't got any good 
scrapping games. 
Michael Cliffe, Chessington 

sellers. In the computer version players 
to zap monators, earning < MAers 

There's never been a truer word 
spoken, which is exactly why Rare 
are almost certainly beavering away 
on a new version of Killer Instinct at 
this very moment. They might have 
fobbed off the Americans by saying 
they ‘can and will deny all = parly 600 ci had 

knowledge of any Killer Instinct Ft eprom 
product’, but us Brits know that { 
regardless of whether they can and 2 
will, that still doesn't mean they're 
not. Oh, and Peter Main — one of 
Nintendo of America's big three — 
keeps putting his foot in it by telling 
everyone that Rare are working on 
KI3. Whoops. Ed 

‘Crazed media’ 
Following on from all that rubbish 
about two-year-old's being 
brainwashed by GoldenEye, the 
seemingly innocent Pokémon have 
now become the latest target for the 

Disturbingly 
' crazy. In fact, 

just as 
crazed media. This time The Mirror disturbingly 
has reported on a story about The crazy as the 
Early Learning Centre banning all newspaper 
Pokétoys because they're — and | clipping you 
quote - ‘clearly a fighting toy’, and sent in with 

‘Die! Die!’ scrawled 
next to the ELC quotes 

in BIG RED LETTERS. Strange. Ed 

they ‘do not stock violent toys’. 
What?! Pokémon? 
Gregg Mather, Wigan 

aa 
ELC shop and characters the choia hos barred 

‘Remember’ 
| was playing Legend of Zelda 64 

when | got thinking about the 
initials of the title. At N64, you refer 
to the game as TOOT, and if you 
remember, TOOT was the sound the 
warp whistles made in Super Mario 
Bros 3 on the SNES. That may just be 
a coincidence, but the tune those 
whistles played in Mario Bros 3 was 
also the tune Zelda 64 plays on the 

Let your imagination run free... 

ASYLUM 
New Barnettsford Penitentiary, the world's most secure maximum security 
prison and home to the most violent, criminally insane convicts known to 
man. The military are using them as guinea pigs for genetic testing and 
government unapproved chemical and drugs tests, and this constant supply 
has turned them into psychopathic hybrids. And now they've escaped... You 
play Ash Johnson, a young marine handpicked to penetrate the prison and 
neutralise five nuclear warheads (? — Ed) inside. It would have Shadowman's 
atmosphere, GoldenEye's engine, Turok 2-style weaponry and Resident Evil's 
blood and violence. Levels would include labs, shaft tunnels, lava pits and 
power plants, as well as the central asylum. Each hybrid would have its own 
unique Al, some with better weapons and some with smarter intelligence. 
Chris Willoughby, Northants 

Psychopathic criminal hybrids running around in prison, eh? Bit more 
interesting than Prisoner Cell Block H. Ed 

SUPER SMASH BROS PARTY KART 64 
It's Nintendo's finest multiplayer and single-player games — in one! You can 
pick from loads of old favourites such as Mario, Link, Pikachu, Donkey Kong, 

Diddy Kong, Bowser, Ganondorf, Wizpig and K. 
Rool and then take them on a journey through a 
special four-categoried world. The game board 
element kicks things off as you have to 
travel from place to place (there's loads of 

‘Press Start’ screen. That makes you 
think, doesn't it? 
Harry Carr, Fleet 

It certainly does. It makes me think 
that I'm not sure you're right. 
Anyone else out there agree with 
Harry from Fleet — and, more 
importantly, can you prove it? Send 
in those cassettes! Ed 

= 

‘Focusing’ 
While in EB the other day, | heard 
the manager telling a new employee 
how N64 products were being 
scaled back after Christmas to make 
way for Dreamcast. | was 
disappointed but unsurprised, as 
Nintendo only have themselves to 
blame. This Christmas, apart from a 
few key third-party titles, the 
machine only had three essential 

games, one of which was 
vastly overpriced 
and, worst of all, 
Nintendo don't 
really seem to 
care, instead 

A focusing their 
attention entirely on 

the US and Japanese 
territories. Their mistakes with 
marketing, pricing and release 
schedules — and Sony's aggressiveness 
in these areas — has surely cost the 
N64 the success it deserved. 
M D Long, Reading 

First off, it's inevitable that, as new 
consoles come along, the older ones 

a 
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mini games along the way), and then the 
racing stuff arrives on the scene with all 
new Mario Kart-style tracks. Once that's 
done, you compete in a golf tournament 
(a la Mario Golf), and then decide the 
contest with a Smash Bros-like beat-'em- 
up, complete with new arenas and moves. 
There'd be loads of secrets and the levels 
featured would include Mushroom Kingdom, 
Cerulin City, Hyrule and Donkey Kong Island. It's got 
potential, eh? 
lan Roberts, Liverpool 

? 

LG 

eae 
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GO! 
GO! 

Sounds a real old bumper pack, this. Could be a great Dolphin release: a 
load of old favourites vacuum-packed into one DVD disc. Beautiful. Ed 
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make way. It's not to do with how 
Nintendo have handled the N64, but 
rather more about Dreamcast being 
only a couple of months old. 
You'll find, when Dolphin 
launches, Dreamcast 
will be given less 
shelf space. On 
from that, at 
N64 we 
actually 
thought 
Christmas was a 
stonking success for 
Ninty. Over 30 
games, at least 
ten of which you 
should have in your 
collection? That's 
pretty impressive, 
whichever way you 
look at it. Admittedly, 
Nintendo have never 
been that great at getting 
behind the European cause, but 
they're so much better than they 
were, and in recent months there's 

been a marked improvement in 
pricing and marketing (anyone seen 
the ace Jet Force Gemini advert?). 
Sony have provided unexpected 
competition for Nintendo and that 
can only be good for Dolphin, as The 

Do you think Rare will ever 
consider doing an N64 
update of NES classic, RC 

VE tam LEN teem y expect in th ar ca 

Big N will be much more ready to put 
up a good fight. Ed 

‘Game 
) » hunting’ 

_ | was going game hunting 
~ for my N64 when | came 
across some old Game Boy 

games, and to my astonishment 
| saw a copy of Final Fantasy 
among them. | didn't realise 
these games ever came to 

® a Nintendo machine, and 
_ it brought to mind a 
© question: why haven't 
Square ever brought their 

. Final Fantasy games to the 
_ N64? 1 mean, it could be 

absolutely fantastic. 
’ Scott Russell, London 

There's a couple of stories 
surrounding this Eastenders-like soap 
opera. One is that Square left 
Nintendo's stable after a hefty falling 
out over cart production, while the 
other account has it that Square 
departed Nintendo's formats, perfectly 
amicably, to develop for Sony because 
the PlayStation offered the chance to 
do reams of FMV. And as we've seen 

the key to the 

door in the Statue 
of Hero, 

in recent FF games, FMV is an 
integral part of the Final Fantasy 
experience. As for us, we'd go with 
the second story, and would expect to 
see Square up and running with an FF 
game on Dolphin. Yep. Ed 

‘Home and 
Away' 
On November 19th, my Mum and | 
were watching Home and Away 
(maybe Andrea was watching as well 
— she's a bit Mumsy), when | spotted 
a kid playing an N64. Then, a bit later 
another kid asked to borrow an N64 
game called Grog Monsters. 
Tim King, Doncaster 

Ah, Grog Monsters. Whaddagame. Ed 

2. When's Bomberman 64 
PAM aed 
TU eles MN Le 

Te Cod 

with Die Hard 64? |s it 

Duncan Sanderson, Isle 

com Ud 
Ben Dickinson, 

Liverpool 

: really ‘on’? 

1. How effective are ola Fetal 
converters? 
Pe OTR Vm ULE 
to your N64? F 
3. What's happened to your 
ONS SMC ea 
Peter Buckley, Leicester 

Ae PALE a) 
: Mortal Kombat: Special 
: Forces? 

1. Any news on Turok 3? 
Pre ela erect 

: projects’ that Iguana UK are 
working on, do you think? 

: Tony Rowley, Lincoln 
| read with interest your 
mini preview of Mission: 
Impossible 2 last month, 
eT mae Rell Mao 
Tam Ela a elt Ce} 
happen. Can you clear this 

happened to matter up? 

yell) 
Sam Hartland, North 
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How To Club(241, 

RESIDENT 
eee 

We reviewed Resident Evil 2 in 
N64/36 and this is what we 

concluded: 

by Daniel Glenfield 

N64 - pah! Resident 
Evil 2 arrived just after 
(Gee CM Cel comet) 

unforeseen slippage) looking 
bigger, better and beefier than 
ever before. 

With 512MBits of FMV-led 
power, and screen after eye- 
bleeding screen of hi-res horror, it 
had PlayStation owners looking on 
in startled disbelief at its zombie- 
fuelled terror. But, as had always 
been the case with Resident Evil 
games, it's not just a simple case 
of turning up, popping a few 
‘caps’ and winning the day. Nope, 
it's a whooodoole lot more difficult 
Lr maceomsON inele)e louie laiatag 
delay, here's how to complete 
Leon's mission A game... 

T t couldn't be done on the 

EMT B ELLs 

WN eo 
Poe-style crows are 

Zombie-blast your 
way through 
Capcom's ee 

TA ody 
Tea Te etl J 
he’s the headless 
corpseman. 

he b- be 
‘ wey , x 

ae G alld Say ae, 
minutes to see that age oa ZT 

monster off. Erk. Ei F eo kS 

i ee 



@ FROM THE START 

Run to the gun shop, and 
4 pick up the BULLETS. Try 

to save the shop owner 
from the zombie attack and take his SHOTGUN. 

At the Police Department go through the 
left door for the BLUE CARD KEY. Use it 
on the computer to unlock the side doors. 

Through the nearest door is a safe, guarded by 
some mumblin’ blood suckas. You'll find the 
combination in one of the files you've picked up. 

Take the SMALL KEY 
from the room with the 
magic mirror and use it 

to unlock the drawer in the 
room with the chest. Past the 
licker open the double red 
doors and use your Lighter on 

the fireplace for a RED JEWEL. 
Push the bronze and marble 

(| statues so they face each other 
to release another RED JEWEL. 
In the S.T.A.R.S. office grab the 

ES esr AID SPRAY, SHOTGUN, 

BULLETS, UNICORN MEDAL 
and by continually searching the 
ransacked desk by the S.T.A.R.S. poster 
you will find some FILM. Once you've 
spoken to Claire you 

can go back to the very first 
room of the station. 

Put the unicorn medal in 
the statue for the 
PRECINCT KEY (Club). 

Use it to open the door where 
you fought the licker. 

i J ]Push the steps along 
and get the CRANK on 
top of the cupboard. 

Upstairs, past the S.T.A.R.S. 
office is another locked door. Use 
the key to access the library. 

— 

S77) AY Run past the crows and re Back in the office meet 
SM a ny the helicopter to the f ie Vow) lo Yi with your friend 

» oa | a ; } 7% zombies. They're guarding , me > a efi OUiRs UL cm Uso 
; me 4 ( ; , and S f a al A Tan tal 

: ce - _ which you need to Wes : Galea 
collect. Near the downed y ae Open the locked door near the 
‘copter use the valve to put 6 safe at the beginning. Use the 
out the flames. You can 7 cord to close the shutters and 
now get past its front near ae tM) siceyaal 

Go up the stairs, fall the waiting room. the shelf before going down. Enter the room to 
y | through to the floor and | Use the red jewels to get the your right and 

switch on the power. Line | . Pick up the find the power 
up the bookcases correctly and (Diamond), , and icoy-40] Fe ucol em al lTaAg = 
retrieve the : 5 the first two si | 

Pick up the Unlock the interrogation room (on the _—_ switches up, the foi ae ‘if 
4 from the waiting room and run back 4 other side of the magic mirror) and next two down, ae Sa a - La] 

through the library. Open the drawer for the find the Elile Maat om eka mela) Pp Saeed A aaamead 
. Go upstairs in the library and = and wean ena) raat the Wom Komal A a : ee |} 

behind the door on the right you can use the glass so escape through the door. Open the locked _ level at 80. Take = ’ 
crank. Hurry back to the waiting room where you door near the dark room. Search for the and the 
got the key. from. and 

SUE aT 
aed a 

Push the truck in 
a i the parking lot 
4 re TTT Cee oly 
“Qt and look right for a 

. Talk to Ben 
a and take the 

. Use it Hear the kennels 
and whip out the shotgun to deal with the 
spiders in the sewer. Take the three plugs from 
the chest, insert them in the security panel you 
find in the next room and leav 
2 As Ada, kill off the Rete ir go right to 

be Pa 

find an elevator. Pick Me 
(Leon will appré@iate them) 

and go back to the area above.’ Open the 
door, push the crates into a line, amd raise the 
water to get across and get the 

es 

cee Run back to Leon and give him the 
ktm Lema celelaep 

Back at the Police Department you can now 
3 unlock the green door near the interrogation 

room. Step inside to find some Flarer<| 
. Light the stove and turn on 

the faucets in this order: 12, 13, and 11 (Queen, 
King, and Jack you see?). 

NolU malcom CM UgTs 

Go ralta iat 
if library to where you 
} brought down 

those steps with the crank. 
Insert the cog and take the 

before 
jumping down the shaft. 

Ba RE Canal) 

oe 

Once your 4 ae 
stomach has 
settled down after the horrific cut scene, run 

to the power supply room (where you set the 
meter at 80) and unlock the autopsy room nearby. 
eam tts . Open the weapons locker 
nearby and take the Flare] 

. Run upstairs (where the shutters are 
down) and unlock the door. Here you'll find 

and the . Before 
you insert the knight plug with the others save the 
game and take out the valve. 
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OTe me ae ay 
PNM olga 

ed Nol aU Ue 
okay you'll 
have few 
problems with 

i flac 
so long as you 
stand your 

ground. With a fully- 
loaded shotgun 
repeatedly blast him 
Mem cilele dir a ode ar- MCN Co oe Uae EAU colt) 

you with each hit. So long as you keep this up the monster can’t touch you. 
As for the smaller creatures he sends out; if you see one scuttling towards 
you there should be enough time to switch to the handgun and shoot it 

Me CHa ls 
Once you've wasted the monster and he slumps to the floor leave the 

room the same way you came into it, and return to see that all the offspring 
that remained have 

~Y SN wee Te lc cre 

& 

j eo 
ee ued peer J “s 

J | fe 

© IN THE SEIERS 
Insert the plug to unlock the door. Meet 
up with Ada and in the control room 
push the locker to reveal a secret door. 

Light the lanterns to find some 
= ® MAGNUM ROUNDS and 

eal SHOTGUN SHELLS. 
Take the lift down. 
When you take control 
of Ada, once again 

follow the mystery assassin — this is in fact Annette, wife of 
G-Virus creator William Birkin. Follow her through the 
ventilation shaft, and watch the cut scene. 
Sy same Leon regains consciousness follow the 

same path but take the SHOTGUN SHELLS 
Sa WOLF MEDAL from the corpses and wade 
through the water past the spiders. 

Use the valve to lower the bridge to find the 
y SHOTGUN SHELLS and INK RIBBON. Make 
oP sure you save here before searching for Ada. 
am Note the cylinder on the left wall. 

nga ~ 

RS at 
There's no time 
to waste — turn 
around and rtin | 
back the way ae a Pi 
you came, and 4 i : 
stop at the 
cylinder you ~ 
passed earlier. 
Aim irtniatole 
Lame WIL 
have changed 
colour and the 
CMOS ( ag 
will be released. Take a few steps away from it, keeping inside-this frame, 
and ready your handgun. As the reptile moves towards you it will pick up 

the cylinder with it's mouth and try to eat it (a 

a4 
Al 

er kind of appetiser). Shoot a bullet at it to make 
Pees, the gas inside explode — it's see ya later 
oe co aro alligator! You've even got enough pieces left 

¥, : over to make a few dozen handbags for your 
re mum's birthday present. Bonus! 

a 

poe — poe (ya é 
aT eo ay 

- Tat — } 1 J 

., : ! 

a 

ay 
Rescue Ada and to 

vi the right is an INK 
RIBBON. 

Backtrack to raise the 
bridge and climb the 
ladder near Ada. Take 
the EAGLE MEDAL 
from the corpse and 
then use both of them in 
the switch box by the 
waterfall in the sewer. 

Power up the 
tram (look to the 
right of it) and 

hop aboard. Equip your 
handgun and watch the roof of the cabin - you 
can see where the claw will come from. Move, 

turn, and shoot. 
Repeat until the 
monster gives 
up... at least for 
now. Ignite the flare gun with your lighter and 
to the right pick up the W.BOX KEY. 

In the zombie-filled corridors get the 
SHOTGUN PARTS. Wait until your gun 
is empty before upgrading — you get 

eight shells free! Save the game, then pick up 
the MAGNUM ROUNDS, SHOTGUN 
SHELLS, and INK RIBBON. Take BULLETS 
and FACTORY MAP and step inside the 
tractor-like vehicle. Look for MAGNUM 
ROUNDS and the C. CONTROL KEY. Use 
the key on the pad you'll find outside. 



SE TR 
With Ada out of action it's up to you to 
kill the creature that was William ey 

bo Birkin. Equip the C.Shotgun and run : 
away to give yourself some space. As 5 
William rounds the corner fire at him, Roe : 

and only if you're ie aad yy 
sure try for a second Pets 
blast. That claw of pas: 
War Cee acct 8 
range, and there is a 

et e delay due to the recoil of the gun so it’s a risk. You can't run . H 
ce ; ( all the way around the tractor, so when he's close charge past 

him on his human arm side (so that his claw swipe misses 
you). Repeat, using herbs and first aid sprays to keep your 
health up high, and once he drops tend to Ada. 

Oa a le Te rua 
tay 

Inside the'security room:snatch the Pa} Ze | a 
y | goodies and open the chest. Take the Wis VN Tol loc] SS a 3 | } 

shotgun, all your shotgun ammunition, * > a . Open the =| ea Oe cm 
the w.box key, the magnum and its bullets. Sal Uiaccren aM aaCMareUAUUcOY 17 | i 
At the junction open the blue door and keep and blast the 4 : 
nem aiaCem tats , and use it in the room 
folate . Get the : 

Use the main fuse at the junction and open 
the red door. Keep right, get the 

, switch on the gas 

sprinklers and toast the plant that's in the corner so 

mutated plants. Find the ¥ 
go left and use the Magnum on the 
lab zombies. Get the 

, and inside the blue locker near the door 
are some NNO a Me -CLen tna -lavZ-C3) 
Ela X oan tame) #40 KOM 4 MaalManTe) ahem @l|cr-U anal 

| 

Go back to where you inserted the main 
fuse, go through the blue door, unlock the 
next and take the and 

you can use desk and use the computer, entering as aero milo from Annette and 
aurea Niel mar Uti oe leave the room to learn the truth about Ada 

i ae Se Wong. Save the game at the chest, take out more 
\ i) BY 1 bee nee a sprays and herbs and replace the shogun with the 
ee a al submachine gun. 

oa 

the zombies to get to the 
Sy Use the MO Disk in the previous area with 

elevator. Push LAY 71Ce Q 

Equip the Magnum and take two steps back. Aim, . 
and fire twice at this abomination to quickly beat it. ¥ 
You will be completely safe from harm, but you just 
know things aren't going to be that easy... 

Watch in horror as the G Virus takes hold 
once more and transforms William Birkin once again 
into an even more powerful and agile foe. Here's where 
you get to play with that lovely shiny 
submachine gun. Point it down and fire 

when your target strays a little too close. Relentlessly pump bullets into its 
body, pausing to check your health after every hit you take from those razor- 
sharp claws. When it jumps high into the air quickly scamper around the outside 
to avoid the pounce, and once you get William in your sights once again don't 
try to outrun him — he's too fast. Just calmly turn around, point down and fire 
once more to damage the swine while he attacks you. Keep your health topped 
up, run when he pounces, and repeat until the world is safe once again. 



x “age wisi weapons are 
2s ‘| SMU mullite: tt 
Sac ae ‘bunch and the unusual 

ae Sree mero UCM aol 
Cl lcm url g 

Reenetess sO asker iow cial h 
Woy a ea eect} furious. 
PM arate mM Une ee 
could cost you dearly. So: we 
put together some als og ; 
and tips to enable you to get the. 
lemme aur ucti led 
chums. All together now: “I... 
AM... TUROK!" Ahem. 

(Damage points are based on 
shooting a target at close range. At 
mol acu Cog i be 

>> teduced...) 

We reviewed Turok: Rage Wars 
in issue 35 and this is what we 

- ~ WHAT Te 
eel) 

r baa Be 

TURO 
* yet his 

concluded: 

aes A, LEST) 

| (BASIC Walon 

MAG 60 ASSAULT RIFLE 
H (Damage: 17) 

(Damage: Roughly 10 per barrel Fay Merial Mam alm rele Mm ole) fe efaaT 
revolution) Ha) intolerable and damage negligible. 

MeeVee ec lie Nl am ola 
: good, it should destroy an enemy quickly. (Damage: 
5 ? Continuous fire, 17 per bullet) 

(Damage: None) : Simply devastating, 
Tapping B will momentarily bring an H as long as you're 
mpenetrable shield up. Holding B will Saeco 

: keep the shield in place, but it munches + ammo. Concentrated 
ammo and prohibits movement. Use only firing will kill an 
if you're backed into a corner, and wait opponent in 
until the enemy has run out of ammo. ? seconds. 

(Damage: 36) oH 
ITAA R 
EMC lM es mei 
three bullets — three such bursts should 
take an opponent down. 

(Damage: 50) 
You won't be able to move in this mode, 
but the laser sight should help you aim as 
it locks on to nearby targets. The single 
shot has incredible stopping power — two 
Stel eM mela ela 

Li rare bis 
SHOTGUN bes oh: fo) oe 

(Damage: 20) ; RIFLE 
Bog-standard, if rapid-firing: as seen in : 
both Turok and Turok 2. Useful for when : (Damage: 35) 
Luatelcom Loli i Lele ML oll a anal Ae Ceal 1 

Ham TUL a eM CoCo) Ce Cc 
(Damage: 65) : isn't too great. 

Tapping B will bring you into sniper mode, : 

(Damage: 48) 
LOE etal eialo)ec10 Tn Kolm Celi ah eae) Ua alates) 
firing; at further distances, damage is 
drastically reduced. 

(Pr Tet id 
immediately at point-blank) 
Again, use at as close o ms much like the Plasma H (Damage: 15) 
a range as possible. At . « S Po ** Rifle. The Crossbow : The Plasma Rifle's sniper mode is notable 
rel Ae UC aL eS Le e e a fires at a slower rate for one thing: an incredible rate of fire. 
mame arts : malt = Tam salmaalele (em ole + Whilst the shots, on their own, do less 
only one or two will SAV UM cor log : damage, get a bead on the enemy and 
LiTaO Bae EY an. (or Tarte : they'll go down in seconds. 



a | = A 

' Peg MT Ue) hy 
MCHC ELC 
Pye mele) 
Rage Wars, all of 

2 which are incredibly 
useful. 

Re. E cae = 

Acclaim's latest dino-basher! Crt a 

TACTICAL WEAPONS 
a Na ty is s * : INFLATOR to an enemy's leg and 

(Damage: 20) (Damage: 10) : 3 cause 30 points of 
OSV Cm uel nels : PNT eam lem ame UIE oa) i 3 ya damage over a 10 
radioactivity stick to surrounding a Bs filer] o) (a Wao aCe Told sie : Sra second period. 
Wir emer MCV meee ee Liae _ : ‘inflates’ the target, making them ak. ald 
Lia Coe mL oe H emer mc Ue aa dR ed ear 
they run into the charge. 0) Ce nea ¥ 

| ? period, and the enemy will explode. 

IRON CLAW: 
Maureen 
weapon is best 
deployed in narrow 
Celtic lemme LaeCe a) 

(Damage: Instant Death) H 
Fantastic. The ‘meltdown’ charge will kill anything : 

= 

= 
corr 
—) 

vas 

R 
w 

o 
= 

ra 
5 
Zs 
es 
a 

fA 

= 
aa 

unlucky enough to run into it, and it sticks around : gy inn > (Damage: instant death) as 
for quite a while too. This means that it's great E =n ie x SIT mola MS gol Cem M I Mem Zo) a 
for blocking access to doorways and narrow H ae a iceya Ularet como lV -es-Up An COM ALU Ua- UA) BS al 
entrances — but bear in mind that once you've H ing incredible rate, followed by a seemingly MUccluaT carole Hm tal Aaa tC 
fired the Flare Gun you won't be able to get H j MIS eC UL-colU Moo es COt BSL Lm Mla in the middle of an 
another shot off until the charge has died down. A you're sure to hit. open area — any 

Pee area me Uale (tn oa 
will be decimated in 
seconds by a withering 
hail of fire. 

= . BOOMERANG - Pe Ts tn 
ag? (Damage: 70) : (Damage: 5) 

; * Once locked on, you're assured ofa? A quick-firing but almost totally useless 
_ hit. However, the Boomerang takes its : ie ee energy shot. 

~ time to hit and return. | , 4 

(Damage: 35) : | | (Damage: Time-delayed death) 
Moms ae Uae colle a mits a. Hit the enemy with this and you'll 
function : zs implant an 
Corea) : alien embryo in them — in about ten seconds or 

damage, but puts the enemy — brilliantly — : te | : so the beast will explode from their stomachs, 
into Slow Time. Therefore, hit them from pe | : killing the host instantly. As such, this weapon 
AUTO AMIE MLO a McTol(e MiTceM Nee fo, ele bie a best used to pick off opponents in combat 
FT UMN US OLaraCULa Ne BLeAeL8V i : with each other. Hang back, impregnate them, neon tose ctatenith 
fire - and mow ‘em down before they geta ] i : and when they inevitably expire, pick up their Palette cic) 
oar Uecm Com UC ACH e : discarded equipment. Plum. Pendent 

‘ 

oN 

CEREBRAL BORE: 

This beauty's back and 

GRENADE 
we 

= ‘ Tae 
(Damage: 43) 24 Relate tgVitcs eo Ly 
This shot will to detonate ( 
leona of-1fe) = One 
exploding; when Ae 
you're in,an 
elevated position, yi cra 
use this to your 
advantage by ; = - 
bouncing. grenades around corners to 

detonation. Whilst 
Poulan aie eon 
undoubtedly useful, bear 
in mind that Gel pods can 
also attach themselves to 
enemy warriors. Two or 
three attached pods will 
Cameo 

(Damage: 60) 
The Attract marker only alters 
mea cmem amie 

but at great distani 
ma CO <LI | OLE AV ode 

marker. Best uged 
down co 

Br (Damage: 50) ; 
: Explodes on contact, rather than bouncing. Use as b 

an) for Scorpion. ; 

-~ 



ARMAGEDDON 
Take no prisoners and leave no survivors. by Martin Kitts 

There can be only one. 
re you a worming weakling? Do the other 
worms kick sand in your face and spit in your 
sandwiches before sending you on that one- 
way trip to Hurtsville? Well fear not, because 

you're holding the solution to all your worming problems 
right here in your hands. 

We've compiled a selection of strategy tips and devious 
tactics that'll boost your status in the Worms world from 
lowly cannon fodder to all-conquering Worminator. Your 
enemies will quiver and beg for mercy. Awestruck worms 
will leap into the sea rather than face your wrath. All will 
bow before you as you worm-hat, backboard, platform and 

: kamikaze your way to victory, employing the full force of 
a ss the dark side. Well, maybe. You'll certainly be an opponent 

to be reckoned with if you take this little lot into account. ST Oh) 

TACTICS: General 
Kamikaze Confirmed kill | Mass murder 

We reviewed Worms When you've got a load of worms If you're faced with a choice ...Except when you've got a group 
Armageddon in N64/36 and lined up on a bridge, don't hesitate between a guaranteed one-worm of them huddled together. Drop a 

this is what we concluded: to sacrifice one or two of your own | kill (such as an easy drowning) and dynamite or holy hand grenade in 
troops with a lethal kamikaze. You a more difficult shot to damage the middle of a land-locked cluster, 
can kill the lot of them, particularly two worms, go for the easy option. or use the baseball bat to start a 
if there's a mine or two to run into A worm in the cemetery is worth chain reaction if they're close to 
along the way. two half-dead ones on the field... some water. 



TACTICS: General 

Free turn 
Keep hold of your last 
ninja ropes and jet packs 
until you near the end of 
the game, when there's 
a lot of water around to 
be avoided. Both items 
can be used to collect 
stray weapon crates and 
to drop right next to a 
vulnerable enemy — and 
you'll still be able to use a normal weapon afterwards. 

A simple method to stop the computer from picking on you is 
to stand on the head of an enemy after taking your turn. The 
computer won't 
target your ‘worm 
hat' soldiers except 
as a last resort. 
Don't hat every 
worm you see 
though, as you'll 
run out of clean 
targets yourself. 

Check out the 
worm hat. That 

wriggler is 
completely safe. 

Switch 
This practice might be frowned upon in a multiplayer game, 
particularly by Worms purists, but the switch option is a boon 

against the computer 
when things start 
getting tough. If you 
keep switching to 
the same worm, you 
can be sure of 
achieving several 
early kills. 

<{ Switching toa 
different worm 
would be a good 
option right 
about now. 

If you've got enemies hidden in natural caves and hollows, 
stick a girder over the top to block them in. It works a treat on 
the early levels, and 

even when the 
enemies get smart 
enough to try 
blasting their way 
out, they'll waste 
turns and hurt 
themselves in the 
process. 

He'll have no 
choice but to 

injure himself if 
he breaks out. 

Airstrikes last 
Unless you're faced with 
a golden opportunity 
that you just can’t resist, 

such as a group of 
enemies on a mine- 
infested plateau, save 
your airstrike until last. It 
doesn't do much 
damage, but it can put 
weakened worms out of 
their misery. 

Backboards 
When you're down to the last few survivors situated at 

To earn the cheats, you 
need to win gold 
medals in the training 
mode. An overall gold 
in basic training gives 
you a ‘blood on’ option, 
gold in sheep racing 
wins you the aqua 
sheep, and golds on the 
rifle and artillery ranges 
earn you upgrades for 
your shotgun and 
grenades. A gold on 
crazy crates puts sheep 
inside every weapon 
crate, and if you 
manage to earn golds 
on everything and get 
to elite rank in 
deathmatch mode, 
you unlock the ‘full 

opposite sides of the level and you've got no ammo other than 
grenades and clusters, use 
girders to build a 
basketball-style backboard 
to funnel wayward shots 
towards your foe. You can 
then rebound five-second 
shots until you've got a 
perfect aim. 

<j A perfect angle for 
rolling a grenade down 
to the isolated worm. 

Platforms 
A sneaky trick on open levels is to build a small horizontal 
girder high up in the air, preferably as far from the enemy as 
possible, and teleport one 
of your worms up there to 
act as a sniper. Assuming 
your opponents don't 
have any homing missiles 
left, or there's a 
gentlemen's agreement 
not to use the infernal 
things, you can gradually 
find your range with 
bazookas or grenades. 

qe 
from above if Skimming c 

If you hit the water at a shallow 
Flay ( oY OLU eA dna aC otal Cox) 
and bazookas across the water. 
It's the best way to hit the tricky 
low bazooka target in training 
mode, and it can be useful 
during a match for squeezing 
shots underneath obstructions. 
Best of all, you can even skim 
Lame) Agta AN eee 
powerful explosive, such as a 
holy hand grenade, sheep or 
banana bomb, placed right next 
to an enemy who is standing 
just above water level will blast 
him out at high speed, and he'll 
skim like a stone. Our record is 
six bounces. It's the ultimate 
AT VTaA Lala Fae (ctia 

Pre) eT 1) 
maximum power. The 

shell skims over the 
water's surface... 

you're very lucky, 
but there’s a 
ey) 
way to do it. It 

fe [ol XL. 

...And scores a 
(oleae 
target. Guaranteed 
results, first time, 
aa 

V9. 



FAST DROP 
When time is of the 
essence, waiting for 

High damage techniques 

Club“) a. ee Sl Look for the possibility of chain 
waste valuable seconds and reactions. Hit worms into each 
scupper your attempts to other to make them topple into the 
get gold mission medals (by Wedge your grenades between the Use crates, barrels and medical kits water. Shoot mines to make them fall 
completing the level at the target worm and the nearest wall. If to your advantage. Every single down a hill. There are potential chain 
first attempt of your current your target is in a confined space, walk item that drops from the sky can be reactions everywhere, and all you have 
session). To make items fall 
faster, press Z while they're 
falling. This removes the 
parachute and makes the 

over to him and dink a minimum power 
shot so that the bomb nestles almost 
under his feet. Then start jumping to 

made to explode with minimal 
provocation, and any worm standing 
near one is dead meat if you hit him 

to do is choose the appropriate means 
of starting them off; i.e. hitting the first 
worm with the correct strength weapon 

crates drop like stones. 

py Std LICE Sel 
The icon at the top left of your worm 
creation screen shows which special weapon 
you'll be granted use of after a few turns of 
each match. We recommend using either the 
flamethrower or the holy hand grenade, as 
they're much less volatile than the others. 
The grenade's huge blast radius makes it 
perfect for dislodging dug-in worms and 
knocking them into the water from a 
distance. Use the flamethrower to trap your 
victim(s) in a corner, where a sustained burst 
can easily remove all of their health. 

x Trap him in the 
corner and roast 
him to death. 

This is the Ming >= 
Vase, a high- 

damage bonus. 

retreat to a safe distance. with a bazooka. (prod, dragonball or bat). 

SZRSRSRSSLEESZEZERN | 
> 

The dark side 
The dark side refers to the sinister practice of 
digging in. By breaking out the blowtorch 
and tunnelling deep into the hillside, a lone 
worm can survive all but the most accurate 
assaults and still be a threat to the troops on 
the surface. A 45° tunnel sunk at the very 
edge of the screen will give you the 
opportunity to shower the landscape with 
grenades and bazookas, and you'll get a few 
seconds to retreat back to safety afterwards. 
If you turn to the dark side, you won't be 
popular with your human opponents but it's 
the only way to survive the computer's ten- 
on-two attacks at the higher rank levels. 

J 
Dig as deep 
as you can 
so that you 

h can retreat 
after your 

| shot. 

One bazooka § 
round to 

remove any 
obstructions 
and you've 
got a great 

# Tunnels 
also work 
well in 
high cliffs 
and 
ledges. A 

top firing 
hole, this. 

Weapon sets 
You can't specify exactly which weapons you 
take into battle, but you can earn different 
sets of them by improving your rank in 
deathmatch mode. Each time you move up a 
level, a new game type appears in the global 
options screen. There's even a retro mode 
which strips the worms of all their new 
abilities, such as backflips, and restricts you 
to the weapons found in the original Worms 
game. It's definitely worth getting as high a 
rank as you can because it makes a big 
difference to the multiplayer mode. You only 
gain ranking points for winning, so if you 
lose, reset the machine before it gets a 
chance to save your stats. 

Bas bis ag 

A You get anew 
game type or 
bonus weapon for 
every rank earned. 

mG your total 
rank level. 
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You'll need to enter this code ; 
during the game to access the rest : 
of the cheats. While holding A, : 
push Right, Right, Left, Left, Right, : 
Left and Right. You'll hear a if 

a aie 
ee 

Hold L, Z, Top-C and Bottom-C on 
the title screen for a few seconds. 
You'll be taken to the character 
select screen, where Top-C and 
Bottom-C will select a level. You'll 
be invincible when you start, too. 

In the Lift level, move to the side 
of the lift and press A. Your 

sound if you've tapped the code 
; in correctly. 

Press Left Punch, Left Punch and 
: Target to give all characters 
: blushing conks. 

Push Left Punch, Right Punch, 
: Right Kick, Left Kick and 

? Increase the 
? ammo capability 
: of any weapon 
: by pushing 
: Bottom-C, Top- 

i CL, Right-C, 
: Bottom-C and R 
: on the character 
: select screen. 
? You'll hear a 

: character will grab the handlebar 
: from the lift door (as long as he 
: or she isn’t already holding 
: anything) and use it as a weapon. 
? There are four handlebars in all. 

: Target to give the fighters 
: amusingly large bonces and feet. 

Press Right Kick, Right Kick, Right 
i Kick, Left Kick and Target to make 
: your character totally invisible. 

If you want to make all the 
: fighters invisible except for their 

shadows then press Right 
Kick, Right Kick,-Right Kick, 
Left Kick and Crouch. 

For invulnerability, press 
Right Punch, Right Punch, 
Right Punch, Left Kick, Left 
Kick, Left Kick and Target. 

Press Right Punch, Right 
Punch, Right Punch, Left 

: voice say ‘Alright!’ if you've got it 
i ‘all right’. : 

: Run up to a wall and roll against 
: it to make money appear from 

i : nowhere. Nice! 
: There are two black towers on the : 
: Hovercraft level which, when : 
: destroyed, will make a couple of 
: flare guns pop out. 

: The special moves listed in the 
: manual aren’t exclusive to each 

character - you 
can use any of 
the button 
combinations 
with any of the 
fighters. 

Pick up a 
weapon just as 
you've finished 
a stage, and 

Kick, Left Kick, Le 
: to create characters who will die 
: after just one hit. 

: For the extra challenge of slippy- 
: Slidey ice arenas, press Left Punch, 
: Left Punch, Left Punch, Left Kick, 
: Left Kick, Left Kick and Target. 

To play as the giant horned 
; demon, press Left Punch, Right 
: Kick, Left Punch and Right Kick. 

you'll carry it forward with you to 
; the next level. 

: If you’re Smasher, you can grab a 
: car engine when you’ve 
: completely destroyed it. There's 
: also a huge gun that drops out of 
: the plane in the hangar of the Air 
: Base, and tonnes of weapons 
: inside the cars in the Car Park. 
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UNLOCK ALL CHAMPIONSHIP 
LASS BOXERS 

UNLOCK ALL GOLD CLASS 
BOXERS 

UNLOCK ALL SILVER CLASS 
BOXERS 

Classic tip 

ALL WEAPONS 

RESTORE HEALTH AND FUEL 

UNLOCK ALL BRONZE CLASS 
BOXERS 

CHANGE COSTUME 

CHEAP 
VITAMINS eee 
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ALL ARTEFACTS 
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A SIMPLE CALL AND YOU'VE GOT THE CHEAT! 
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Quake 2 
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SO 
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cas PAT) 

Resident a7 
Revenge: WCW/nWo 
cy 
Road Rash 
OL) 
ROOTS CSS LA (egy 
ATS SCN LL 
SPA CUR eT ROSY 
San Francisco Rush 
eWay! 
SO ERGO AER cya TT 
STC 
Shadows of the Empire 
SST aPAU 
SIT LCL iss 
Snowboard Kids 2 
South Park 
SCM Ty 
SCROTUM 
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SMe 
Star Wars: Rogue Squadron 
Supercross 2000 
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Twisted Extreme Snowboarding 
Universal Tour (Rampage) 
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PERSONS AGED UNDER 16 CALL THIS NUMBER ONLY 

PERSOMS AGED 16 OR OVER MAY CALL THIS NUMBER 

This service should only be used with the agreement of the person responsible for paying the bill. Calls to the number for persons aged under 16 years 
have a maximum cost of £3.00, the call will be terminated by forced release after 5 minutes. 

Calls to the number for persons aged 16 years and over have no maximum cost and call time restrictions. Ensure you are calling from a touch tone 
phone. Please put comments or queries in writing to: Interactive Telcom Ltd., 8 Grants Walk, PL25 5AA 

ral CUSTOMER SERVICE: O800 19827384 
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Soviet Boat: : 
soewad athe laleuesbauen ct svetsocuns Meena Gorm 801D00C7 0007 : 
WSija ares ostean laren Rear Nee esoutea eR 801E8D39 0022 : 

Armoured Car: : 
Savadadehcdvak an hUOLAe kak CoO Re Ue tees senehaletee ne 801D00C7 0007 : 

deblecber satis Eoexeei ecatce Comune arasuanter 801E8D39 0021 : 

sides etdatavsstna tren Meencee ath Noes Paco eo RnY 801D00C7 0028 : 
801E8D39 0019 : 

801D00C7 0028 
801E8D39 001D : 

ER tien ae ie ceed 811AB866 0101 | 
801D00C7 0007 : Depot (in warehouse to right of start) : 

Pr eae Mane Seat ates leat .\ sche Mee SOTESDSIOO I re eater ees tees aet erences Oe 1 OO O02 Cae 

801D00C7 0007 : 
801E8D39 0005 

All of these codes only work with the Action Replay cartridge from Datel. 
For more details call Datel on 01785 810800. 

cut out 
and 
sendo 

ee Mor 

Its effect is: 

And my code is: 

up your magazine, send a p 
instead, and continue on another 

paper if you run out of room 

It's for [game name]: 

DIMMS 
: Cradle (in console room) 

Doar el Rae Nh heme Recs) 801D00C4 0000 } 
...801D00C5 002C } 

ay ..801D00C7 002D : 
MeneN Suen N honen a aan 801D00C9 0020 : ..... 

811C48D8 002C 

801B8CAE 0001 

811D19A6 0101 

eae e 

811B8CA4 002C : 
801B8CA7 002D : 

...811B8CA8 0120 } 
...801B8CAD 0002 : 

BaP occ rcs. 8 A aT Re 80025EFO OOXX 
: Change XX to: 

81197C20 002C : 
...80197C23 002D : 

A ....81197C24 0120 } 
ipb ee hire DOTA Reenter eet eee 81197C29 0102 : 
i? Water Caverns (near first set of pump controls) : 

811AB85C 002C : 
...801AB85F 002D : 
....811AB860 0120 : 
....811AB865 0102 : 

...801D199F 012D : 

...811D19A0 0120 : 

...811D19A5 0102 : 

Each month we'll be printing the 
very best Action Replay codes. So 
send ‘em in... 

subs ctesevstutey stecas 801BF88C 0000 
...801BF88D 002C 
....801BF88F 012D 
...-811BF890 0120 
....801BF895 0002 

alee es Oye Seuchle tet en hal a, NeentaerieNs 801BF897 0001 
BOR DERN eye al-, Hee aan ioes 811B2944 002C : Silo 

ius ere cal eatin Ss an rer ater 801B2947 002D : 811ABF18 002C 
ies Seer ie ta aanars ice a Rie eto 811B2948 0120 : ...801ABF1B 002D 
hae: ...811B294D 0102 : ....811ABF1C 0120 
Suis eipeee Rede OnLNS Pie MTN SER 811B294E 0101 : .... ....811ABF21 0102 
i SARE Rtn ct aCe Ee eee 811ABF22 0101 

? Control (next to Boris) 
..801C48DB 002D : 

eee ...811C48DC 0120 : 
See aeRO Ra i2 cee seante 801C48E1 0002 : 
i Frigate (front deck) 

811BB1D8 002C 
...801BB1DB 002D 
811BB1DC 0120 

Giidnate iydz (2. PR Ree ee BO 811BB1E1 0102 
811D1BF4 002C : 

...801D1BF7 002D : 
811D1BF8 0120 : 

i 811D1BFD 0102 : 
Bde Rea eat edie ts aes 811D1BFE 0101 : 
: Archives : 

Oy EPC Ae Ped ee a ee DME 811BB1E2 0101 

Bunker 2 (in room with red dossier) 
Bidhak bathed ion cae AeaRSaReRS oe hoe 811C6A24 002C 
Behe Ses Recieah Suiie ae eaaen emer aeece 801C6A27 002D 

...811C6A28 0120 

ae ...811C6A2D 0102 
eS aR BUR tee eet oleate Ae 811C6A2E 0101 

(007 mode only) 

: 50% 
: 200% 

41 : 800% 
: 3200% 
: 12800% 

Bee itbrd Se bavsidaecobntv Ar pose ase 80197E55 OOOE 

David Noble, Belfast 

Name 

AOGOSS 5 sccccssssecssisstcissssivassasasvscesessesess 

Postcode ..... 



Remember the best one wins a Makopad from Interact (0161 702 5010) and an exclusive N64 pin badge. 

PUT MCL 

y | Release and catch a bug near a drop, then leap 
off the edge yourself and fire the bottle and a 
bombchu. Link will then play the bombchu as if it 
was an ocarina: get him to play Saria's song and 
talk to her after the bomb disappears. Link's head 
will explode! 

Stop 

2 If one of your 
players gets 
suspended, head to = 
I 

management screen 
and sell him at any 
Fae xe ELA 
buy him back, and 
his suspension will 
have ended 
prematurely. 

sieeeeeenstees 

ae a 
co 

H vi the Casino level, 
: follow the airship until it 
: lands and drive up the 
? ramp that opens up 
: behind it. You'll now be 
Aero) OMA Teol Mem UT 
: blimp. Press A when 
: you've had enough. 

ic If you end up with 
the very tricky Piranha 
Pursuit game, press A 
when you see a vine and 
your character will 
Eile sm ae ae Brees 
boost. If you beat the 
Piranha, you'll earn 
extra coins for your 
trouble. 

5 5 meee Lelia) 
? weapons you want, 
: build more power 
: plants. Your lon Cannon 

Hera Me) eyo} 
: will charge up to full 
power much more 
Tad 

Village cucco a beating 
et ma Male) ee elm LEY 
ig ae ell el 
PT ae Trea en cL 
use Top-C to look up - 
Nel TM ada ceXy 
disappearing as they 
Pehla 

Wf To guarantee yourself : 
a boost, start a race on 
CT AS RX ea 
fourth red light, then 
RW Lm el) 
aol Vale BX BL) 
Nell mal Te 

: OS eras a new two- 
: player game, then quit 
: to the menu and press B. : 
: Select the “New Game” 

SE) eC) eel 14-14 
*EAS* : and press L, Band A 

: when the game asks for 
: a rumble pak. You can 
AalelWa E) aa) 
ea 
your tod. 

F 9S: 14 -eee T) 
: Desert boxing level - 
: push your opponent 
: against the ropes and 
: jump. You'll be able to 
: leap on top of him and 
: bounce outside the ring. 
i It’s most likely to work 
; just after you start. 

fV 
eM Ta el me eeyE) 

He ele MED a 
Truck, go to the title 

Hee eM eax) 
: Bottom-C, Top-C, A, Z, R 
: and B. You'll hear the 
HEX) eRe) a Mile ei ni a 
HE lM Me [el Lael 

yi pee furl 
== the Sniper Rifle 

ETN Awol) 
Tae el Le 
Select the rifle, 
mel eM eT d 

: sight has zoomed 
Hee nC Ao 
: you'll be able to 

Bottom-C. After the H 

Emu a alae?) 
Ae ola Ween 

12 Use a 4-3-3 
: Formation and run your 
: centre-forward into the 
Hen (oT 
: opposition keeper has 
Fa CM oF) (le 
: perfect position to head 
: the ball onto your 
: forward’s feet as the 
Hn). emel a 

; 13 On Aztec, there's 
: an easy way to kill Jaws. 
a Lm ol ace) ae OLY AN6 | - 
Hae kel eco Teed ele 
: close to the ugly fellow, 
: he can’t shoot you 
: because his gun is so 

: blast away at his legs. 

14 In sell aiatciae 
HULME adele 
: hairy skin, skin colour 1, 
: big eyes, thin nose 4, 
: lipstick smile 1, short 
HEI 1° [11 FO 
: shirt logo, plain shorts 
: and socks. It’s Austin 
eee 

? baby. Yeah!” 

5 
: If you're driving through 
1-1 AE 

: to the left and accelerate 
: hard. You'll be able to 
? launch yourself over the 
: guardrail and take a 
: massive shortcut. 

eye 

leaving you to 

7] 

re ee | 

mm 

| 

Found an interesting cheat, tip, secret bit or quirky thing to do in one of your games? 
Then send it to us immediately! Each month we'll compile a chart of the best and if 
you make it in, we'll send you a rather flash N64 pin badge. If you get the coveted 
‘cheat of the month’ slot you'll get something extra special. 

It's for [game name]: 

ODT eSS 22g fos cscs tise COs al Riise thes Baa Sts 

And I've found that if you: 

POSECOUG isi... iiessiccissts caterers nities 

cut out 
and 
send 

Send to: Tips Extra, N64 Magazine 
30 Monmouth St, Bath BA1 2BW 
if you don’t want to cut up your 
magazine, send a photocopy 

instead, and continue on another bit of 
paper if you run out of room. 
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Dr Kitts, 

In FIFA 99, how do | get to 

play as the hidden Atlanta 
Attack team? 
Michael Beeson, High Wycombe 

Dr Kitts stabs an orange with his 
syringe and cackles. 
Such a simple query this, Michael. 
You need to play as Brazil on the 
pro mode and win the cup to unlock 
the Atlanta team. Goal! 

Dr Kitts, 

I've heard something about ‘gold’ 
and ‘silver’ arrows in Ze/da. Can they 
exist, Dr Kitts? Please tell me! Also, 
I've got the first Deku Nut upgrade 
from the secret hole in the Sacred 
Forest Meadow — where can | find 
the other one? 
Mari Musum Ibsen, Norway 

Dr Kitts leans back in his chair and 
puts his feet on the desk. 
Gold arrows, eh? | think you must 
mean the Light, Fire and Ice Arrows. 
Earn the Fire Arrows by shooting at 
the sun in the middle of Lake Hylia, 

/ Dr Kitts 

spoonful of ( 
medicine 

: the Ice Arrows by completing 
? Gerudo’s Training Ground, and the 
: Light Arrows by talking to Zelda just 
: before the final Ganondorf battle. 
: As for those nuts: grab the Mask Of : 
: Truth from the happy mask shop and } 
: wear it in front of the shrubs in the: 
: Lost Woods’ hidden hole. They'll 
: kindly lend you ten more nuts. 
i Cheers! 

has a 

? Dr Kitts, 

: | have 119 stars on Super Mario 64, 
: but | cannot find the 15th Secret 
: Star. Please help, I'm going crazy! 
: Thanks a million. 

: Daniel Chapple, Vale of 
; Glamorgan 

? Dr Kitts emits a moan that lasts 37 
: seconds. 
: You'd be amazed how many people 
i I've had in the surgery this month 
: with the same complaint, Daniel. 
: Here's the solution: revisit Princess 
: Peach's slide in the castle reception 
: and cross the finish line in under 21 
i seconds. It's that simple. 

: Dr Kitts, 
: | was wondering whether there were 
: any cheats or extra characters in 
? WCW/NWO Revenge. | have only 
: just bought the game, and I'd really 
: like to know. Thanks. 
? Sean Curran, Londonderry 

: Dr Kitts stabs a knife between his 
: fingers at a terrifying speed. : 
? Okay, Sean. Here's some tips for you : 
: to be getting on with... : 
: Win the Cruiserweight belt to play 
: as Kidman and unlock the TV Title. 

: Win the TV Title to unlock Kayon 
: (and press Bottom-C at the character : 
: selection screen to play as Mortis). 
: Come first in the US Heavyweight 
: title to unlock Curt Henning and the 
: World Heavyweight title. 
: Earn the World Heavyweight belt to 
: play as Rowdy Roddy Piper. 
: Play as Barbarian and Meng by 
: winning the Tag Team belts. 
: You can also wrestle as the THQ 
: character by pressing Bottom-C as 
? you select AKI on the character 

: selection screen, and play as a 
? manager by pressing Z on the third 

8: and fourth controllers in a one-on- 
ma: one match. 

:_ Dr Kitts, 
: After protecting Natalya on the 
? Control level in GoldenEye, | can't 

 } find the mainframes. Please could 
: you help me? 
: Graeme Rutledge, Co. Donegal 

: Dr Kitts sucks his thumb. 
: There are six mainframes in all 
: which you need to find, Graeme - 
: they're the big black boxes that sit 
: next to glass shields. You'll find two 
: on the ground floor where you 

: already found Boris, two more are in 
i the corners of the first floor, and 
: another is in the ground floor room 
i guarded by ceiling turrets. The last is 
: through the door next to the turret 
: room, which only unlocks 
: when Natalya’s finished with 
? her keyboard-tapping. o 

SINITD JINWS SLUM JODO 

Doesn't matter how small, or how precise, write into Dr Kitts for 
the answer. Detail your problem in the box provided (use a 

separate piece of paper if necessary) and post it off to: 
Cae EU ml 

IMiy Marine ES Sisco cctcrereeate set a rere ee cae cee ene Eee Ree erste staan 
I've got this terrible gaming affliction — it's like this... 

4 
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Oun nifty Game On challenges 
provide the perfect 

comeuppance. Shove these two pages 
under their nose, offer sympathy as they 
fail miserably to complete the challenges 
within, then laugh heartily as - with the 
aid of an earlier practice session - you 
wipe the floor with their sorry behind. 

We've got challenges for eight Ninty 
classics this month, including a superb 
way to extract more life from GoldenEye's 
multiplayer. If you're able to tick the Gold 
boxes on all eight, congratulations — 
you're officially a gaming God. 

Eight challenges to test the best. ees = 

hig ud 

Le Sor 81 ST 

aw ei ua besa so * “3 

Here's a quirky challenge from Ashley Jones in Peterborough — but you'll Clever old Eskil Vestre from Norway offers us this challenge for the 
need to have earned the All Weapons or Laser cheat to takefit om wonderful Star City track. Start a three or four-player game andsfly out to 
Activate the cheat, then aim to complete any level (preferably onejwith a the left where the cloud buildingsilie. With suitable aeronautic skill, you'll 
surplus of guards) with a kill total that's higher than your shot total. How? be able to land on one of the high platforms — once you're there, try to sit 
By scampering around like a sheep dog to herd guards together, then tight while the other players collect rocket power-ups and“attempt to 
giving them a Moonraker Laser shot straight through thestibs» €ount up knock you ‘flying’. The clock starts when your opponents are all ready 
the difference between your kill and shot totals and se@ if you've learhed with their missiles, and you'll only earn a medal.for unbroken stints onsthe 
yourself one of these medals. top shelf — as soon as you're knocked off it's all over! 

3 

Vugolo 

You'll need at least three stars on the Bob-Omb Battlefield course to According to David Roe of Wrexham, this challenge will truly test your 
tackle this challenge from Luke Paisley of Kent. Stomp on the Koopa skill and co-ordination. Choose thé\worst team in the world (Uzbekistan, 
hanging around.near the Bob-Ombs, then jump on his shell and head for so we've heard) and play a normal game on Level 5 difficulty against a 
the mountain path. Without using warp points, see how far you can travel top-ranking team such as Brazil, Argentina or Italy. Pass the ball back to 
without being knocked offithe shell or toppling off the mountain. You're your goalkeeper and, using only the analogue stick, count how many 
allowed one shortcut - when you reach the perilous coin-laden bridge, opposition players you can sneakilydribble past. Put simply, this is one of 
feel free to jump over it. Otherwise, it's shell-surfing all the way. Radical. the most forehead-scrunchingly difficult challenges we've ever featured. 

ee i Ed 

% 



Head-On Horror A Lotta Bottle 

Another splendid variation on GoldenEye multi 
ggering efficiency extended to him sending in his very ow Galloway from Angus. Start a three or four-play fe 

ood work. The challenge goes like this: select the Magn the Facility level, with your choice of weapons. 

With good reflexes — and ple 
should just about be possible. 

your hover boots d 
in the area—a 
between build 

Kakariko 

Inside 
i chest utes) 

Now it's your turn! 



It's a 
Ber 

nto the sea, tralalala, into the sea of 
love, dodododo, oh, deedeedada, 
it's like a sweet, sweet candy bar... 
Ah, morning I'm The Besters. About 

time you lot turned up — tralaaaaaaaa! 
So, what have we got this month, 

then? Well, you know, the same old stuff — 

icy piece 
hews pre 

a i 

but different. See, we've had a whole host | PL La =) 4 ol 
of new Mario Golf times, plus the usual 
array of new seconds and minutes on such 
favourites as F7, Wipeout and Beetle 
Adventure Racing. Yes, yes, yeeeees, dodo. | 

But that doesn’t mean there's time to 
rest on your laurels. Nope. Get ‘Besting! 

st like | 

Mario * Don 
Yoshi ¢ Kirb 

Fox e Pikachu 

key Kong 
y ° Link 

This month's Star 
Performance comes all the 
way from lovely New 
Zealand — home of sheep -— 
and the Barrow family from 
Christchurch. 

With four members 
making up their family — 
that's sons Phillip and 
Andrew, and Mum and 
Dad, Stephanie and Keith — 
and each one clocking up a 
cracking time on the ace 1080°, we simply didn't have a choice but to 
award the photogenic foursome this month's top gong. 

The best time of all was Phillip's eye-rubbing 1'02"50 on Crystal Lake's 
Time Attack, but the other three weren't far behind, with Mum Barrow 
chipping in with an unshabby 1'02"56. A shiny new pad is on its way. 

’ Fancy your chances? Mark your envelope ‘Star Performance’ and do it! 

a a 
You may recall that, a couple of months back, we asked for your World 

Driver times. Great, we thought. And then Midway - damn 
their eyes! — delayed their brill racer until late November 

(back in ‘69). Finally, though, James Cunnington from 
» Harrogate got hold of a copy and clocked up an 

astonishing time of 01'01"40 on Kyoto A. Handy! 
} Congrats James — have a pad from those lovely 

_ people at Interact (0161 702 5010)! 

THIS MONTH'S 
TIME TO BEAT 

At long last, Smash Bros is available 
in the UK and we're sure you'll think 
it's brilliant. If you've got your hands 
on a copy have a go at this: Using 
Samus, try to beat the Bonus 2 

el Practice session in under 30 seconds. 
Pehla It's very tricky — and we'll print the 
eee best times in N64/40. 

STAR Temes ately INFTERAGT 

TOAD HIGHLANDS 

9'18"68 Jon Mcllvaney, 

Washington 

9'57"44 Gary Carney, 

Newcastle upon Tyne 

10'11"05 Rob Pierce, Salisbury 

10'2532 Lee Fawcett, Bedale 

10°30" 40 Matthew Fawcett, 

Bedale 

42) 2) TE a tins 

11'08"80 Chris Webb, Gloucester 

12'03"16 Jon Mclivaney, 

Washington 

12'20"52 Gary Carney, 

Newcastle upon Tyne 

13'01"92 Dan Jones, Hartlepoo/ 

13'06"52 Sam Fenwick, 

Leighton Buzzard 

SHY GUY DESERT 

11'48"88 Chris Webb, Gloucester 

12'32"80 Gary Carney, 

Newcastle upon Tyne 

13'02"44 Sam Fenwick, 

Leighton Buzzard 

13'23"36 Jon Mcllvaney, 

Washington 

13'24"96 Richard Clark, Suffolk 

YOSHPS ISLAND 

_1 | 12'05"96 Chris Webb, Gloucester 

12'12"44 Sam Fenwick, 

Leighton Buzzard 

12'32"84 Gary Carney, 

Newcastle upon Tyne 

12'47"96 Jon Mclivaney, 

Washington 

13'10"68 Nathan Miley, Bedford 

BOO VALLEY 

13'01"68 Sam Fenwick, 

Leighton Buzzard 

13'08"28 Gary Carney, 

Newcastle upon Tyne 

14'41"60 Dan Jones, Hartlepool 

14'46"76 Jon Mclivaney, 

Washington 

15’06"20 Richard Clark, Suffolk 

12'26"64 Jon Mclivaney, 

Washington 

13'28"72 Chris Webb, G/oucester 

13'48"96 Gary Carney, 

Newcastle upon Tyne 

14'24"52 Sam Fenwick, 

Leighton Buzzard 

15°34"04 Dan Jones, Hartlepool 



ETM TEL CT | a Le ne 
UK (PAL) TIMES ONLY io secret cars) 

AUSTRALIA 

1'06"41 Robert Watkin, London 

=fole aya ome e et 

0:30.124 — Phil Hughes, Widnes 

0:30.609 Daniel Durdin, Woking 

0:30.719 lan Calderwood, Harpenden 

0:31.529 Sean Keating, Cumbria 

0:32.939 Tony Durrant, Bognor Regis _ 

AS eS eS 

1:11.881 —Jan-Erik Spangberg, Sweden 

1:12.290 Nader Kohbodi, Anglesey 

1:13.048 —_StepheiiidillMaidstone 1'08"26 James Hegarty, Belfast 213. (ia 

1:13.573—7 Janes sv 1709"12 

b #1:14.000 u 9709"54 _— Stuart Black, Middlesex 

1 
2 
3 
4 Chris Pearson, Skipton 

dale S 
MON GAZZA SPEEDWAY ie Z SCRAPPERS RUN_ 1'09"76 Tom White, West Sussex 

0:13.071 Phil Hughes, Widnes fs = 0:41.057 _StephensailigMaldstone MONACO 
0:13.613 Daniel Durdin, Woking | F 0:42.275 —_JatieEgik Spangberg, Sweden 40707 Chris Pearson, Skipton 

0:14.499 _ lan Calderwood, Harp nden sh 0:42.496 Nader Kohbodi, Anglesey y 

0:14.715 Neil Glenister, High 0:43.226 Luke Oswin, Leicester 

0:14.789 Luke Oswin, Leicesferel x 0:43.321 Neil Glenister, High Wycombe ees be ae 

BEEDO’S WILD RIDE ANDO PRIME CENTRUM anesbane, VOUS 

1:01.196 — Stephen Hill, Maidstone 0:58.657 Stephen Hill, Maidstone 91°22"13 

1:02.242 Luke Oswin, Leicester 0:59.390 Dominic Tourner, Australia lated 

1:04.159 = Andrew Mills, Dundee 0:59.611 1'08"40 Chris Pearson, Skipton 

1:04.636 = Arif Mollah, Rochdale 1:00.368 1°10"01 Robert Watkin, London 

1:05.084 — Jan-Erik Spangbergy 1:00.416 1'11"57 James Hegarty, Belfast 

MALASTARE 100 reese 1'24"23 Craig Smith, Bury 
0:39.825 Anthony Ratnasot sex 1:23.611 Luke Oswin, Leicester 4'24"28 Alan Blacklock, Andover 

0:39.828 Stephen Hill, Maidst BELGIUM 
0:40.072 _Nader Kohbodi, Anglesey 1'25"94 Alan Blacklock, Andover 
40.11 B if 

Oe0. 1 02 Jon Bumage, Soutiampion 1'28"07 Chris Pearson, Skipton 
240.320 Neil Glenister, High Wycombe 

1'30"63 Robert Watkin, London 

1°31"35 Craig Smith, Bury 

1°31743 James Hegarty, Belfast 

JAPAN 

1°16"85 

1'19"37 Robert Watkin, London 

1°23"09 James Hegarty, Belfast 

1'37"43 Craig Smith, Bury 

1'40"19 

BRITAIN 

1'05"99 Chris Pearson, Skipton 

1'06"76 James Hegarty, Belfast 

1'06"83 Robert Watkin, London 

1°25"70 Alan Blacklock, Andover 

1'27723 Craig Smith, Bury 

BRAZIL 

1'01"37 Chris Pearson, Skipton 

1'02"39 James Hegarty, Belfast 

1'03"89 Robert Watkin, London 

1'15°'17 Craig Smith, Bury 

1'19"34 Alan Blacklock, Andover 

ata Od 

1'01"01 Chris Pearson, Skipton 

1'02"46 James Hegarty, Belfast 

1'03"41 Robert Watkin, London 

1°16"19 

1°17"52 Alan Blacklock, Andover 

1°10"01 James Hegarty, Belfast 

1°11"57 Robert Watkin, London 

GH |i |G3 |R3 |=2 Craig Smith, Bury 

Luke Oswin, Leicester 

lan Calderwood, Harpenden 

Thomas Hower 

Gn | c= |Go |RO | = 
1 

2 | 4:27.559 —_Jan-Erik Spangberg, Sweden 

3 | 4:28.897 Stephen Hill, Maidstone 

4 

3 

1:29.381 Neil Glenister, High Wycombe 

1:30.427 Andrew Mills, Dundee Gr | S| Gd Ra | = 

Beetle Adventure Racing 
Chris Pearson, Skipton 

INFERNO ISLE 

_ 436703 Matthew Leach, Cheshire 6'29"06 = Martin Van Duuren, Holland 

4'42"59 Ross Anderson, Peterborough 6'33"09 Jan-Erik Spangberg, Sweden 

Alan Blacklock, Andover 

4'43"88 Anders Ringdal, Norway 6'36"64 Anders Ringdal, Norway 

1 

2 

4'42"98 _ Martin Van Duuren, Holland 3 6'33"93 Ross Anderson, Peterborough 

4 

5 4'47"81 = Craig Wood, West Sussex 6'42"32 = Evren Ondeafendi, London 

MOUNT MAYHEM METRO MADNESS 

4'43"11 Matthew Leach, Cheshire 1 4'47"76 James Robinson, Cheshire 

4'44"99 = Anders Ringdal, Norway 5'43"46 = Martin Van Duuren, Holland 

4'47"65 — Martin Van Duuren, Holland 5'49"03 _ Ross Anderson, Peterborough 

4'47"66 _ Ross Anderson, Peterborough 6'01"82 Sean MacKenzie, Edinburgh 

4'50"03  Jan-Erik Spangberg, Sweden 6'03"21 —_Ben Staples, Watchet 

WICKED WOODS 

cr |e (Go |Ro |= 
5'14"26 Martin Van Duuren, Holland 3'56"50 Martin Van Duuren, Holland 

5'21"86 James Robinson, Cheshire 3'59"36 Ross Anderson, Peterborough 

5'28"09 Ross Anderson, Peterborough 4'01"89 Steven Gamble, Australia 

5'42"05 — Thomas Hower, Denmark 4'02"67 = Anders Ringdal, Norway 

Craig Smith, Bury 
5'43"41 Simon Jeffree, Northampton 4'05"93 Osman Sharif, Oxford 

February 2000 

LA ag 



STROGG OUTPOST td 

, : 1 |0:41 = Andrew Mills, Dundee 
‘| |0:25 _ Peter Tweedie, Woking 

2 |0:47 David Park, Tyne & Wear 
Jan-Erik Spangbetg, Sweden 

ORBITAL DEFENCE 

Andrew Mills, Dundee | 4229". David Park, Tyne & Wear 

David Park, Tyne & Wear ))4:34  AndrewsMills, Dundee 

DOCKING STATION 
Chris Scott, Dulwich 

~ |4203-~ David Park, Tyne & Wear 

CENTRAL COMPLEX 
>| 4:46 “andrew Mills, Dundee 

1 | 4:19 Andrew Mills, Dundee STROGG FREIGHTER 

2 | 4:22 David Park, Tyne & Wear __[4234_ Andrew Mills, Dundee 

Y | 4:42 David Park, Tyne & Wear 
INTELLIGENCE CENTRE 

CARGO BAY 

‘| |4:18 David Park, Tyne & Wear 
= aes | \4H16» sDavid Park, Tyne & Wear 

2 | 4:22 Andrew Mills, Dundee 2 | 4:20 © Andrew Mills, Dundee 

Wipeout 64 
UK (PAL) TIMES OI 

KLIES BRIDGE DYRONESS re = eras 

David Maguregui, Wellesbourne ) |0:23.0 Mark Robinson, Congleton 

Phil Hughes, Widnes 

Rob Friend, Glossop 

0:19.9 Mark Robinson, Congletom 

0:20.0 Stuart Millar, Guildford, 

ORON IV 

0:30.2 Rob Friend, Glossop vat Stuart Millar, Guildford 

0:30.8 Phil Hughes, Widnes B | 0: Phil Hughes, Widnes 

0:31.3 Chris Adams, London & ; Chris Adams, London 

0:31.4 Simon Watson, Lincoln x a 0:37.2 Adam Tucker, Great Yarmouth 

0:31.6 Ash Bailey, Shropshire 0:37.4 Mark Robinson, Congleton 

Anthony Kay, Macclesfield 0:30.8 Stuart Millar, Guildford 

Rob Friend, Glossop 0:31.8 Rob van der Kooi, The Netherlands 

Chris Adams, London ss 0:31.9 David Maguregui, Wellesbourne 

Mark Robinson, Congleton | 0:32.0 Rob Friend, Glossop 

Phil Hughes, Widnes : Adam Tucker, Great Yarmouth 

i CeF-4 tT) 
Squadron 
UK (PAL) TIMES ONLY 

AMBUSH AT MOS EISLEY 

1 0:38 

2 | 0:42 

3 | 0:45 

4 0:53 

5 0:55 

Martin Critchley, Doncaster 

Phil Hughes, Widnes 

Brendan Edge, Nottingham 

Richard.Dunn, Lincolnshire 

Andrew Harvey, Reading 

LIBERATION OF GERRARD V 

4:04 

4:05 

4:14 

4:20 

4:20 cr | & (6o.|/Ro |= 

Jan-Erik Spangberg, Sweden 

Richard Dunn, Lincolnshire 

Philip Ward, Portsmouth 

Simon Duroe, Wales 

Martin Critchley, Doncaster 

A) NO 

3:31 

3:33 

3:38 

Richard Dunn, Lincolnshire 

Jan-Erik Spangberg, Sweden 

Martin Critchley, Doncaster 

3:46 

4:26 eleeied rela 

Philip Ward, Portsmouth 

Peter Cooper, High Wycombe 

ATTLE OF HOTH 

2:49 Jan-Erik Spangberg, Sweden 

2:58 

3:08 

3:11 

3:11 

Simon Duroe, Wales 

Andrew Harvey, Reading 

Morten Tronstad, Norway 

Brendan Edge, Nottingham 

: 
0:24 

0:25 

0:28 

ESCUE ON KESSELL 

Jan-Erik Spangberg, Sweden 

Danny Dunn, Lincolnshire 

Morten Tronstad, Norway 

4 

1 
2 
3 
4 

5 

Ryan Medlock, Surrey 

Alex Henderson, Bury St. Edmunds 

THE BATTLE OF CALAMARI 

Richard Dunn, Lincolnshire 

Jan-Erik Spangberg, Sweden 

Morten Tronstad, Norway 

Simon Duroe, Wales 

Josh Bryson, Cheltenham 

ea la 

7.12 Simon Duroe, Wales 

7.29 

7:38 

7:43 

Jan-Erik Spangberg, Sweden 

Andrew Harvey, Reading 

Brendan Edge, Nottingham 

3:15 Philip Ward, Portsmouth 

BATTLE ABOVE TALORAAN 

2:02 

2:24 

Danny Dunn, Lincolnshire 

Jan-Erik Spangberg, Sweden 

3:05 

3:06 

Peter Cooper, High Wycombe 

Brendan Edge, Nottingham 

3:45 Philip Ward, Portsmouth 

DEATH STAR TRENCH RUN 

James Skuse, Caterham 

Niklas Burdon, Newcastle Upon Tyne 

Liam Carroll, Carnforth 

Peter Cooper, High Wycombe 

Louis Constant, Birchington 



SAND OCEAN 

1'14"690 

1°15"246 

Adam Tucker, Great Yarmouth 

Phil Hughes, Widnes 

F-Zero X 

UK (PAL) TIMES 
DEVIL’S FOREST 2 

1'15”011 

SPACE PLANT 

2'00"535 

2'01"163 

Phil Hughes), Widnes Adam Tucker, Great Yarmouth 

1°16"218 Hedley Gabriel, Essex Phil Hughes, Widnes 

3 | 1°16"854 = Gary Carney, Newcastle-upon-Tyne 

4 | 1'16"917 

1'17"007 

David Van Moer, Belgium 

Morten Tronstad, Norway 

1 | 4°27"690 Adam Tucker, Great Yarmouth 

2 | 1°29"634 — Gary Carney, Newcastle-upon-Tyne 

3 | 4"347999 Tony Dunster, London 

4 | 4"32"502 David Van Moer, Belgium 

5 | 47"33"343 Morten Tronstad, Norway 

1 | 1"22"696 Adam Tucker, Great Yarmouth 

1'23"527 = Phil Hughes, Widnes 

1'24"792 Morten Tronstad, Norway 

1'24"830 David Van Moer, Belgium 

1'24"888 Victor Hacon, Norfolk 

1'18"399 

1°22"152 

1'22"591 

FIRE FIELD 

1'147360 

1°15"028 

1°15" 183 

1'17"802 

1'19"908 

Adam Tucker, Great Yarmouth 2'02"173 D.D. Ramone, Carlisle 

D. D. Ramone, Carlisle 2'05"109 Sam Fenwick, Leighton Buzzard 

en | & | @& | | = Sam Fenwick, Leighton Buzzard 2'05"442 = Gary Carney, Newcastle-upon-Tyne 

Phil Hughes, Widnes 1'52"832 Adam Tucker, Great Yarmouth 

Adam Tucker, Great Yarmouth 1'52""920 

1°53"521 

1'54"461 

1'54"676 

Phil Hughes, Widnes 

D. D. Ramone, Carlisle Gary Carney, Newcastle-upon-Tyne 

Gary Carney, Newcastle-upon-Tyne David Van Moer, Belgium 

David Van Moer, Belgium D. D. Ramone, Carlisle 

1°33"776 Adam Tucker, Great Yarmouth 1°36"776 Adam Tucker, Great Yarmouth 

1'34"800 Gary Carney, Newcastle-upon=Tyne 2 | 1°37"485 — Gary Carney, Newcastle-upon-Tyne 

1°34"935 Phil Hughes, Widnes 3 | 1°37"834 Tony Dunster, London 

1°35"555 D. D. Ramone, Carlisle 4 | 1°38"470 Phil Hughes, Widnes 

1°39"323 Tony Dunster, London 5 | 1°38"635 D.D. Ramone, Carlisle 

Diddy Kong Racing 

EVERFROST PEAK 

1'29"56 Adam Tucker, Great Yarmouth 

1°31"56 Rob Inman, Ay/esbury 

1'32"36 Mario Keer, The Netherlands 

UK (PAL) TIMES 
PIRATE LAGOON 

1 | 1°04"45 Adam Tucker, Great Yarmouth 

| 1'05"41 Phil Hughes, Widnes 

LOL eee)! 

0'50"'45 Rob Inman, Aylesbury 

0'51"20 Phil Hughes, Widnes 

| 1'05"66 —_ Morten Tronstad, Norway Adam Tucker, Great Yarmouth 

1°32"40 Andrew Mills, Dundee 

1°34”"40 Anthony Kay, Macclesfield 

ROSTY VILLAGE 

1'19"40 Phil Hughes, Widnes 

Jan-Erik Spangberg, Sweden 0'54"06 Daniel Carlsson, Sweden 

1 

2 2 

3 3 | 0'53"91 

4 | v05"73 4 

5 | 170646 5 

Bis tales A) 

0'47"06 

Anthony Levitt, Swanley 0'54"95 Jan-Erik Spangberg, Sweden 

STAR CITY 

Phil Hughes, Widnes 1'29"53 Adam Tucker, Great Yarmouth 

1'19"90 Daniel Carlsson, Sweden 0'47"83 1'30"50 Rob Inman, Aylesbury Rob Inman, Aylesbury 

1'20"65 Anthony Levitt, Swanley 0'48"43 Adam.Tucker, Great Yarmouth 1'30"90 Richard Dunn, Linco/nshire 

1°22"10 Morten Tronstad, Norway 

1'23"96 Adam Tucker, Norfolk 

i 

0'55"31 Phil Hughes, Widnes 

0'56"51 Morten Tronstad, Norway 

0'56"75 Adam Tucker, Norfolk 

0'58"71 Andrew Mills, Dundee 

0'48"61 

0'49"06 Richard Dunn, Lincolnshire 

BOULDER CANYON 

1'32"66 

1'32"96 

Daniel Carlsson, Sweden 1°31" 76 Anthony Levitt, Swanley 

1°31"93 Morten Tronstad, Norway 

SPACEPORT ALPHA 

1 Phil Hughes, Widnes 1'40"46 Rob Inman, Aylesbury 

Adam Tucker, Great Yarmouth 1'40"71 Andrew Mills, Dundee 

Morten Tronstad, Norway 1°41"33 Phil Hughes, Widnes 

1'33"81 Danny Dunn, Lincolnshire 1'43"10 Morten Tronstad, Norway 

0'59"43 Danny Dunn, Lincolnshire 

Remember, you need to send in a photo or video for your effort to be ‘confirmed’. Any 
photos MUST have your name, address and score/time on the back. Videos must have a 
label attached with the aforementioned information easily legible. 
Send all your bits to: 

1'36"40 Andrew Mills, Dundee V'47"75 Adam Tucker, Great Yarmouth 

| 1'33"26 

I'm the Best, N64 Magazine, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, BA1 2BW 
If you'd like your videos or photographs back, please include a stamped, addressed envelope 
(with the correct number of stamps) and we'll promise to do our best to return them. 

And remember, each issue has to be completed far earlier than you could ever imagine, 
so don't fret if your entry doesn’t appear in the first issue after you put it in the post — it'll 
be there in the next one. 

- Ny 101 



he new Millennium brings a whole new 
class of games, but, here at Skill Club, 
we're still rejoicing at the sight of ‘old’ 
classics like Turok 2, Zelda, GoldenEye, 

Mario, Mario Kart and Banjo-Kazooie. Oh, yes. 
So much so, in fact, that we've created the world's 

toughest games club, a place where only those 
capable of gamesplaying's highest feats can expect 
to congregate. Fancy your chances? Well, complete three of 

y the challenges opposite and you'll reach the industrious 
Bronze Club, while a further five will see you scaling the 

heady heights of Silver. On each you can expect to 
receive an exclusive N64 Skill Club certificate. 

If, however, you reach Gold for the first 
time — that's a whopping 10 challenges — 
you'll find yourself the happy recipient of a 
Gold certificate and either a brilliant new 
Gamester Advanced Controller pad or an 
equally precious Gamester Tremor Pak with 
1Mb memory. Impressively nice, hmm? 

Best of all, though, if you get Platinum 
licked — that's (gulp) 14 challenges — you'll 

receive a rare N64 Magazine T-Shirt, an N64 
Magazine pin badge and, of course, that show-it- 

off-to-your-friends exclusive Platinum Club certificate. 
So, if you think you can handle Skill Club, and fancy a piece of the 

action from our friends at Gamester (01992 503133) get clubbin'! 

I 

f'd like to humbly put myself 

Hello there, proof of my achievements in: 

a 
Super Mario 64 

< 
tyets Wars 

Mario Kart 64 

forward for the 
Bronze/Silver/Gold/Piatinum Skill Club 64 league. f include 

Goldentye 007 F-. Zer x 

CG 

GAMESTER. 

In association with 

The 
toughest 
games club 
in the world 
- and the 
toughest 
challenges 
known to 
man... 

@ You need to accomplish three challenges to earn yourself a Bronze placing, seven for Silver, ten for 
Gold and 14 to make it into the all-new Platinum list. 

@ You can enter whichever challenges you like - it is entirely up to you. 

@ You can use PAL or NTSC copies of the games but, if you opt for NTSC, you'll have to achieve the 
faster of the two listed times in Mario Kart and Wave Race. 

@ Each challenge entered must be accompanied by photographic or video proof. Squeézing everything 
onto the one video tape seems the most sensible solution to us. 

@ We know how to recognise the influence of cheat carts and codes. Offenders will be held up to ritual 
humiliation and stoned out of the country by zealous citizens. 

@ You can enter for the leagues in stages if you wish. It’s up to you. If you’ve made it into the Bronze 
league, for instance, you could send us further proof of four or more challenges to elevate yourself to a 
loftier position. 

@ Bronze, Silver, Gold and Platinum leagues will be published in each future edition of N64 Magazine. 

@ /f you'd like your tapes or photographs back, please include a stamped, addressed envelope. 

HOWTO... prove your achievements 

Taking photographs 
Point at the screen and click away. For best results, turn off or cover up the flash (it will reflect off the 
screen), draw the curtains and use a fast film — 200 or, best of all, 400 ASA. 

Taking videos 
1. Take the lead that connects your N64 to your TV and plug it into the ‘Signal In’ socket on the back of 
Tmo 
2. Connect the ‘Signal Out’ plug on your video to your TV and turn both on. 
ERB ee oll mh OR ee Rte Lee aN LR Ud elem 
4. Find a spare channel on the video's tuning mechanism and look for the N64 signal. Save the setting. 
5. Achieve your challenge and get to the appropriate result screen. 
6. Pop in a tape and press ‘record’. Press ‘Stop’ after five seconds or so. 
7. Repeat steps 5 and 6 according to the number of challenges you’re attempting. 
8. Rewind the tape to the beginning of your evidence (so we can see your scores quickly and easily). 
And that's about it. 

Please send my badge and certificate to: 

- Name 

Yoshi's Story 
NE £25 <556622 555200 cccaadcvancidssnnbcnsasctsssssccusaszcnseccoatseceraasieceagzsedevsiectsustesbuanvnezsipeestatves 

Banjo-Kazooie Address 
M 
10" 

Turok 2 

G 
Pilotwings 64 

Blast Corps 

Qa 
Rogue Squadron 

H R 
Turok F1 World GP 

I $ 
FIFA ‘99 

5 T 
Wave Race 64 Star Wars: Racer 

Use a photocopy of this form if you’d rather not cut your copy of N64 Magazine. 



challenge @ 

What you must do: Find all 120 stars. 
Proof: Any picture of Mario with that magic 120 (stars) in 
the top right corner. 
Helpful tips: The first five issues of N64 Magazine tell you all 
you need to know about Super Mario 64. And DGG + No. 4. 

challenge () 
What you must do: Finish the game in Mirror mode. 
Proof: We need a picture of the save screen with Adventure 
2 and 47 balloons. 
Helpful tips: Our review in N64/10, and our guides in 
N64/11 and 12. Also, don't forget the DGG + with issue 11. 

challenge @ 
What you must do: Finish the game with 1,500 hits or 
more. If you can. 
Proof: A pic of the final hits screen or high score table with 
1,500 hits or more. 
Helpful tips: N64/8's free poster and the DGG + No. 2. 

challenge @) 

What you must do: Finish the game on all three settings. 
Proof: A picture of the 007 mode's level editor. 
Helpful tips: The i-Spy Magazine that came with N64/9, 
tips in N64/10 and 12 and the Double Game Guide + on the 
front of N64/12. 

challenge @ 

ae CxO Be. 
fant 9 

Super Mario 64 
: 2 

What you must do: Finish all the scenarios. 
Proof: A picture of the completed scenario screen (you'll 
need to do this with more than one picture). 
Helpful tips: Tips in N64/4 and 14. 

challenge Q 

What you must do: Record a time of under 1'20"00 on 
Mario Raceway (1'07" on NTSC). 
Proof: A picture of the records screen or the title screen (hold 
down R). Manage that can you? 
Helpful tips: Review in N64/4, tips in N64/5. DGG + No. 2. 

challenge @ 

What you must do: Win Gold medals on every event. 
Proof: A picture of the medal screen. 
Helpful tips: There's a guide in N64/6 and tips in the 
Double Game Guide + on the front of N64/19. 

challenge () 

What you must do: Complete the Time Challenge Mode in 
under 3'00"00. 
Proof: A picture of the final screen with the time clearly 
visible — important, that bit. 
Helpful tips: None available. 

challenge @ 

What you must do: Win a gold medal on Neptune. 
Proof: A picture of the medal award screen for Neptune. 
Helpful tips: Tips in N64/8 and the Double Game Guide + 
on the front of N64/16. 

challenge @ 
What you must do: Break 1'17"00 on Sunny Beach Time 
Trial (1'04"00 on NTSC). 
Proof: A picture of the records screen. 
Helpful tips: There're tips in N64/2 and the DGG + on the 
front of N64/14. 

To eatie 
testa 

challenge (3 
What you must do: Score more than 34,848 in the main 
section of the game. 
Proof: A picture of the game's final score screen at the end. 
Helpful tips: The tips in N64/16 and the Double Game 
Guide + on the front of N64/9 should prove very handy. 

challenge @ 

bel EN Ce) a 

hs Pe i 
: Cw <j 

a ' 
a , LA) an 

Banjo-Kazooie 

What you must do: Complete the game in under 5 hours 
and 30 minutes with all 100 jigsaw pieces and 900 notes. 
Proof: A picture of the game save screen — simple! 
Helpful tips: A huge guide in N64/19 and DGG + No. 9. 

oe ee opel ee 

challenge ®) 1080° Snowboarding 

What you must do: Score over 80,000 in the ever so tricky hahaa | 
Contest mode. 
Proof: A video of you doing it would be best, although we 
will accept a picture of the high scores record screen. 
Helpful tips: N64/22's Double Game Guide +. 

challenge (§) 
What you must do: Beat the Joker Cup on ‘Master’ setting. 
Proof: Only a video will do. Beat the cup and then press 
Record to capture the delightful end sequence. You must 
record all of the sequence, though. 
Helpful tips: Plenty of hints in N64/24's DGG +. 

challenge ©) 

What you must do: Complete the game with 100 Gold 
Skulltulas and 20 hearts 
Proof: Pictures or a video of the quest status screen. 
Helpful tips: The tips in N64/26 will tell you everything you 
need to know. 

challenge @ 

What you must do: Finish the first level in under 40 
minutes. Go on, give it a go. 
Proof: Save the game at the end of the first level, quit, and 
take a snapshot of the load game screen. 
Helpful tips: This is very tough. Plenty of tips in N64/24. 

challenge @) 

What you must do: Clock up 30 kills (and a Gold medal) 
on Death Star Trench Run. If you haven't reached it, type in 
DEADDACK as a password to open up all the levels. 
Proof: A picture of the end-of-level medal screen. 
Helpful tips: N64/27's guide, or N64/31's DGG +. 

challenge () 

What you must do: Be the champion at the end of a whole 
season, that's 17 races, on simulation mode. This will take time. 
Proof: A picture of the awards screen when you've won. 
Helpful tips: Check out the course maps and tips in the 
Double Game Guide + on the front of N64/22. 

challenge Q 

What you must do: Take Southampton to the Premier 
League Championship on the hardest difficulty setting. 
Proof: A video of the full time results menu, and the 
subsequent awarding of the League Championship 
Helpful tips: Check out our guide in N64/28. 

challenge @ 
What you must do: Complete Sunken City and Scrapper's 
Run on the Semi-pro Podracing Circuit clocking up times of 
6'46"450 and 2'45"762 respectively. 
Proof: Proof of the lap time screen on completion of the race. 
Helpful tips: Look at the tips in N64/31 and N64/32. 
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Christopher Davies, 
Andrew Mills; 
David Nicol, 

complete 14 challenges 

: Aidan Murray, 

Rotherham 
Dundee 

Cumbria} 
: Ross McKinstray, Southport 

: Paul Isaia, 

Patrick Wessels, 

__Edinburgh 
Trowbridge 

Scotland 

GOLD Club 
complete 10 challenges 

Kelly Humphreys, Marlow : 
Dorking : 
Dorking : 

Nederland : 
Holland } 

Robert Gallagher, Eastleigh : 
Ingvar S. Arnorson, Iceland : 

Gregor Richards, 
Stuart Richards, 
John Kostons, 
Piet dem Dulk, 

David Sharp, 
Clackmannanshire James Hegarty, 

pa'ding = Jamie Hobbs, 
Ireland : 

Sandwich : 

Shane Roberts, 
Mark Currid, 
David Keane, 
Stelios & Orestis 
Giaremelos, 

Michael J.K Bevan, 
New Zealand : 

Chris Smith, Tyne & Wear : 
Kostas A. Mitzithras, 

Greece } 
London 

Phill Young, Northallerton : 

Stocksfield : 
Glasgow } 

Richard Ford, 

Scott Brown, 

Daniel McCann, 
Afong Toh, 

Brett Slader, 
Gary Thomson, 

Nick & Chris Robinson, 
West Sussex 

Angus 
Jeremy Hammett, Woking : 
Tom Spurrier, Southampton : 

Glasgow : 

Alan Dundas, 

Mark Reilly, 

Antonio Vites Carmora, 

Chris Partridge, 

Jesus Ramos Membrive, 

Chris Ross, 
Ross Duncan, 

Paul Northend, 
Middlesborough : 

Fareham : 
Catterick : 
Woking : 
Sweden 

Bill McCoist, 
Tom Magee, 
Peter Tweedie, 
Daniel Carlsson, 
Chris & Kevin Fennelly, 

London : 
Ealing : 

America : 

Gregory Kuzdenyi, 
Kenton Knop, 
Michael Cunningham, 

Australia + 
Scotland : 

Powys : 
Lawson Gavin, Co. Offacy : 

Alex Deas, 
Davy James, 

Matthew Weston, 

Greece } 

The Netherlands i 
Australia : 

Mid Lothian : 

Spain : 
: Jack Gilbey, 

East Sussex : 

Spain : 
Angus } 
Nairn } 

Joshua Takaoka, Newbury : 

Nottingham : 
Gearoid Reidy, Co. Offaly } 

Christopher McCabe, 
County Down 

Robert Clark, Kent 
Dee Dee Ramone, Cumbria 

Steve Keenan, Norfolk 

Daniel Lorenz, Oxon 

Chris Gray, Fife 
Martin Rosinski, London 

Belfast 

Norfolk 
Nick Haynes, _ Orpington 
Colin Taylor, Barnet 
Mariusz Panczar, Poland 
Morten Tronstad, Norway 
David Smart, _ Glasgow 
Aidan Murray, Co. Cork 
Gavin Bolder, Kent 

Aaron Clack, Kent 
Aidan Murray, Co. Cork 
Martin Flynn, Kent 

Griffin Leadabrand, 
Australia 

Antrim 

Hawes 

Tipperary 

Suffolk 
Norfolk 

Ryan Mcllvenna, 
Steven Ward, 

Kevin Sutton, 

Alan West, 
Adam Taylor, 
Dylan Foale, Devon 
Nathan Jones, Bucks 
Patrick Richards, Australia 
Aaron Norris, Australia 

Lewis Prattis, Cambs 
Martijn van Waveren & 
Max Borthwick, Edinburgh 

Bridgeport 
lain Dalby, Tyne & Wear 
Christopher Grant, 

Scotland 
Pieter van den Brink, 

Netherlands 
David Heath, East Sussex 

David Conroy, Accrington 
Paul Walker, 

Kidderminster 
Alastair McKellar, Nairn 
Adam Holmes, 

Birmingham 
David Grice, 

West Bromwich 
Matthew Prior, — Norwich 
Luke Yeandle, Abertillery 
Rodney. McComb, 

Co. Londonderry 
Max, Steven and Hal, 

Dundee 
Edinburgh 

Gloucester 

Australia 

Alex Mclver, 

Mark Webb, 
Craig Lindley, 

! David Crowther, 

i Michael Mawdsley, 

Kevin Spring, Bradford 5 
Kenneth Pickering, Ayrshire 
Shaun Bell, Trowbridge 
Kurt Peter Radford, Rotherham 
Philip Foster, Havant 

Chris Scearce, Reading 

Arthur Van Dalen, The Netherlands 
Ciaran McDermott, Ireland 
Rony Costa, Middlesex 

Andrew Castiglione, Bristol _ 
Jon Olav Larsen, Norway 

Mario Sioutis, Greece_ aes 
Andrew Rutherford, Macclesfield 
Ben Campion, Staffs 
Ben Cook, Shoreham-By-Sea_ 
Chris Constable, Devizes 

Gard Mellemstrand, Norway 
Andrew Taylor, Cheshire 
James Cruickshank, Clackmannanshire 
Tom Clarke, Bucks 
Kevin Gilbert, Upton —__ 
Brian Mulheran, Tyne & Wear 
Robbie Klijn, The Netherlands 
Stuart Derbyshire, Bolton 
John Heelham, Manchester 
Adam Denton, Crewe 
Jeremy Scoble, Plymouth 
Lewis Cave, Loughborough | 
Stephen Mansfield, Derby 
Steven Said, Australia 
Pedro Manacas & Rui Mota, Portugal 
David Gamble, Co. Antrim 
James Bundy, Reading 
M. Mina, Essex 
Nils Menzler, Germany 
Jimmi Aarela, Finland 
Geoffrey Maddocks, Australia 
Christopher Grant, Inverness _ 
Anthony Gruitt, Sittingbourne 
M Hall, Middlesex __ 
Sam Thompson, Aberystwyth 
Alex Underhill, Wolverhampton 
David Littern, Middlesex 
Steven Dalton, Stockton-on-Tees 
Reuben Barker, East Sussex 
Andrew Cox, Cornwall 
Ryan Bledsoe, Knaresborough 
David Albon, Herts 
Andrew Hannath, Swindon 
James Vallerine_ 
Andrew Granville, Bridgend 
Gary Carney, Newcastle-upon-Tyne 
Rod Bayliss, Australia 
Richard Kearney, Wirral 
Turo Halinen, Finland 
David Lewis, Birmingham 

A,B,C,D,G,H,1 
A,B,C,D,G,I,J 
A,B,D,E,G,H,1 
A,B,D,E,F1,J 
A,B,D,E,F.G,| 
A,CE,EG,H,I 
A,B,C,D,FG,| 
A,B,D,FE.G,H,1 
A,B,C,D,E,-H 
A,B,C,D,E,I,J 
A,B,D,E,F.H,1 

_ABCDEFG 
A,C,D,E,F.G,H 
A,B,C,D,F.G,| 
A,B,C,D,FH,I 
ABCD,GHI 
A,CD,FGH,J 
A.B,CD,GH,I 
A,B,C,D,FG,K 
A,B,CEFH,! 
A,C,D,EFG| 
A,B,C,D,EH,I 
A,C,D,F.G,H,I 
A,B,CD,FIK 

A,B,D,G,H,J,K 
A,C,D,EFG,H 
A,B,CD,EFL 
A.B,D,E,F.G, 
A.B,D,G,HLK 
A,B,D.EG,H,I 
A,C,D,EG,H,I 
A,B,D,E,FI,N 

A.B,CD,EJ,M 
A.B,E,FG,1,M 
A,D,E,EH,1,N 
A,B,C,D,1,L,N 
A.CD,E FIL 
A,CEFILM,O 
A,B,CE,N,O 
A,B,D,E,F.,P 

A,D,F.G,1,M,N 
B,C,FH,1,L,M 

AB,CD,EGM 
A,B,D,E,EM,P 
C,D,I,M,N,O,P 
A,CFJ,L,M,O 
A,B,D,E,£.M,P 
A,B,D,E,G.H,I 

A,.CD,G,L,N,O 
A,B,C,D,E.FEN 
A,B,D,H,1,L,P 

A,CD,E.EM,N 
A,B,C,D,EGH 
AEFG,M,O 
A,B,D,G,l,M,O 
A,C,D,FL,N,O 
A,B,D,F.G,H,O 
A,D,E,I,N,O,P 
A,B,C,D,EK,O 
A,B,D,E.EM,O 

: Paolo De Luca, 

i George Ransley, 

{Sjoerd Hatzmann, 
: Tjeerd Van Deemtere, 
Timba, 

: David McGivern, 

Chris Richmond, re 
i Andrew Harvey, 

: Chris Smith, Lincoln 

? Chris Barlett, Kent 
: David O'Hara, London 

: John Calderon, Wishawhill 
: Martin Leng-Smith, Kent 
: Sebastian Vass, Bath 
: Ashley Bennett, Essex 
: James O'Sullivan, Somerset 

: Ben Mills, Bedford 

: Simon Johansson, Sweden 
} Tom Mitchell, Cumbria 
i Sverre Jarl Enger, Norway 

Rob Inman, Aylesbury 
: Jonathan Maginness, Congleton 
} Mariusz Bujak, Poland 

: Gary Brawn, Chester 
: John Gallagher, Ayrshire 
: Martin Greenwood, West Midlands 
: Tony Hobbs, Leeds 
: Justin Badger, Wolverhampton 

: Emil Tanem, Norway 
: Andrew Panchin, Basingstoke 
: Rene Jensen, Denemark 

Paul Davies, Conwy 
? Kevin Loughlin, Slough 
i Martyn Bibby, Cheshire 
: Christopher Smith, Surrey 

Chris Kerry, Essex 
: Matthew Weston, Nottingham 
? Torri Marco, Switzerland 
: Laurie Eggleston, Kent 
: Philipp Sokolean, Switzerland 

: James Hegarty, Belfast 
Richard Whitham, Poulton-le-Fylde 

: Matthew Wilkins, Wiltshire 
? David Lonroy, Lancastershire 
i Richard Sutton, Kent 
: Phillip Renyard, Ashford 
: Ben Woodhouse, Whitby 

? Ame G Pettersen, Norway 
Simon Nash, Watford 

i James Martin, Newent 
: James McCallum, County Antrim 

: Peter Barrett, Co. Armagh 
: David Faggiani, Manchester 
? Anthony/Daniel Hooley, Derby 
? Richard Walklate, Hampshire 

: Charles Brent, Southampton 
: Chris Gray, Fife 
: Kevin Seeney, Bury St Edmunds 
? Ciaran Spence, /reland 
? James Eyre, Leicestershire 

? Paul Davies, Wrexham 

? Thomas McAlinden, Ireland 

Italy 

_ Southampton 

__Bromley 
___ Belfast 

___ Australia 

__ Twyford 
Western Australia_ 

A,C,H,1,0,Q,R 

A,E,F.M,N,O,P. 

A,B,C,D,E,-M 

A,CE,N,O,PT 

A,B,D,F,0,Q,T 

A,B,D,H,M,O,P. 

A,D,1,L,P.C,Q 
A,B,C,D,L,O,P. 

A,B,D,G,J,Q,T 

A,D,F.G,H,1,N 

A,D,F1,M,O,Q 

A,B,D,G,M,N,O 

B,D,L,M,N,O,P. 

A,B,C,D,0,Q,R 

A,B,C,G,0,Q,T 

A,D,F,L,M,O,R 

A,C,E,H,M,N,Q 
A,D,E,M,O,P.R 

A,B,C, E,H,M,R 

A,B,C,D,E,G,M 

A,B,D,H,1,N,T 

A,C,F1,M,O,P 

A,C,D,N,O,Q,T 

A,B,C,D,G,|.M,O 

A,B, CE,F.K,M,O 

A,B,D,E,F,.G,H,! 

A,B,C,D,E,G,1,J 

A,B,GFG,I,K,L 

A,B,C,D,G,H,1,L 

A,B,C,D,E,L,M,N 

A,B,C,D,F,G,J,M 

A,B,D,E,H,1,L,M 

A,B,F,G,H,J,N,P. 

A,B,C,D,F,G,L,O 

A,B,D,E,G,1,M,N 

A,GE,F,G,H,M,O 

A,B,1F,L,M,N,O 

A,B,D,FI,L,N,O 

A,C,D,H,1,M,N,P. 

A,B,F,G,1,K,M,O 

A,B,D,H,J,L,M,O 

A,B,C,D,E,M,O,P. 

A,C,D,F1,M,O,P. 

A,C,D,F.L,M,N,P 

A,B,C,D,F.N,O,Q 

A,B,F1,K,N,P.T 

A,B,C,D,F,G,H,O 

A,B,C,D,F,G,H,O 

AGDEFHILEL 

A,B,C,D,1,L,M,O,P. 

A,B,D,E,F,G,H,1,J 

D,BAFCIN,.PO 

B,D,E,H,1,J,0,P.R 

A,C,G,1,J,M,N,O,Q 



NAME 
Ben Stevens, London 
Keith Tannahill, Ayrshire 
Jamil Yahyaoui, Belfast 
Michael Achilles, Chingford 
Jan Dehm Neves, Portugal 
Ben Wakefield, Twickenham 
Omid Elliott, Co. Tyrone 
Nick Syrad, Reading 
Patrick Laakso, Sweden 
David Gibson, Fleet 

Mark Underwood, Cumbria _ 
Daniel Longstaff, Chigwell 
Vincent Coyne, Galway 
Raoul Smids, Belgium 
Chris O'Riordan, Cornwall 
Sandy McKenzie, Fife 
Norman Glover, Cleveland 
Alex Johnson, Sidcup 
Damian Unwin, Soton 
Chris Hinkley, Peckham 
Gordon Willmott, Edinburgh 
Johan Brown, Grantham 
Russell Higgins, Shropshire 
Wajahat Ali, Blackburn 
Adam Bull, Leeds 
Tormod Krogh, Norway 
Remko Veenstra, Holland 
Moe Aboulkheir, London 
Oliver Bolton, Kent 
Elidir Jones, Gwynedd 
Alan Hooper, Weston-super-Mare 
Alexander Filipowski, Warrington 
Wayne Parkes, Cornwall 
Joel Porter, London 
Floryn Cleverens, The Netherlands 
Richard Holmes, Derbyshire 
Alex Wood, Ipswich __ 
Mike Hodzelmans, Holland 
Michael Petch, Doncaster 
Simon London, Norwich 
Peter Campbell, Be/fast 
William Shutes, Norwich 
Simon Lyddon, Devon 
Steven Smith, Essex 
Henry Rummins, Ashford 
Edward Rummins, Ashford 
Ryan Carson, Devon 
Thomas Vincett, Weston-super-Mare 
Sarah Margle, Ware 
Toni Ylaranta, Finland 
Tom Badran, Basingstoke 
John Hope, Northampton 
Joshua Clarke, Birmingham 
Matthew Harper, Gloucester 
Christopher Green, Reading 
Chris Knowles, Cheshire 
Dennis Schuh, Holland 
Niall Quigley, Co. Tyrone 

Guy Burdge, Somerset 
Brian Davidson, Co. Tyrone _ 
Scott Butler, Co. Armagh 

Andrew Phillips, London 
Alas dwards, London 
Paul Shinn, Deptford 
Oliver Carson, Devon 
Christopher Balzan, Kent 
John Davies, Staffordshire 
Steven Mai, Staffordshire 
Daniel Green, Thornton 
Ben Dawson, Sheffield 
Richard Best, Dundee 
Marc Edgeworth, Gloucester 
Chris Pitchell, Bristol 
Harrison Bolt, Surrey 
James Arnold, Australia 
Alun Thomas, Haverfordwest 
Mark Aquilina, Malta 
Gokhan Kurt, London 
Raymond Wan, Cheshire 
John Stackhouse, Walsal/ 
Lee Fletcher, Halifax 
Myles Giles, Huddersfield 
James McKeown, Ayr 
Nader Kohbodi, Anglesey 
Christopher Thompson, Co. Antrim 
Plemis Luijnenburg, Holland 
Chris Tate, Tyne & Wear 
Manolis Kalaitzake, Cork 
Neil Keery, Co. Down 
Peter Bowden, Manchester 
Craig Thomas, South Wales 
Kari Bogdanoff, Finland 
Donique Visser, Holland 
Jimi McGuinty, Cheshire 
Mark Anthony Say, Cleveland 

Lochlan McBride, Australia 
Gavin Major, Worcestershire 
Michael Lam, Southport 
Andrew Robinson, Darlington 

Paul Mann, Evesham 

COMPLETED 
AEF 
AD,J 
A.B,D 
AD,I 
AEG 
A,B,D 
ABC 
A.D,F 
A.B,D 
8,D.H 
AEI 

_ AGI 
AEF 
A,B,G 
ABE 
CEG 
AB,F 
ACD 
8,C,D 
ABF 

NAM 
Edward Lunn, West Sussex 
Frederic Azais, Canada 
Robert Moore, Co. Cork 
Michael Elderfield, Canterbury 
Tjing Lam, Netherlands 

Lesley Hodges, Switzerland _ 
Tom Hill, Wickford 
Mart V. D. Ven, Holland 
David Conroy, Lancaster 
John Addis, Marlow 
Victor Supica, Australia _ 3 
en Duffield, Great Yarmouth 

Rowan Sloan, Orpington 
James Hulston, Manchester 
Mike Barber, Stoke-on-Trent 
Gary Townsend, Norfolk 
Chris ‘The Pyemaster’ Madden 
Joshua Kendall, Australia 
Robert Eaton 
James Steer, Maidenhead 
Robert Beaver, Manchester 
Carl Brennand, Cumbria 
Henry Edmondson, Preston 
Richard McCann, Wirral 
Thomas Taylor, London 
Henryk B. Zaleskijr 
John Lucas-Herald, Edinburgh 
Michael Craze, Chigwell 
Jostein Austvik Jacobsen, Norway 
Daniel Aherne, Manchester 
Mark Jackson, Cumbria 
Paul Howling, Suffolk 
Ricardo Perez, Southport 
David Fisher, Hull 
MD Lin, Crawley __ 
Harris Tsalidis, Greece 
Matthew Greig, Angus 
lestyn Roberts, Caernarfon 
Nick Fell, Oxshott_ 
Christopher Poole, Bristo/ 
Anthony Reynolds, London 
Luke Wells, Chester 
Tom White, West Sussex 
Liam Allsworth, Oxford 
Daniel Allsworth, Oxford 
Seiji Lim, South Croydon 
William King, Bromsgrove 
David Kelsey, London 
Sam Ranford, Cornwall 
Richard Fong, Bebington 
Andrew Fong, Bebington 
Hedley Gabriel, Essex 
John Mellor, Hudderstield 
Luke Sculley, East Sussex 
Asim Haneef, Croyden 
Jack Tappenden, Kent 
Michael Betts, Northampton 
Gregory Moore, Radley 
Nicholas Crew, Petersfield 
James Whitehurst, Dorset 
Morville O'Driscoll, Worcester 
Aaron Woolridge, Monmouth 
Daniel Tiller, Eastleigh 
Jenny Lam, Southport 
Toby Searle, Kent 
Paul Murray, Switzerland 
Sam Wills, Wolverhampton —__ 
Kevin Moss, Wolverhampton —__ 
Andrew Gair, Stafford 
Christopher Conn, Aberdeen 
Andrew Grant, Shetland 
Martin Cullum, Middlesex 
David King, Kent 
William Luing, Penzance 
Alex Symington, East Sussex 
Stephen Whelan, Kent 
Adam James Rigby, Bedford 
Aodan McDangh, Ireland 
Jonathan Rockcliff, Tadcaster 
Tim Matthews, East Sussex 
Ben George, Middlesex 
Andrew Squires, Harlow 
Gary Azzopardi, Telford 
Olli Oja, Finland 
M O'Driscoll 
Michael & Ashely Phillips, Surrey 
Ricky Field, Waringham 
Jack & Tom Patterson, Shepton Mallet 
Byron Spring, Kent 
Dave Wilkie, Fife 
Stuart Millar, Guildford 
Jack McCarthy, Dublin 
Niall O'Toole, Galway 
Richard Granville, Bridgend 
Carl Docksey, Staffs 
Andrew Wilkins, /sle of Wight 
Brendon Edge, Notts 
Michael Amott, Glasgow 
Hannu-Pekkahalme, Finland 
Adan Heyes, Co Atrium 
Murray Purves, Southampton 
John Waters, Derby 

dt Club 
complete 3 challenges 

NAME 

Helen Dohery, London 
Jenna Blackman, Bognor Regis 
Jonathan Walker, West Midlands 
Eric Milne, Galasheils 
Robert Johnson, Coventry 
James Fowler, Staffs 
James Fitzgerald, Merseyside 
Luke Cavalier, Australia 
Geir Olav Skei, Norway 
Tom Winteron, Lincs 
craig syme, Kent __ 

ridge 
eed Eliot Guernsey 
Sandy Critchey, Doncaster 
Raymond Wegman, Holland 
Christopher Tynan, Cumbria 
Tim Booth, Shropshire 
Simon Johnson, Tyne & Wear 
Sean Cooney, Co. Cork 
Stian Olsen, Norway 
Chris Smith, Lincoln 
Alamgir Ali, Herts 
Thomas Freeman, Derby 
Scott Murray, Scotland 
John Campbell, Scotland 
Jamie Brock, Weston-Super-Mare 
Andrew Gold, Glasgow 
Ludqig De Vleeschouwer, Be/gium 
Simon Terry, Surrey, 
Edward Long, Co. Cork 
Mark Hall, Shropshire 
Andrew Henderson-Regg, Norfolk 
Richard Dell, Surrey 
Jason Frost, Australia 
Kalvin Graham, Glasgow 
Gavin Leithall, Devon 
Jonathan Ko, Redditch 
Adam Coltman, Surrey 
Tom Riley, Herne Bay 
Stuart Black, Middx 
Chris Lockwood, Grimsby 
Chris Toudic, Jersey 
Thomas Yates, Reading 
Chris Purdie, Jersey 
Mark Robinson, Congleton _ 
Andrew Foster, //k/ey 
Matthew Sexton, Bedford 
John Szcsepaniak, Suffolk 
Ben Claxton, Essex 
Jonathan Bennison, Herts 
Gary Enticott, Cardif 
Michael Rowinski, Poland 
Jamie Burt, Somerset 
Simon Haywood, Birmingham 
Bobby Matthews, Kingston upon Thames 
Daniel Mills, Sunderland 
Paul Want, Leamington Spa 
Johnathan Waugh, Glasgow 
Darryl Cook, Brighton 
Christian Eckmann Engelsen, Norway 
Oliver Rea, Wokingham 
Tony Pang, Orpington 
Stewart Mclver, Edinburgh 
David Washington, Switzerland" 
Anders Tonsberg, Norway 
Helen Nicholls, London 
Paul Davies, Edmonton 
Chris Thomas, Wallington _ 
Tom Walker, Halstead 
Lawrence Gilbey, Bridport 
Neil Williamson, Nottingham 
James Leigh, Clevedon 
Carl Bullen, Liverpool _ 
Alex Mann, Bedford _ 
Mark Quinn, Preston 
Daniel Weserholm, Finland 
Andrew Davies, Essex 
Martin Cater, Hucknall 
Daniel Lally, Berkshire 
James Hinton, Knoresborough 
Michael Walker, Londonderry _ 
Asgeir Vikan, Norway 
Andrew Carrington, Pontefract 
Raymond Wells, Essex 
Ed Higgins, Essex 

Joel Radford, Australia _ 
Kane Dorey, Jersey 
David Dixon, Cumbria 
Richard Woodall, New Zealand 

Martin Drew, Bognor Regis 
David Park, Tyne & Wear 
James , Liverpool 
Michael Williams, Cardiff 
Mikael Bogdanoff, Finland 
Tom Carver, Devon 
Steven Goacher, Surrey __ 
Kevin Gurton, Kent 
David and Chris Mason, Plymouth 
Scott Winterburn, Norfolk 
Antonio V. Carmona, Spain 
Paul Jerome, London 
Gavin Cullen, Ear/ston 

COMPLETED 
A,B,O 
AFM 
A,O,P 
AM,O 
AFO 

NAME 
Mark Shackcloth 
Daniel Brown, Australia 
Jerden Marinus, The Netherlands 
Jaakko Hermunen, Finland 
Antony Bogan, Cleveland _ 
Richard Doherty, Newport —__ 
Jonathan McConnell, Truro 
Ross McConnell, Truro 
Barry Glover, Manchester 
Chris Lowe, Tyne & Wear 
Steven Astley, Wigan 
Mike Smith, Gloucester 
lvo Miguel Castro Couto, Madeira 
David Shuker, West Midlands 
Anthony Coombes, Bridgewater 
Nick Mushlin, Selkirkshire _ 
Luke Butcher, London 
Steffan Hole, Bridgend 
Chris Barnes, Burton-on-Trent 
lan Lawlor, Leeds 
Gregory Dillow, Ealing 
Henrik Brixmark, Motala 
Oscar Cederberg, Motala 
Edward Forrester, Southampton 
Martin Critchley, Doncaster 
Petri Satlin, Finland 
Rambo, Merseyside 
Andrew Pinchin, Basingstoke _ 
David Sanderson, Worcester 
Lorne Tieten, Surrey 

Chris Dyer, Newcastle-Upon-Tyne 
Nigel Pain, Plymouth 
Alex Dickinson, Australia 
Ben Holroyd, Essex 
Richard Best, Dundee 
Kasper Bruun, Denmark 
Josh Bryson, Cheltenham 
Sheldon Marsh, Somerset 
Andrew Barraclough, Galashiels 
Henri Halonen, Finland 
Nathan Dobby, Cheshire 
Joachim Clauwers, Belgium 
Robert Ward, Middlesex 
Aaron Tuson, Essex 
imon Webber, Wokingham 

Stephen Rogers, Manchester 
Pat Shields, Co. Down 
Benjamin Khan, Bradford 
Per Nilsson, Sweden 
Panagiotis Bagiokos, Greece 
Roeland Van Straalen, Holland 

Aynsley Welling, Cyprus __ 
Mark Herjan, Poland 
Charles Ayesa, Australia 
Mark Green, Cheltenham 
Chris Kerry, Essex 
Daniel Metcalf, Norwich 
Michael Middleton, Huddersfield 
Richard Brady, Essex 
Steven Bigham, Whitburn 
Ashley Hamilton, Co. Tyrone 
Andre Bifleuen, Holland 
Roger King, Suffolk 
James Smith, Gloucester 
Alain Keersmaekers, Belgium 
Andy Pearce, Featherstone _ 
Graeme Downes, Surrey 

Adam Skeggs, Leicester 
Robert & David Scott, Fife 
Martin Hunter, Edinburgh 
Mervyn Wan, Surrey 
Scott Douglas, Oxon 
Bruce Linings, Watford 
Leigh Bates, Wiltshire_ 
Jan-Erik Spangberg, Sweden 
Nick Hughes, Bury 
Danielle Simoncelli, /taly 
Richard Jenkins, Scotland 
Stephane Gosselin, Canada 
Steven Woolley, Norfolk 
George loakimidis, Greece 
Gavin Cole, Tyne & Wear 
Jonathan Cole, Tyne & Wear 
James Register, Surrey 
David Taylor, Fife 
Justin Servis, Co. Roscommon 
George Roberts, Middlesex 
Nick Taverner, Suffolk 
John Brockie, Cumbria 
Tony Mendum, Middlesbrough 
Billy Newing, Kent 
Gary Taylor, Essex 
Andrew Gray, Oban 
Andy Gair, Stafford 
Simon Murphy, Co. Down 
James Mitchell, Cumbria 

Janne K itila, Finland PRE: 
James McDermott, Australia 
James Bayford, Walthamstow 
Bent Eigil Sumelius, Norway 
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COMPLETED 
AEGI 

A,D,EM 
A.B,E,H 
AB,GI 

A,C,D,FEH 

A,B,GFI 

A,CDFG 

A.B,C,D,H 
A,.D,FH,I 

A,B,C,D,EH 
AG 

A, D, E,H,M,N 
A,B,C,D,H,1 

A,B,C,D,M,N 
A,B,D,FJ,P. 

A,D,E.G,,M 
A,.CD,EIJ 

A,C,D,N,O,P.R 
GEIM,QR 
A,B,D,F,O,P 

A.D.FH,M,N 
A,D,FJ,0,T 
A,D,EFI,Q 
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Kassuctation With 

a | | 4 
So, where can you find the most up-to-date N64 
games directory ever? Right here, that's where! 

Know your 
N E | Information now phlei ala : 

expansion pak i includes whether eee Eis 

iewer (see opposite) a game uses a Rumble, ea Metaie 
Controller or Expansion Pak. neni NE | Yep, we reviewed some of a = This hila pant i 

. games in Directory over TWO years at ef's Here we tell you whether you Bad eSeeatie 
ago so, whilst they might have deserved their Xo fF ={\ \with u ate cha should buy the game or not, ina ear sly 

mark then, some of them have been inclu ism 9 i quick and informative fashion. Ton ae 
superseded by newer games. Our Star Mark You can rest assured, we know Seeate etn 
shows how we feel the game fares now. our games and we know how to Bima co 
Out of five. tell if games are good. PE arr La 

» Tae es 
It's now super-easy to see whether the game in 2 answer. to Halrc be For every Star Game, you'll Seve ete 
question got a Star Game Award (85% or over). ee ae ane also find a tip, packed like _ Metts 
If it did, we recommend you buy it! ee tuna into this nice and concise Mark Green 

space. Handy as a bag lady! Dean Mortlock 
(Oya aS 

Ubi Soft @ £40 EA @ £40 @ 1-4 players 
1-4 players @ on cart rumble pak @ controller Pak 
Issue 26 @ MK Issue 27 @ MK 

HIGHLY UK Game releases 
RATED 

£5 1/2 pl . : ili i the top fivegames ti | 71% &* mee eh 2 olners ai Schizophrenic tennis game that can't decide Squillions of shortcuts and stacks of detail. 

Directory. Masterpieces expansion pak @ Issue 35 @ MK whether it wants to be sim or arcade. _—_—————— ee 

every one. Send in your —Good-looking, professional but totally uninspired ss 
charts if you disagree. _and only marginally enjoyable 3D adventure. GT @ £40 @ 1/2 players 

rumble pak @ on cart 
Issue 20 @ JA ——__—_:. oo ns — RCo a Acclaim @ £40 @ 1-4 players 

° . rumble pak @ controller pak 
1080 SNOWBOARDING expansion pak @ Issue 37 @ JB Looks excellent but shallow gameplay. 

Nint ; 
j aS 42 me ramble ak Tonnes of potential, but let down by woeful 

Issue 21 mk visuals and peashooter-style weapons. 

It = a while to get a, 
4 into, but stick with it 

and that familiar 300 © £40 @ 1-4 players 
rumble pak ®@ controller pak 
expansion pak @ Issue 36 @ JB 

Nintendo magic 
shines through. 

a t th A brilliant idea — toy soldiers fight it out — is let 
au vit 0 unl down by sloppy execution. 

‘Nintendo/Rare & » £20 
1 con cart 
con pak @ Issue 5 @ JS 

f 7 & 
gy One of the most 

original games on 
the N64, and one 
you're almost certain 
to enjoy. 

Konami @ £55 @ 1/2 players : . : 
rumble pak © eatrete pak | 67% & | Me Ly ee DY 

tesue 1 , Issue 10 @ TW BO HARVEST. 
Good in spells, but flawed and ieroaiiine at Gremlin @ £20 @ 1 player 
length. Feels realistic but is too dull, too often. A issues © ™ cart Not bad, just competent. 

‘Brilliant shodt-’ em-up 
with stacks of bug- 
bashing, tonnes of 
vehicles and huge 
worlds. 

ASCII @ £55 @ 1/2 players Asst E50 
rumble pak ae pak playe rumbi e pa 
Issue 17 on carte Issue JA 

A real stinker of a Wipeout clone with pop-up, 
cheating opponents and terrible controls. d ntata 

e 
a vast, stunningly 
beaut i 

Acclaim ® £40 @ 1-4 players 
-rumble pak ee pak 

i Issue 22 

SHADOWMAN 93% A meticulously put together baseball sim, with 
Secriseserene hi-res graphics and ultra-detailed gameplay. 

Hudson/Nintendo @ £20 
1-4 players @ on cart 
Issue 8 @ ZN 

Tedious one-player mode and awful multiplayer. 

Nintendo @ £40 @ 1 player 
rumble pak @ on cart 
Issue 21 @ TW 

Uninspiring 3D adventure, but compulsive at 
times. Up against Banjo, mind, it looks rubbish. 

3D0 @ £40 @ 1-4 Players 
rumble pak @ controller pak 
Issue 26 @ TW 

Acclaim @ £40 @ 1-4 players ; j rea rumble pak © controller pak Strangely compulsive multiplayer tank blaster. 

expansion pak @ Issue 28 ® MG ns 

Not much of an update but still quite impressive. 



BUCK BUMBLE 
Ubi Soft @ £50 @ 1/2 players @ 
rumble pak @ controller pak @ 
Issue 20 @ JP 

Dodgy graphics, unconvincing controls, but not 
the worst shoot-'em-up we've ever played. 

BUST-A-MOVE 2 
Acclaim @ £40 @ 
1/2 players @ controller pak @ 
Issue 17 @ JA 

One of the best puzzle games in the world, and 
certainly the finest so far on the N64. 

BUST-A-MOVE 3 
Acclaim @ £40 @ 
1-4 players @ rumble pak @ 
controller pak @ Issue 24 @ MK 

Bust-a-Move as it's always been except for a 
simultaneous four-player mode. Recommended. 

CARMAGEDDON 64 
SCi® £40@ 
1/2 players @ rumble pak @ 
controller pak @ Issue 36 @ TW 

This will violate your very soul with its shocking 
awfulness. Absolute dog turd. 

CASTLEVANIA 
Konami @ £40 @ 
1 player @ rumble pak @ 
controller pak @ Issue 27 @ JB 

Learn to live with the ropey camera and the 3D 
Castlevania delivers shocks aplenty. Spook! 

CENTRE COURT TENNIS 
Hudson @ £40 @ 
1-4 players @ rumble pak @ 
controller pak @ Issue 25 @ TW 

Not the tennis game we were hoping for. We still 
yearn for a 64-bit version of Super Tennis. 

CHAMELEON TWIST 
Ocean @ £40@ 
1-4 players @ on cart @ 
Issue 10 @ JD 

Thrills and spills but it won't take you long to 
finish. The multiplayer game is okay, mind. 

CHAMELEON TWIST 2 
Sunsoft @ £40 @ 1 player @ 
controller pak @ rumble pak @ 
Issue 26 @ MG 

Unimaginative, short-lived platform dross. With 
no multiplayer it'll last you all of two hours. 

CHARLIE BLASTS TERRITORY 
Kemco @ £35 @ 
1-4 Players @ rumble pak @ 
Issue 30 @ MG 

Creaky old Amiga game, Bombuzal, given a 
most basic tarting up with dodgy 3D graphics. 

CHOPPER ATTACK 
GT @ £50 @ 1 player @ 
rumble pak @ on cart @ 
Issue 20 @ JP 

A simple yet engrossing helicopter shoot-'em-up, 
very much in the Desert Strike tradition. Top! 

CLAYFIGHTER 637: 
Interplay @ £20@ 
1/2 players @ on cart @ 
Issue 9 @ JB 

As painful as a game where you have red hot 
needles shoved into your eyes. Very, very hard. 

COMMAND & CONQUER 
Nintendo @ £40 @ 1 player @ 
rumble pak @ on cart @ 
expansion pak @ Issue 32 @ TW 

It's four years old on the PC and this conversion 
is nothing special. Good but never spectacular. 

CRUIS'N USA 
Nintendo @ £20 @ 1 player @ 
rumble pak @ on cart @ 
Issue 13 @ TW 

Dump. Less about driving, more a rule book on 
how to cock-up console games. 

CRUIS'N WORLD 
Ea Nintendo/Midway @ £20 @ 

1-4 players @ rumble pak @ 
on cart @ Issue 20 @ TW 

Why Nintendo put their name to this appalling 
sequel is a mystery of Area 51 proportions. 

DARK RIFT 
Vic Tokai @ £20@ 
1/2 players @ on cart @ 
Issue 3 @ JD 

Uninspiring special moves and similar characters. 
Nicely animated but, ultimately, really rather dull. 

DESTRUCTION DERBY 
THO @ £40 @ 1-4 players @ 
rumble pak @ controller pak @ 
Issue 36 @ TW 

Mind-meltingly simple, strangely compulsive, 
sometimes dull crash-'em-up. 

DIDDY KONG RACING 
Nintendo/Rare @ £40 @ 
1-4 players @ rumble pak @ 
on cart @ Iss @JA 

on a sive adventure 
mode and three 
different vehicles. 
Not quite as good as 

«MK though. 

For a fast start, wait for the ‘Get Ready’ 
sign, then press the accelerator after it 
disappears and just before ‘Gol’. 

DONKEY KONG 64. 
Rare @ £60 (with exp pak) @ 

eeanin pt @ ~ ae M6 expaaeies ue 

It's Banjo-K oole+, 
| but it’s still gaming at 

its greatest. An 
me absolutely awesome 

adventure. 
a a 

Find all 20 banana fairies to 
activate all the cheats. 

GT @ £25 @ 1 player @ 
controller pak @ 
Issue 7 @ JA 

Solid and workman-like but, up against Turok 
and GoldenEye, it looks dreadfully old hat. 

DUAL HEROES 
Bitwave/Hudson @ £30 @ 
1/2 players @ controller pak @ 
Issue 17 @ MK 

Stashed full of innovative features, this is sadly 
ruined by some terrible Al. Shame, that. 

GT @ £25 @ 1-4 players @ 
rumble pak @ controller pak @ 
Issue 10 @ TW 

A commendably 
violent and vastly 
enjoyable conversion. 
A brilliant multiplayer 
game as well. 

At the main menu, press Left, Left, L, L, 
Right, Right, Left, Left (using the D-pad and 
shoulder button) to enable the cheat menu. 

DUKE NUKEM: ZERO HOUR 

the sweet, nutritious wat 
therein. Very nice indeed. 

EARTHWORM JIM 3D 
Virgin @ £40 @ 1 players 
controller pak @ rumble pak 
Issue 35 @ JB 

Jim's back, but his first foray into 3D is a 
middling effort. It's enjoyably silly, mind. 

1-4 players @ 
troller pak @ 

K and quit a race - 
you'll finish in whatever position you were 
in when you selected qu 

1-4 players @ 

XG2 is considerably 
easier to play, better 

Fd POLE POSITION 
Ubi Soft @ £25@ 
1 player @ controller pak @ 
Issue 7 @ JD 

Good fun in places, but obvious flaws include 
horrendous pop-up and stop-dead banks. 

Select exhibition and cha 
last name to Vacation to the hot 
and fast Hawaii circuit. — 
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WRETCHED 
The worst games you 
can buy. Take your 
money elsewhere if 
they tempt you from 

the shop shelf... 

1a 

MK MYTHOLOGIES 
3% 

é 

SUPERMAN 14% 

ye 7 
nF 
ae are 

| RAMPAGE 2 22% 

7 
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BEST 
PUZZLES 

Danny Comber from 
Glasgow sends us a 
letter from bonny 
Scotland saying, 

_ ‘These are the very 
best puzzle games 

that money can buy.’ 

F4 WORLD GP 2 
Nintendo @ £40 @ 1/2 players@® 
rumble pak @ on cart @ 
expansion pak @ Issue 32 @ JA 

There's not enough new here. 

FIFA 64 
EA @ £25 @ 1-4 players @ 
controller pak @ 
Issue 2 @ TW 

Like a rash. Only not as enjoyable. 

FIFA '98 
EA @ £30 @ 1-4 players @ 
controller pak @ 
Issue 10 @ TW 

There's promise here. Not perfect, but better. 

FIFA "99 
EA @ £40 @ 1-4 players @ 
controller pak @ rumble pak 
Issue 26 @ TW 

The best FIFA game yet. It's no /SS ‘98 though. 

FIGHTING FORCE 
Crave @ £40 @ 1/2 players 
rumble pak @ controller pak @ 
Issue 37 @ MG 

Dreadful 3D Final Fight rip-off. 

FLYING DRAGON 
Interplay @ £40 @ 1/2 players 
controller pak @ rumble pak 
Issue 27 @ TW 

Fairly enjoyable but instantly forgettable. 

GASP! 
Konami @ £50 @ 1/2 players @ 
rumble pak @ controller pak @ 
Issue 22 @ TW 

We sprang out and punched it in the face. 

GAUNTLET LEGENDS 
Midway @ £40 @ 1-4 players @ 
rumble pak @ controller pak @ 
expansion pak @ Issue 36 @ JB 

Enjoyable update of creaky old classic. T'rific in 
multiplayer, dull on your own. 

GEX DEEP COVER GECKO 
Crave @ £40 @ 1 player @ 
rumble pak @ controller pak @ 
Issue 36 @ MK 

Another turgid Gex ‘game’ strikes like a nasty 
case of shingles. Leave it to die. 

GEX 64 ENTER THE GECKO 
GT @ £50 @ 1 player @ 
rumble pak @ controller pak @ 
Issue 21 @ JP 

This rough-around-the-edges 3D platformer isn't 
so much dreadful as painfully average. 

Hasbro @ £50 @ 1 player @ 
rumble pak @ on cart @ 
Issue 21 @ MK 

An inspired, superbly odd idea turns out to be a 
stonking, but hard, 3D adventure. 

GOEMON 2 
Konami @ £40 @ 1/2 player @ 
rumble pak @ on cart @ 
Issue 29 @ JB 

After the excellent Mystical Ninja 3D adventure, 
Goemon steps back to the days of the SNES for 
this average 2D platform romp. Disappointing. 

Ocean @ £50 @ 1/2 players @ 
rumble pak @ controller pak @ 
Issue 17 @ TW 

Handles well, but it's slow, ugly and there's far 
too much pop-up. Not what we were hoping for. 

HEXEN 
Midway @ £30 @ 
1-4 players @ controller pak @ 
Issue 5 @ JD 

Fun in a retro kind of way but, in the light of 
GoldenEye, hard to recommend. 

HOLY MAGIC CENTURY 
Konami @ £50 @ 
1 player @ controller pak @ 
Issue 23 @ MG 

RPG which could have been better but for the 
tedious random battles and Americanised plot. 

HOT WHEELS 
EA @ £40 @ 1/2 players @ 
rumble pak @ controller pak @ 
expansion pak @ Issue 36 @ JB 

Big jumps, big speeds, big action! Er, well, sort 
of. Fun for a while at least. 

HYBRID HEAVEN 
Konami @ £40 @ 1 player @ 
rumble pak @ controller pak @ 
expansion pak @ Issue 33 @ JB 

Niggly sci-fi RPG, but a superb story and 
ingenious battle system pull it through. 

IGGY’S RECKIN’ BALLS 
Acclaim @ £40 @ 1-4 players @ 
rumble pak @ controller pak @ 
Issue 19 @ MK 

Push Left or Right and watch the CPU opponents 
win every time. As dull as Chris Tarrant. 

iN-FISHERMAN BASS HUNTER 64 
Take 2 @ £40 @ 1 player @ 
rumble pak @ on cart @ 
Issue 34 @ JB 

A comprehensive package of all things angling. 
There's loads to it, but it's just not that exciting. 

KILLER INSTINCT 
Nintendo/Rare @ £20 @ 
1/2 players @ controller pak @ 
Issue 3 @ MH 

Great in its time but who wants a 2D beat-'em- 
up in the light of Tekken and even MK4? 

KNOCKOUT KINGS 2000 
EA @ £30 @ 1/2 players @ 
controller pak @ rumble pak @ 
Issue 35 @ TW 

Unexpectedly entertaining boxing sim, complete 
with Mohammed Ali and create-a-player. 



Activision @ £40 
1/2 players @ rumble pak 
on cart @ Issue 34 @ JB 

Nintendo @ £30 
1/4 players @ on Cart 
rumble pak @ Issue 24 @ JA 

A light gun game when there isn’t one. Dull. Contemptible attempt to update Tetris with 
rubbish new shapes. Avoid, please. 

simply 
everyone. 

Lego Media @ £40 
1/2 players @ rumble pak 
controller pak @ Issue 36 @ MK 

Highly original Mario Kart clone with some nice 
ideas. Shame about the handling. 

LODE RUNNER 3D 
Infogrames @ £40 
1 player @ on cart 
rumble pak @ Issue 29 @ JB 

A retro puzzler with gameplay unchanged since 
the Commodore 64. There's plenty of it too. 

_ THO @ £45 @ 1-4 players 
AGE rumble pak @ controller pak 

eT @ £30 Issue 33 @ MK 

1/2 players @ on cart 
Issue 9 @ JB 

real league teams. No /SS, mind. 
A highly competent fighter that'll tide you over 
‘til Capcom arrive on the scene. 

compared to NFL 99. 

ay for i 
isa great success but 

! it looks a bit dated 
t 

Interplay @ £40 
Ea 1-4 players @ rumble pak 

on cart @ Issue 26 @ TW 

‘Stunningly dull’. Give it a miss. 

options. 

Silky smooth, goal-drenched football game, with 

Infogrames @ £40 @ 1 player 

rumble pak @ on cart FIGHTERS 
‘| hate it when people 
say the N64 hasn‘'t 

got any good 
fighters,’ trumpets 
Robbie Hart from 

Down Under. ‘It has! 
Just get a look at 

This could only be less enjoyable if it squirted these...’ 
sulphuric acid into your face. 

Horrendous Al, a clunky engine and bad controls. 

GT @ £Too much @ 1 player 
rumble pak @ controller pak 
Issue 11 @ JD 

Take 2 @ £40 
1/2 pissers ¢ precaie pak 
Issue 3 

Okay-ish conversion of knackered old PC game, 
with new two-player modes. 

£45 @ 1/2 players 
pi pak @ controller pak 
Issue 20 @ JP 

The best version of MK yet. 

{ 

£40 @ 1/2 dais 
pbb ake controller pak 
Issue 1 

This is really poor. A wealth of options, cheats, 
extras and finishing moves can't save it. 

‘ demtaeiionr £30 
V2 players @ controller pak 
Issue 8 

The conversion job has done it no favours. 
‘Gritty’ graphics and it's also far too easy. 

Konami @ £45 @ 1-4 players 
rumble pak @ controller pak 
Issue 12 @ JD 

Luge, bobsleigh, halfpipe, curling, they're all here a 
and they're all extremely boring. 

EA @ £40 @ 1/2 players « 
rumble pak @ controller pak 
Issue 23 @ MG 7 

A tedious slog round a succession of oval tracks. 
Kind of like spinning round on a swivel chair. 

y 
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ADULTS 
ONLY 

‘Who says the N64 
can only do kiddie 

games?’ squeals Brian 
Lector from Plymouth. 

‘Here's five games 
that'll have you 
running to your 

Mummy!’ 

se en 

ae 

ato [Ney issue 38 

GT@ £25@ 
1-4 players @ on cart @ 
Issue 6 @ JS 

Two-on-two basketball gets very boring. 

Acclaim @ £40 @ 1-4 players @ 
rumble pak @ controller pak @ 
Issue 24 @ MG 

Not quite up to the standard of NBA Courtside. 

NBA JAM 2000 
Acclaim @ £40 @ 1-4 players @ 
rumble pak @ controller pak @ 
Issue 37 @ MK 

Smooth passing and a top create-a-player. 

NBA LIVE '99 
EA @ £40 @ 1-4 players @ 
rumble pak @ controller pak @ 
Issue 24 @ JB 

The poor man's basketball game. 

NBA PRO "98 
Konami @ £40 @ 1-4 players @ 
rumble pak @ controller pak @ 
Issue 14 @ JP 

An enjoyable multiplayer and lots of options. 

NHL PRO "99 
Konami @ £40 @ 1-4 players @ 
controller pak @ 
Issue 27 @ JP 

An above average slice of ice-based hockey. 

NBA PRO '99 
Konami @ £40 @ 
1-4 players @ controller pak @ 
Issue 27 @ JP 

Painfully average. 

45 @ 1/2 players @ 
pak 
e 

ntroller pak @ 

i le 
sty otball. 

play with 
ty of craps and a 

es ble Editor. 

it the Matchup : een, tap in 2-0-3- 
ght for Big Hea mode. 

j Acclaim @ 0 @ 1-4 players @ 
ooale i ontroller pak @ 
Gi" 

Nes ct the crucial 
NFL licence but 
doesn’t quite manage 
to displace Madden. 
More for the purists. 

Check out our five-page 
guide to Yank-thrashing in N64/12. 

NFL QBC 2000 
Acclaim @ £40 @ 1-4 players @ 
rumble pak @ controller pak @ 
expansion pak @ Issue 36 @ MK 

Duff update of top QBC series with nasty 
passing. Stick with last year’s version. 

NHL "99 
EA @ £50 @ 1-4 players @ 
rumble pak @ controller pak @ 
Issue 22 @ JP 

Good but not great. Buy Wayne Gretzky instead. 

NHL BREAKAWAY 
Acclaim @ £40 @ 1-4 players @ 
rumble pak @ on cart @ 
Issue 14 @ DM 

Little excitement, nowt original. Gretzky's better. 

NHL BREAKAWAY ‘99 
Acclaim @ £40 @ 1-4 players @ 
rumble pak @ controller pak @ 
Issue 24 @ JB 

Mildly diverting hockey sim: can't touch Gretzky. 

OLYMPIC HOCKEY 
6T@ £25@ 
1-4 players @ controller pak @ 
Issue 15 @ MK 

Cheap, cynical cash-in on an event that 
generates only total indifference in the UK. 

PAPERBOY 
Midway @ £40 @ 1 player @ 
rumble pak @ controller pak @ 
Issue 36 @ MK 

Pleasant enough rendition of a simple classic, but 
you'll complete it in minutes. 

PENNY RACERS 
THO @ £40 @ 1-4 players @ 
rumble pak @ controller pak @ 
Issue 25 @ MK 

The slowest, boringest racer ever. Even when it 
begins to speed up. Dump. 

nt 

eae rock on Holiday island. 

PREMIER MANAGER 64 
Gremlin@ £40@ | 
1 player @ on cart @ 
Issue 31 @ TW 

By no means perfect but at times it's compelling 
and as the N64's only footie management sim, 
we have to recommend it. 

QUAKE 64 
GT @ £25 @ 1/2 players @ 
rumble pak @ controller pak @ 
Issue 15 @ JP 

Tidy new light sourcing, polygonal monsters, a 
lame two-player deathmatch and lots of blood. 

RAKUGA KIDS 
Konami @ £40 @ 1/2 players @ 
rumble pak @ on cart @ 
Issue 22 @ MK 

The most adorable characters in the world scrap 
it out in this 2D graffiti-'em-up. 

RAMPAGE WORLD TOUR 
GT@ £45@ 
1-3 players @ controller pak @ 
Issue 16 @ MK 

This conversion of the age-old arcade classic is 
fun but, ultimately, it's expensive and limited. 

RAMPAGE 2 UNIVERSAL TOUR 
Midway @ £40 @ 
1-3 players @ rumble pak @ 
controller pak @ Issue 29 @ MK 

Utterly rancid arcade yawn-fest. One of the most 
tedious games you could waste your money on. 

RAT ATTACK 
Mindscape @ £40 @ 
1-4 players @ rumble pak @ 
controller pak @ Issue 36 @ JB 

Simple, well executed puzzle-'em-up, with cats 
trying to catch rats. And that's it. 

RAYMAN 2 
Ubi Soft @ £40 @ 1 player @ 
rumble pak @ controller pak @ 
expansion pak @ Issue 35 @ MG 

Another armless and unlovable Ubi Soft 
character stars in another below-par Mario clone. 



READY 2 RUMBLE 
Midway @ £40 @ 1/2 players 
rumble pak @ controller pak 
Issue 37 @ MG 

Ploddy but enjoyably cartoony boxing romp. 

RE-VOLT 
Acclaim @ £40 
rumble pak @ controller pak 

1-4 players 

expansion pak 

Better-than-average. 

ROAD RASH 64 
THO @ £40 @ 1-4 players 
rumble pak @ controller pak @ 
Issue 36 @ JB 

Solid, entertaining but unspectacular. 

ROADSTERS 
Ea Titus @ £40 @ 1-4 players ¢ 

rumble pak @ controller pak 
Issue 36 

Not perfect, but quick. Great. 

ROBOTRON 64 
GT @ £50 @ 1/2 players 
controller pak 
Issue 12 @ JN 

An entertaining update of the arcade game. 

RUGRATS TREASURE HUNT 
THO @ £40 @ 1-4 players 
rumble pak @ controller pak 
Issue 33 @ MG 

Dire rip-off of Mario Party. Crud. 

RUSH 2 EXTREME RACING USA 
GT @ £40 @ 1/2 players ¢ 
rumble pak @ controller pak 
Issue 24 @ TW 

You'll either love it or hate it. 

SAN FRANCISCO RUSH 
GT @ £25 @ 1/2 players 
rumble pak @ controller pak 
Issue 11 @ TW 

Gravity-defying leaps, rattling top speeds, mid- 
air multi-car pile-ups and tonnes of explosions. 

SCARS 
Ubi Soft @ £40 
1-4 players @ rumble pak 
controller pak @ Issue 23 @ MK 

Kind of like a futuristic version of Mario Kart but 
there are several better alternatives out there. 

SHADOWGATE 64 
Kemco @ £40 
1 player @ rumble pak 
controller pak @ Issue 31 @ JB 

An old-school RPG that'll see you drifting into a 
deep slumber after about 20 minutes of play. 

SHADOWS OF THE EAAPIRE 
Nintendo/LucasArts @ £40 
1 player @ on cart 
Issue 1 @ JA 

Fab snowspeeder and space battles are ultimately 
let down by some lacklustre Doom-style bits. 

SOUTH PARK 
Acclaim @ £40 @ 1-4 players 
rumble pak @ controller pak 
expansion pak @ Issue 25 @ JA 

Monotonous and basic first-person shooter. 

SOUTH PARK: CHEF'S LUV SHACK 
Acclaim @ £40 @ 1-4 players 
rumble pak @ controller pak 
Issue 36 @ TW 

Genuinely amusing Mario Party rip-off with ace 
mini games. Shortlived but fun. 

STARSHOT SPACE CIRCUS FEVER 
ee Infogrames @ £40 @ 1 player 

rumble pak @ on cart 
Issue 22 @ JP 

A 3D platformer that's been pre-dated by Banjo. 

Titus @ £40 
rumble pak 
Issue 31 

1-4 players 
controller pak 

Staggeringly inept, Superman is virtually 
unplayable. DO NOT, repeat, DO NOT buy this. 

TETRISPHERE 
Nintendo @ £20 
1/2 players @ controller pak @ 
Issue 13 @ SJ 

Confusing, complicated and frustrating. 

st! The defin 
| non-GB Tetris ga 
Superb music, ace 

player ents. 
y 

TONIC TROUBLE 
Ubi Soft @ £40 
1 player @ controller pak 
rumble pak @ Issue 33 @ MG 

Occasionally fun, but more often dull and 
remarkably uninspired 3D platformer. 

February 2000 

BIGGEST! 
Katrina Smart from 
Mark’s home town 
Cheltenham lists the 
five games that have 
taken her longest to 

complete. In 
descending order... 



NEXT GEN 
Continuing our wish 
list for Dolphin, Tom 
Stewart takes the bull 

by the horns and 
slaps together five 
games he’d love to 

play on DVD. 

MYSTICAL NINJA 
RETURN OF THE STAGE PLAN pinecTorY Club(e43 

BODY HARVEST 
INTERSTELLAR 

rors 
re) 18 

OE 

~ EXTREME G 
REUNION 

a. 

DONKEY KONG 
DOLPHIN EDITON 

CASTLEVANIA 
VAMPIRE’S KISS 

a Ney, 

of the 
most realistic 

TOP GEAR OVERDRIVE 
Nintendo @ £45 @ 1/4 players® 
rumble pak @ expansion pak @ 
on cart @ Issue 24 @ TW 

Arcade-standard visuals adorn a racer that you so 
desperately want to love... but just can’t. 

TWISTED EDGE 
Nintendo @ £40 @ 1/2 players 
rumble pak @ controller pak @ 
Issue 24 @ TW 

ur snowboarding outing. Just competent. 

L POOL 64 
Interplay @ £40 @ 
1/2 players @ controller pak @ 
Issue 26 @ MG 

Activision @ £40 @ 1/4 players 
controller pak ® expansion pak 
Issue 28 @ JB 

WAIALAE COUNTRY CLUB GOLF 
Nintendo @ £40 @ 
1-4 players @ rumble pak @ 
controller pak @ Issue 21 @ TW 

It's golf, but golf that looks like it’s been through 
a meat processor. 

WAR GODS 
GT@ £25 @ 
1/2 players ® No backup @ 
Issue 7 @ JB 

Once you've sampled all the character's delights, 
and the silly moves, the novelty soon dissipates. 

WAYNE GRETZKY’S 3D HOCKEY 
oom a GT @ £25 @ 1-4 players @ 

controller pak @ 
Issue 6 @ TW 

For sheer whizz-bang, puck-zipping magic, 
Gretzky is hard to beat. 

WAYNE GRETZIY’S 3D HOCKEY "98 
GT @ £25 @ 1-4 players @ 
controller pak @ 
Issue 16 @ MK 

When all's done and dusted, is it really different 
enough to warrant buying? No. 

WCW MAYHEM 
Rive a EA @ £40 @ 1-4 players @ 

rumble pak @ controller pak 
Issue 36 @ MG 

EA's first WCW game is lightning quick , but 
disappointingly lacking in moves. 

WCW/NWO REVENGE 
THO @ £50 @ 1-4 players @ 
rumble pak @ on cart @ 
Issue 22 @ MG 

Plenty of new characters and faster gameplay, 
but nowhere near as good as WWF Warzone. 

WCW vs NWO WORLD TOUR 
THO @ £50 @ 1-4 players @ 
rumble pak @ controller pak @ 
Issue 12 @ TW 

A perfectly acceptable, technically solid beat- 
‘em-up. Not quite Tekken, though. 

WETRIX 
Ocean @ £30 @ 1/2 players @ 
controller pak @ 
Issue 15 @ JP 

Reasonably priced take on the age-old Tetris 
theme, with water and mountains. 

WORLD CUP '98 
EA@ £400 
1/4 players @ Controller pak @ 
Issue 16 @ JA 

Competent, licence-led but sluggish, frustrating 
and now with semi-automatic tackling. Hmm. 



HAF 2000 
THO @ £40 @ 1-4 players 

rumble pak @ controller pak 
Iss @oH 

The best wrestling 
game yet. Playable, 

comprehen e 

8 and a mi. good 
arf too! 

Titus @ £40 @ 1-4 players 
rumble pak @ controller pak 
expansion pak @ Issue 36 @ MG 

Fast-paced, good-looking four-player beat-'em- 
up. Lacks lifespan, but still... 

64 0-SUMO ECE 
Bottom Up @ 1/2 players @ Issue 11 @ ME 

Human @ 1/2 players @ Issue 16 @ TW Coe 

Activision @ 1 player @ Issue 31 @ JB Co 

T&E Soft @ 1-4 players @ Issue 14 @ JP Ce 

Treasure @ 1 player @ Issue 36 @ MK EE 

Hudson @ 1 player @ Issue 20 @ JP Ey 

Konami @ 1/2 players @ Issue 30 @ TW 144% | 

Takara @ 1-4 players @ Issue 20 @ MK Ea 

Hudson @ 1/2 players @ Issue 12 @ JN L65% 

Athena @ 1-4 players @ Issue 19 @ MK Ee 

Epoch @ 1 player @ Issue 2 @ TW Cae 

An NG4 game of your choice! 
SCCM ni ose ut moar ea 

wins an N64 game of their choice. 

Epoch @ 1 player @ Issue 26 @ JB 

F-CUP MANIAX 
Imagineer @ 1/2 players @ Issue 34 @ JB 

Namco @ 1-4 players @ Issue 11 @ TW 

Fox Interactive @ 1/2 players @ Issue 26 @ TW 

Hudson @ 1 player @ Issue 26 @ TW 

Seta @ 1-4 players @ Issue 1 @ TW 

EA @ 1-4 players @ Issue 26 @ TW 

Pack In Soft @ 1 player @ Issue 28 @ MK 

Video System @ 1 player @ Issue 7 @ JD 

Imagineer @ 1-4 players @ Issue 8 @ TW 

Hudson @ 1/2 players @ Issue 10 @ TW 

J-LEAGUE PERFECT STRIKER EE 
Konami @ 1-4 players @ Issue 1 @ TW 

J-LEAGUE PERFECT STRIKER 2 
Konami @ 1-4 players @ Issue 32 @ TW 

Take 2 @ 1-3 players @ Issue 16 @ MK 

JIKKYOU WORLD CUP "98 Ear 
Konami @ 1-4 players @ Issue 18 @ TW 

Imagineer @ 1-4 players @ Issue 1 @ TW 

Imagineer ® 1-4 players @ Issue 25 @ TW 

Hudson @ 1/2 players @ Issue 32 @ MK 

Natsume @ 1 player @ Issue 26 @ JB 

Hudson @ 1-4 players @ Issue 23 @ TW 

Koei @ 1-4 players @ Issue 3 @ JD 

Konami @ 1-4 players @ Issue 1 @ WO 

Nintendo @ 1-4 players @ Issue 18 @ MK 

Bandai @ 1 player @ Issue 35 @ JB 

Activision @ 1 player @ Issue 25 @ MK 

Quest @ 1 player @ Issue 34 @ MG 

Hewia @ 1 player @ Issue 13 @ TW 

Nintendo @ 1 player @ Issue 25 @ ME 

Nintendo @ 1 player @ Issue 29 @ MG 

Nintendo @ 1 player @ Issue 25 @ ME 

Hudson @ 1/2 players @ Issue 7 @ JA 

Konami @ 1/2 players @ Issue 3 @ TW 

Konami @ 1/2 players @ Issue 17 @ MK 

Compile @ 1/2 players @ Issue 10 @ ZN 

Nintendo @ 1 player @ Issue 25 @ ME 

Imagineer @ 1 player @ Issue 13 @ JP 

Atlus @ 1-4 players @ Issue 28 @ JA 

Imagineer @ 1/2 players @ Issue 26 @ JA 

Hudson @ 1 player @ Issue 19 @ MK 

Athena @ 1-4 players @ Issue 30 @ MG 

Banpresto @ 1/2 players @ Issue 20 @ MK 

Konami @ 1-4 players @ Issue 15 @ TW 

Bandai @ 1-4 players @ Issue 12 @ JN 

Seta @ 1-4 players @ Issue 26 @ JA 

Hudson @ 1-4 players @ Issue 12 @ DM 

Activision @ 1 player @ Issue 37 @ JB 

EA @ 1-4 players @ Issue 29 @ MG 

Bottom Up @ 1-4 players @ Issue 21 @ MG 

Titus @ 1/2 players @ Issue 18 @ TW 

THO @ 1-4 players @ Issue 27 @ JP 

Gametek @ 1-3 players @ Issue 11 @ TW 

Koei @ 1-4 players @ Issue 35 @ MK 

Enix @ 1 player @ Issue 1 @ WO 

+ are: 

IMPORT- 
TASTIC! 
NTSC-owner Colin 
Reilly says, ‘I know 
there’s only a few 

importers among your 
readers but, for the 

record, here’s my best 
ever import buys.’ 

x 
Ms 8 

POKEMON SNAP 

G u 

PERFECT STRIKER 

Address 

Postcode 

Game wanted 
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Resident Evil 2. Plus all you 
ever needed to know 

about Pokémon! 
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a8, Shadowman's first 21 Dark 

Le Bese eons Souls, a multiplayer Quake 
oe scare-'em-up Resident Evil (Ae Il guide and every finishing 

\ move from WWF Attitude. 

coming football-fest /SS 
Millennium. Plus Jet Force 

Gemini tips — find everything, a 
long awaited PAL Super Smash Bros 
review, Capcom's Resident Evil 2, and 
Aa kes Ue 

Wael eeL| 
multiplayer gore- 
fest Turok: Rage 

Coen blaster, Jet Force 
Aa ae (a) 

oo a als Fem om cocs 
info on the games from 
Japan's Spaceworld show, 
including Ocarina of Time 
sequel Zelda Gaiden, 
Kirby 64, Mother 3 and 

Super Mario Adventure. 
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Kong 64 tips — we reveal everything! 
Reviews of Midway's boxing title 
Ready 2 Rumble and Acclaim's take 
on Starship Troopers, Armorines. A 
detailed Super Smash Bros guide and 
hints on how to rassle your way 
through the superb WWF 
Wrestlemania 2000. 
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Me CimeeluCmtem COME 
aoe me aCe 
Whether it's the seedy 
secrets of a top pop star 

being splashed all over the tabloid 
front pages, or even your best friend 
finally uncovering that ‘harmless’ 
little white lie you told aeons ago, 
skeletons are diving out of cupboards 
all over the place. 

Nintendo, on the other hand, keep 
the secret histories of their games 

SPM e an Cg erela 

The games that Nintendo 
don't want you to see... 

heroes and heroines very closely 
guarded. The Big N have brushed 
several of their most misguided titles 
neatly under the carpet, leading 
millions of people to believe that 
characters such as Mario, Link, Wario 
and Yoshi have enjoyed an unbroken 
run of superb games since they were 
first conceived. 

Which is where we come in. Want 
to take a peek in that filed-away photo 
album? Of course you do... 



The Faces 
Co} at =| 
Format: Phili 
Date: 1992 . 

i se) is exploited the 

from.Faces Of Evil. Once 
-in one, the Triforce looked like 
in Quality Street. The Wand Of 

n-GD-I console. 
sid ours bprexea tye) 

nimated cut-scenes, 
sy, all-American 

MOUS }SCd FUL ad 

Gamelon’s only innovation 
was that, with Link and the 
King having lost themselves in 
the forest, Zelda herself was 
the heroine. Support for 
women’s lib? Think again — 
just before the Princess set off 
on her dangerous quest, she 
blubbed like a newborn baby. 

Zelda's 
Adventure 
Format: Philips CD-I 
Date: 1993 
Why it happened: The last in Philips’ woeful trilogy of CD-I Zelda 
titles. Nintendo and Philips haven't spoken to each other since. 
Why it hurt: Link was captured again, putting Zelda back in the 
starring role. Philips’ dimwitted developers finally adopted the 
traditional top-down view, but digitised versions of real-life 
characters replaced 
Wetcmer-bu tole) emo masta 
last two games, so 
players were ‘treated’ 
to a Zelda played by 
an actress ina 
second-hand ‘Alice 
IPoTM/oyete Cory t-verel 
costume. To top it 
all, the game world 
(which loaded from 
CD at a snail’s pace) 
was set in ‘Tolemac’ 
— Ha! Camelot spelt 
backwards! Hmm. GO! Pe 

Go! 

N64 ® tet PA tt ae Ded: 
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- Mario Ua Typing 
Pee PER : 
- Date: 1991 
Be yo ae 

~ Kids neéd aod hoot to 
Bay olen ty eal cae : 
5 Sere eT Pcs 
ASU \arCeltt Iso ay ty (nae 

Dr Mario 
eee NES/Gameboy 
Date: 1990 
Why it happened: The staggering ae me 
Tetris led to every developer trying to better 1 
with disastrous consequences. ri 
Why it hurt: It's trying so hard not to be pres bi 
with jiggly viruses replacing coloured blocks, and.” 
EW teect en Eta Ce throwing antibiotics into the’ > 
PURSUE We sit ian aC Ren COMMU IO Mev] Nm te ero any Stel cs 
and a troop of dancing bugs to.récommend it: 
MViTeMe) LUC emeOR Miron mdeCominytyt 
ee arte smart, paid pop Bee ey 

ceo ee Lee ae oe 7s eects per Neer cust 1 Ree hos ay tae 

é ae A EE Se. RR a ATEN ES é ae Pier \ : ars oath Mario to 
eats , ; S , Brees ess ; ola: ‘would! pay dividends. Wrong. 

pe : rte Gal ke < Mario Is'Missing (see below) was 
9 STC bee Bia (oe 

CJ 

ec eer Mario Bros 
ario Ls issing Format: Arcade, Date: 1983 

Format: ca beehiag Why it happened: Back when Luigi and Mario 
were still humble pipe-fixers, Shigsy came up with 

Date: ee oa this two-player koopa-fest. 

Why it : . Why it hurt: Belore the brothers officially became 
‘Super’, they spent their days leaping over fireballs 
and stomping on turtles in this archaic 
platformer. The two-player was actually fun for a 
while — mainly because you could stomp on your 
brethren’s becapped bonce ~ but, on your tod, 
Mario Bros was a tremendously repetitive case of 
flipping Koopas onto their shells and kicking them 
to an early grave, In fact, the crippling inertia ~ 

Aang 
saw Luigi 

a . erent 
| os = ee | Vite 

end of 
rv EPP EPP PP POPP Lh ddd BIO MIT ES 

like a 

en sce well ao ice 
eer ld penguin — 

7) EJ finished 
b4 ddd dd4i ee Pol Ld ddA AAA ddd rea LOsi i 

Ae é DENS 
- MOSTAR SEE SRE We ea COTA O NITE) 

Da ee 
koe 
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L161 
Format: NES 
Date: 1992. 
Mae Cyt Cob eer 
were still onthe hunt for a~ 

“O) 3 

preteen ole) el ates ea ga 
preteen tes ce ° 

SNES/NES/ 
Game Boy ~ 
Dea am 1992 
Ne 

Recertomy miei ncore 
_ The responsive 
* controls and cute retro 
backgrounds worked, 
but Wario's Woods 
was just too confusing 

seventeenth oan 
unny denied us a 

- yellow circle combo. 

erica att 
fom and match them 

‘ bpigtas) to convince 

p 

MOYS 3SCdq SUL 
€ it any more 

Yoshi's 
Cookie 
Format: 7 
IN sks Y ho) | eho} 
Date: 1993 
Why it happened: Nintendo just 
wouldn't let the Tetris thing lie; cue yet 
another thinly-disguised console rip-off. 
Why it hurt: Noooo! Not another 
tedious Tetris clone. The cookies in 
question came spilling onto the screen 
from the top and right, requiring 
you to see them off by rotating 
rows and columns to match them 
up. Playing with biscuits rather 
than bricks made for a whole heap 
of eye strain, and, with no obvious 
tactics, it was easy to spend hours 
trapped sobbing on the second 
stage. Still, worth the admission 
price for the sight of little Mario in 
a chefs outfit, and Yoshi's 
dismembered head tottering onto 
the screen as a ‘special bonus’. 

Mario & 
Wario 
Format: SNES 
Date: 1992 
Why it happened: 
Nintendo regarded 
Psygnosis’ Lemmings 
with envious eyes. 
Slowly but surely, they 
drew up their plans 
against it. 
Why it hurt: Mario had a bucket dropped on his head 
by Wario, and it was your job to prevent him stumbling 
onto lethal spikes by creating and dissolving blocks. 
Mario proved himself the dunce of the family by not 
simply lifting the bucket off his bonce, and 
Nintendo's level designers were obviously on 
holiday when the game's repetitive, boring screens 

were created, The ‘ 
eal cartoony, sub-NES 

3 nas — visuals and the 
nas . er world's worst 

| Yee Le RMI EATia 
LS pereCO an eet Oe) o| 

\ 3 the head with a 
4 fairy’s wand, over 

and over again) 
helped in Mario & 

NX 
Wario's downfall. 
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Wish, poe 
A personal journey into the world of exceptional N64 games that have 
passed without as much as a whimper. This month, the underrated... 

CcCHecH 

O:-2S.. 

LAP RECORD 
IF. 

LAP Times 

a ee 
il 

f there's one game that defines 
the PlayStation — aside from, 
say, Tekken or Gran Turismo 
- it's Wipeout. So it was 

something of a coup when Wipeout 
64 — developed by original coders 
Psygnosis — hit the N64 in 
November 1998. And if it was 
Wipeout you were looking for, this 
was the best version yet. 

Far better than the original - and 
the 2097 variety — Psygnosis made a 
concerted attempt to offer something 
tailored to the technical superiority of 
the N64. Granted, Wipeout 64 
featured the same weapons (along 
with some spangly craft-specific 
extras) and the same vehicles, but 

the track design was more fiendish, it 
was silky smooth and incredibly fast. 
The addition of some splendidly 

122 — 

Wipeout 64 

implemented analogue 
control made piloting 
the games' floaty hover- 
things a joy and, 
perhaps most 
importantly, it was dead 
hard, plunging you 
straight into the evil 
Klies Bridge and getting 
progressively tougher. A 
real challenge and no 
mistake. 

There were faults, of 
course: the game had 
horrendous pop-up in places, 
although the detail of the tracks and 
the game's smoothness helped you 
ignore it; the air-brakes required 

oe aimied 
WoetS 

C= bs 

months of 
practice to be 
used with any 
degree of 
success; and 
hitting a wall 
meant you 

with Jes Bickham 

eR 

either scraped along it showering 
sparks behind you, or, more often 
than not, stopped dead — very 
annoying and something that sti// 
hasn't been fixed in Wipeout 3. 

Even so, the way you could use 
the ships to bomb over a corner, 
shaving valuable seconds off your 
time, was a neat touch. 

In the end, Wipeout 64 is simply 
very good. Whether you find fault 
with it really depends on how much 
of a Wipeout fan you are — the series 
was always a triumph of style over 
substance, hence Wipeout (in all its 
forms) paling in comparison with the 
mighty F-Zero X, a future racer that 
bleeds brilliance on every level. And 
while Wipeout 64 may have since 
been superseded by Sony's own 
Wipeout 3, Wipeout 3 doesn't 
have a four-player mode, does 
it? No sir, it doesn't. 
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How to Order 
By telephone on 01279 321 321 

By fax on 01279 322 322 

By post at Special Reserve, 
P.O. Box 847, Harlow, CM21 9PH 
Free immediate cheque clearance 

By e-mail to Orders @reserve.co.uk 

Online at http://ukgames.com or at any 
of the other Special Reserve addresses 

Or visit a Special Reserve Club Shop 

Prices include VAT and delivery 
Fast, efficient, accurate despatch 
0% finance option - see below 

Market leader - established 12 years 
Official Sony, Nintendo & Sega supplier 

All genuine UK new boxed product 

Open until 8 pm (5 pm Sun) 
We only supply members but trial membership is just 60p 

( 
| 10% deposit, no more to pay 

G for 9 months and no interest, 
subject to status. 

Your total purchase must be over £200 
including one hardware item. 

0% APR if the balance is paid in full after 
nine months or 29.8% APR extended loan. 

Written details in the Club Magazine. 
Just ask for 0% finance when you order. 

FREE SCART LE? 

Why have 500,000 people 
joined Special Reserve? 
Just £6.99 gets you into the club 
There is no obligation to buy anything 
Claim a FREE GIFT if you buy any 
one item as you join or renew*. 

Full members (£6.99 UK) receive: 
@ One Year Family Membership 
@ 9 issues of the Club Magazine 

with Incredible Special Offers 
@ Free entry to Club Competitions 
@ Any one of 20 FREE GIFTS* 
@ Bonus Book of 3500 Cheats Rees 
@ Bonus Best Internet Guide 
@ Save just 5 Reddies - and 

choose another FREE gift. 
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*BEST BUY* 

BODY HARVEST 

Laks FB, 

PHILIDS 

. p 
Pus Vee 

ees 

33.99 
TUROK 2 

19.99 

Ld eis 

un Zs ‘ 

Choose any gift when you buy any 
one item at the same time as joining 
Special Reserve for one year (£6.99) 
FREE 3D ANALOGUE CONTROLLER FOR N64 

FREE PAIR OF 1 MB MEMORY CARDS FOR N64 

FREE RUMBLE PACK FOR N64 

FREE SCART LEAD FOR DREAMCAST 

FREE PAIR OF CONTROLLERS FOR PSX 
FREE PAIR OF 1 MB MEMORY CARDS FOR PSX 
FREE SUPER AV SCART LEAD & LINK CABLE FOR PSX 

FREE CASIO DC2000 PERSONAL ORGANISER 

FREE INFLATABLE ARMCHAIR - BLUE, PINK, RED 

OR ORANGE (add £3 carriage for this item) 
FREE SUPER MARIO RADIO ALARM CLOCK 
FREE REMOTE CONTROL CAR & SPORTS WATCH 
FREE 52 CAPACITY CD WALLET (SOFT BLACK) 

FREE PAIR OF MAD CATZ CONTROLLERS FOR PC 
FREE AMIGA EMULATOR FOR PC 

7 GAMES FREE ON CD FOR PC Bera) teas 
Actua Soccer, Premier Manager 2, Utopia, “sears UKBIG.co) 

COM 
eRe! Gc 

asc 

Zool 2, Space Crusade, Retribution 
and Re-loaded 

BONUS 3500 CHEATS BOOK and 
INTERNET GUIDE with EVERY GIFT& 

Only one per address 
ice i tt diy 

FREE.co.uk 
or phone 01279 321 321 
or ask in a club shop 
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Many at below trade price | DAIKATANA |. 82.99 HYBRID HEAVEN v1. .28.99 PREMIER MANAGER 99 90% ...33.99 SUPER MARIO 64 100% 1.21.99 
same time as a televison. (14) — Hires RAM expansion compatible DESTRUCTION DERBY 64 35.99 JEREMY McGRATH SUPERCROSS 33.99 QUAKE 92% cs sss ss 1:14.99 SUPER SMASH BROTHERS ... ...39.99 

= P P DIDDY KONG RACING 97% ...28.99 JET FORCE GEMINI 39.99 QUAKE 291% 29.99 TAZMANIAN EXPRESS 32.99 
TVs from only £89.99 J osoWiInkS o.oo. ooo ooo oes cas vss «32.99 DONKEY KONG 64 WITH HI RES KNIFE EDGE... ........ 1.19.99 RAINBOW SIX ... . 36.99 TONIC TROUBLE ...29.99 

1080 SNOWBOARDING 93% ...26.99 RAM EXPANSION PACK 51.99 LEGEND OF ZELDA 98% 37.99 RAYMAN 2 34.99 TOY STORY 2 “30.99 
ABUGS LIFE oo. oe cc ce cee ves 1130.99 DOOM 92% oon caves ees ..9.99 LEGO RACERS 34.99 READY 2 RUMBLE BOXING ... ...34.99 TOP GEAR RALLY 2 32.99 

(See above) ARMORINES 33.99 EARTHWORM JIM 3D 37.49 LODE RUNNER 9.99 RESIDENT EVIL 2 (Hi) 38.99 TOP GEAR HYPER BIKE 1.32.99 
ASTEROIDS 129.49 EPGAGOLF .................. ...28.99 MARIO GOLF .36.99 RIDGE RACER REVOLVER (Hi) 39.99 TUROK 2- SEEDS OF EVIL (Hi) 19.99 
BANJO-KAZOOIE 96% .. ...25.99 EXTREME CHAMP. WRESTLING 34.99 MARIO KART 64 94% :26.99 ROAD RASH 64 32.99 TUROK RAGE WARS ......... ...33.99 
BASS HUNTER 32.99 EXTREME G 2 88% 19.99 MARIO PARTY 85% 32.99 ROCKET 34.99 TWISTED EDGE SNOWB'DING ....19.99 
BATTLEZONE .. 1.32.99 F-ZEROX92% .... |. .24.99 MICHAEL OWEN'S SOCCER ...35.99 RUGRATS TREASURE HUNT ...32.99 V - RALLY 99 90% 15.99 
BIO FREAKS 85% 29.99 F1 RACING SIM- MONACO GP 34.99 MICRO MACHINES 64 TURBO ...29.99 SHADOWMAN (Hi) 93% ..39.99 VIGILANTE 8 - 2ND OFFENCE ...30.99 
BLAST CORPS 89% 13.99 FIGHTING FORCE 32.99 MISSION IMPOSSIBLE 92% 27.99 SILICON VALLEY 91% ....9.99 WCW MAYHEM . wove 93.99 
BODY HARVEST 93% ...9.99 FORMULA 1 WORLD GP 94% ...12.99 NBA HANGTIME “9.99 SOUTHPARK 92% ... 39.99 WIPEOUT 64 93% 29.99 
BUCK BUMBLE 1.19.99 FORMULA 1 WORLD GP 291% 33.99 NBA JAM 2000 33.99 S. PARK: CHEF'S LUV SHACK (15) 33.99 WORMS ARMAGEDDON . 32.99 
CARMAGEDDON (Hi) 35.99 FORSAKEN 93% 11.99 NBA LIVE 2000 33.99 SOUTH PARK RALLY... 33.99 WWF WRESTLEMANIA 2000 _ ...35.99 
CASTLEVANIA 90% 34.99 GEX 64 a “18.99 NBAPRO9 ....... 29.99 STAR WARS: RACER (Hi) 39.49 XENA WARRIOR PRINCESS __ ...34.99 
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FREE Extra Controller & 
DOWN Memory Card 

with every N64 

N64 FIRE PACK .........64.99 
N64, Official 3D Controller & RF lead Sev e 
PLUS FREE extra 3D Controller _—— 
PLUS FREE 1MBmemorycard J6eD@) 
Available in Standard Grey or add £9.99 for new 
Pink, Green, Purple, Charcoal, Orange or Blue 

+ GOLDENEYE or MARIO 64 

OR + D/KONG 64 & HI-RES ... ..109.98 
Available only in Standard Grey 

A Scart lead is recommended for 
connection to a TV with SCART input 

OFFICIAL 4 MB HI-RES RAM PACK 

ial 99 

se ore 0-23.99 

Nintendo 64 Books Nintendo 64 Peripherals 4MB HI-RES RAM EXPANSION PACKS: 
OFFICIAL EXPANSION PACK ... 23.99 DONKEY KONG 64 PLAYERS GUIDE : vee 129.99 OFFICIAL NINTENDO 3D CONTROLLER 

LEGEND OF ZELDA OFFICIAL STRATEGY GUIDE 10.99 se WITH FREE 1MB MEMORY CARD JOYTECH EXPANSION PACK ... 16.99 
SHADOWMAN OFFICIAL STRATEGY GUIDE 9.99 SF 89 Black ..17.99 Blue .........17.99 Hardware upgrade that provides an all round 
SECRET CODES 2 FOR NINTENDO 64 ... ... 0... 7.49 _ Green ...17.99 Clear Purple 17.99 performance boost to your N64. Allows certain 
SPECIAL RESERVE BOOK OF 3500+ CHEATS Red ......17.99 Yellow 17.99 games to be played in high resolution. Look for 
WWF ATTITUDE OFFICIAL PLAYERS GUIDE .. 
WCW MAYHEM OFFICIAL STRATEGY GUIDE 

GAME BOY Color 

SAVE £23 
WITH 

£65 a 9 Available in 6 Colours 

y POKEMON PHENOMENON 
Gotta collect ‘em all 

g La. 

MAINS ADAPTOR 

© _® POKEMON BLUE 
s POKEMON RED 

> PIKACHU (see right). 
OFFICIAL GUIDE BOOK 
LINK CABLE Pe 

Sega Dreamcast -peduct £10 off our 

£199.99 
Less £10* 

EASY PARKING 

Programmable buttons, D-shaped wheel, 

COMPETITION PRO NS64 CONTROLLER 
Colour may vary ... 9.99 

5 fire buttons and view control, auto-fire 
and turbo fire with memory card slot. 

JORDAN GRAND 
PRIX RACING WHEEL 
AND PEDALS ...45.99 

change, analogue and 
authentic rubber hand grips and built in Double Shock facility. 

TOP DRIVE DOUBLE SHOCK 
WHEEL AND PEDALS ... 49.99 

0 

Official Jordan Grand Prix 
steering wheel and pedals set 
F1 racing wheel design, 
unique semi-automatic gear 

games marked (Hi) 

‘ INTERACTOR RUMBLE VEST ... 21.99 
= Sends vibrations through the vest to give an 

extra dimension to gameplay. Requires 

Cheat cartridge containing hundreds of cheats 

delete cheat codes. 

digital, 

for the latest and greatest games. 

scart connection 

CITE), ACTION REPLAY ... 34.99 

for most N64 games. Fully programmable 
memory allowing enables you to add, store or 

XPLORER 64 CHEAT CARTRIDGE ... 19.99 
Over 1000 cheats codes preloaded 

OFFICIAL RUMBLEPACK ... 14.99 
JOLTPACK (RUMBLEPAK) ... 7.99 

Ey ea) 

PC UPGRADES 
~ (£12 to fit any item) 

“jag; PC REPAIRS 
(£30 plus parts) 

OPEN ‘TIL 8PM 
(10am to 5pm Sun) 

NOTTINGHAM... ... ... 0115 949 1000 
164 Derby Road, Stapleford. 
2 miles J25 off M1. Nr Pizza Hut 

SAWBRIDGEWORTH 01279 322399 
The Maltings, Station Road 
Not far from M11 junctions 7 or 8 

UPMINSTER, ESSEX 01708 225544 
209 St Mary's Lane. 2 miles J29 off M25 

BASILDON, ESSEX ... 01268 287776 
Festival Leisure Park. 1 mile off A127 

BRISTOL .... 0117 924 5000 
351 Gloucester Road (A38). Nth of City 

CHELMSFORD, ESSEX 01245 348777 
43 Broomfield Road. Near bus station 
EGHAM, SURREY .... 01784 473444 
168 High Street. 1 mile J13 off M25 

Some Items carry a £1 surcharge in the shops. Inevitably some products listed may not yet be available and prices may 

stick shift, self centering technology 2 SPEED JOLTPACK + 256K MEM CARD ... 9.99 
Games From £12.99 — Sends vibrations through controller. 

TOP DRIVE 3 

price of any one item RACING OFFICIAL 256K MEMORY CARD(12 SLOT)... ...14.99 
bought at the same WHEEL ... 27.99 1 MB MEMORY CARD (48 SLOT) 4.99 
time as a Dreamcast. Programmable buttons, D-shaped wheel, PAIR OF 1 MB MEMORY CARDS +799 
Games from £25.99 stick shift, self centering technology 8 MB MEMORY CARD (384 SLOT) 16.99 

ac UKGAMES.COM... ... ... .. Cheapest games, thousands of 
reviews, news, video clips, release dates, charts and special offers. 
UKCHEATS.COM UKN64.COM 
UKDREAMCAST.COM UKPLAYSTATION.COM 

_ UKHANDHELDS.COM UKPLAYSTATION2.COM 
UKPOKEMON.COM 1FREE.CO.UK 

UKCOMPUTING.COM _... From leads to Pentium CPUs - we 
stock a massive range of PC Upgrades, all at incredible discount prices. 
UKCDROM.COM UKRAM.COM 
UKDVD.COM UKSOFTWARE.COM 
UKPRINTERS.COM MAXXPC.COM 

FREEOLA.COM... ... The Uk's best FREE internet service 
ever - by far. No CD needed, FREE Technical Support, choice of 
800 e-mail addresses e.g. Englandfans.com. Lots more - just log on 
GETDOTTED.CONM ... ... Get your Domain Name before it's too late 
FBFANTASY.COM ... ... It's free too - our £5000 Football game 
WINACAR.CO.UK Lots of free competitions and cars to win 

Sent to press 23/12/99. E. & 0. E. Inter-Mediates Ltd, T/A Special Reserve, The Maltings, Sawbridgeworth, Herts CM21 9PG. change - please phone. SAVE = Saving off full recommended price, 
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7" REVIEWS 
THIS ISSUE! 

SOUTH PARK RALLY 

TOP GEAR RALLY 2 

EPGA GOLF 

ASTEROIDS 

| iS NBA LIVE 2000 

Ps Z CASTLEVANIA: LEGACY OF 
DARKNESS 

OTHER GREAT 
AttobeLEGO* Racing Champion, . . STUFF! 

Vote ea ASST EVERYTHING YOU EVER 
aan the-game: Pick acarTestit: NEEDED TO KNOW 

slot oil item LaVaolUli(ellalo el ae) Zam ASK SHIGSY: 
YOUR QUESTIONS 

Race it in four worlds. Play on three formats. & 7¢g9 ANSWERED BY MIYAMOTO 

oe. Challenge-your friends: Beat them. BANJO-TOOIE 

Master 12 race circuits Defeat history’s greatest champions. FUTURE LOOK 

7 Then I'ltoeready for you. DONKEY KONG 64 
TIPS - PART TWO 

My name’s:‘Rocket Racer“And by the way, 
RESIDENT EVIL 2 > fs © wi 8 as "2 Daas I @ HL @ Wie tal 8. a WALKTHROUGH 

I'm already a:dotonthe horizon. TUROK: RAGE WARS 

WEAPONS SPECIAL 
PC-CD ROM available August ‘99. 

PlayStation and N64 available October ‘99. RIDGE RACER 64 
er a a es FUTURE LOOK oy y J "~ 

aaa era i re Cad 4A _ an 
Sen oe 

LOOK OUT! 
Over 40 

es of 
Brand 

te Va sa Cc 
02 oo ta ea silent ae 

new N64 CN teat orn eV a3 
i RACER 64 GAME BOY 

games: 

MAGAZINE 

Py bee Completely independent 
Pett Nintendo 64 advice 

30 Monmouth Street, Bath, BA1 2BW 



ZO-NAM< K<ADZ—-<Z-FMAYV 

WE’ ARE A’ SMALL GROUP OF PEOPLE DEDICATED /TO/ PRESERVING /A’ PART 
OF /CLASSIC GAMING THAT, SEEMS TO BE /OVERLOOKED MOST /OF THE TIME. 
NAMELY/ CLASSIC VIDEO GAME MAGAZINES. 
OUR GOAL IS TO PRESERVE THESE MAGAZINES BY DIGITIZING 
AND RESTORING / THEM BEFORE THEY ARE LOST FOREVER. 
BESIDES LETTING PEOPLE ENJOY, SELECT/ ARTICLES DIRECTLY ON THE SITE /AND 
ON TWITTER, WE ALSO CREATE CBZ FILES, 
SUCH AS THE ONE YOU ARE LOOKING AT RIGHT NOw, 
THESE CBZ FILS FEATURE THE COMPLETE MAGAZINES FROM START /TO FINISH. 
THIS GIVE US THE BENEFIT OF CREATING MUCH HIGHER RESOLUTION VERSIONS 
THAN WHAT IS FEASIBLE ON A WEBSITE. 
THIS WAY, ANYONE WHO IS BUT A MOUSE-CLICK AWAY WILL BE ABLE 
TO ENJOY THESE CLASSIC MAGAZINES ONCE MORE. 

WE DO HOWEVER ONLY SEEK OUT MAGAZINES WHICH WERE RELEASED AT LEAST 
10 YEARS PRIOR TO THIS, WRITING, UNLESS PERMISSION HAS BEEN GRANTED 
BY THE PUBLISHER IN QUESTION TO DO OTHERWISE. 
REPRINTS AND RE-ISSUED CLASSIC MAGAZINES IN ANY SHAPE OR FORM 
(DIGITAL VERSIONS INCLUDED) WILL BE TREATED LIKE NEW MAGAZINES, 
WHICH MEANS WE WON'T BE SCANNING OR DISTRIBUTING THEM IN ANY SHAPE. 

THE REASON FOR RESTRICTING OURSELVES TO MAGAZINES PUBLISHED 
BEFORE A CERTAIN DATE, IS TO GIVE PUBLISHERS ENOUGH BREATHING ROOM 
TO/SELL REPRINTS OR DIGITAL VERSIONS OF/ THEIR OLD MAGAZINES 
IF/THEY/ WISH /TO/DO SO. 
THESE ARE HARD ENOUGH TIMES /AS IT /IS/FOR’/PRINT/AND / THE LAST/ THING 
WE’ WOULD 'WANT/TO DO IS HAVE ANY/ KIND OF/ NEGATIVE EFFECT/ON / THEM. 
WE’ SEEK OUT, TO); WORK’ WITH PUBLISHERS AND/ARE’ ALWAYS LOOKING’) TO 
SEEK APPROVAL /TO DIGITIZE, RESTORE /AND RE-DISTRIBUTE THEIR’ WORKS 
IN/ WHATEVER WAY/ THEY, SEE FIT. (PUBLICLY/OR WITH SILENT, APPROVAL) 

WE HAVE/NO INTENT /NOR DESIRE / TO’ PROFIT/ FROM ,THESE’ DIGITAL.’ MAGAZINES 
IN/ANY /WAY,’ SHAPE OR’ FORM.’ NOR/DO /WE/HAVE’ ANY /DESIRE)TO/ FINANCIALLY, 
HARM ANY, PUBLISHER, /EDITOR,) WRITER /OR PERSON INVOLVED IN CREATING 
THESE,’ OR’ ANY /OTHER/MAGAZINES FOR/THAT/MATTER. 
WE /ARE/NOT HERETO DO’ HARM, /BUT/TO HELP PROTECT) THEIR LEGACY. 
THAT IS /WHY THE 10 YEAR TIMELINE /IS IN, PLACE: 
TO/PROTECT//THEIR/ BUSINESS /AND'LIVELY-HOOD,/AND/TO/MAKE’ SURE /THAT/WE 
WILL’ BE /ABLE/TO’' KEEP/ ENJOYING NEW MAGAZINES FOR MANY/YEARS’TO/COME, 
WHILE /AT/ THE SAME TIME /ENJOY// THEIR / BACK CATALOGUE. 

WE’ WOULD LIKE/TO)/THANK/EVERYONE ;WHO MAKES THIS’ PROJECT POSSIBLE. 

FROM |THE’ ORIGINAL WRITERS,’ EDITORS’ AND/PUBLISHERS,’/TO/ TH : 
=) NERC’ AND EVERYONE INVO!L VED In e 5 IEfes | VET > I OLVED It -QUIRIN¢ 

THIS /IS /A’ PRELIMINARY / VERSION /OF/THIS/MAGAZINE, /WHICH MEANS THIS /IS 
AN ISSUE’ THAT, IS NOT/QUITE/READY/ FOR FINAL: RELEASE. 
THE /REASONING’ BEHIND RELEASING / THESE LIKE THIS, IS BECAUSE /AT//THE POINT, 
OF/ THIS “WRITING, 'I/HAVE’ NEARLY, 400/MAGAZINES IN VARIOUS /STATES 
OF, BEING’ SCANNED /AND EDITED. 

IN’ A/ BEST CASE /SCENARIO,/ WHERE ‘I/ WOULD’ RELEASE /ONE ‘ISSUE /A’WEEK, 
IT/ WOULD TAKE ME /OVER/7/YEARS’TO/COMPLETE /JUST//THESE /MAGAZINES. 
AND/EVEN /THAT//TIME-—TABLE’ IS’ JUST /NOT/FEASABLE /FOR ME’ WITH / THE /AMOUNT, 
OF /WORK /THAT/, GOES INTO / EACH 'ISSUE,’//AS WELL’ AS/WORKING/A’ FULL-TIME /JOB. 
COUPLED (WITH /THE SERIOUS HEALTH ISSUES’I’HAVE HAD TO DEAL WITH OVER 
THE ,PAST/ COUPLE OF / YEARS, 1, FEEL: /THAT/ NOW’ MORE-SO/ THAN EVER, TIME 
IS OF /THE ESSENCE’ WHEN IT, COMES’TO MAKING’ SURE’ PEOPLE’ CAN /ENJOY//THEM. 

A/,100' PAGE /MAGAZINE TAKES’ ON/AVERAGE’ AROUND | 40’/HOURS/TO’' COMPLETE. 
THE /ISSUES IN /THIS’ SECTION ‘HAVE’ BEEN’ SCANNED,’ STRAIGHTENED, /CROPPED, 
COLOUR /CORRECTED ' AND/HAVE’ RESCANS /DONE WHERE’ NEEDED,’ 
SO /THESE’ ALREADY /HAVE/ AROUND /15’' HOURS /PUT/ INTO) THEM, 
DEPENDING/ON CONDITION /AND PAGE /COUNT. 

THESE /ISSUES DO’NOT REPRESENT//THE (QUALITY, OF / THE ORIGINAL: / MAGAZINES 
AT / THE / TIME OF /THEIR’ RELEASE,’ NOR’/DO/THEY/ REPRESENT /THE LEVEL 
OF /QUALITY /OF/THE/END’ PRODUCT, /ONCETHEY/ HAVE GONE / THROUGH 
THE FULL’ RESTORATION PROCESS. 
SO/PLEASE /KEEP /THAT/ IN’ MIND. 

|, DECIDED /TO/RELEASE THEM IN /THIS’ STATE,’ WHILE’ I/ CONTINUE “WORKING /ON THEM, 
SO')THAT PEOPLE ,CAN ENJOY THEM /AND USE /THE INFORMATION STORED INSIDE 
THEM, /AS/I/KEEP/WORKING/ON RESTORING /THE PAGES /TO /THEIR’/ FORMER’ GLORY, 
AND TURN BACK) THE HANDS’ OF /TIME/TO MAKE /THEM’LOOK/BRAND /NEW/ AGAIN. ZO-NAM< K<ARPZ—-Z—-FMAY 


